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Summary

The work in this thesis is aimed tow ards exploring the  edge case application of the 

Langreth-Lm idqvist vdW  density functional (vdW -D F). The increasing popularity  of 

the  vdW -D F functional has resulted in its application across a wide variety of systems. 

Some of these system s are at the limit of th e  approxim ations m ade in the tlerivation 

of the functional, so called edge case system s. A lthough the vdW -D F fim ctional may 

break down when ai)plied to  these edge case system s, through careful exploration of 

these system s we gain a greater understand ing  of not only the functional bu t also 

w'ays w ithin which it can be improved.

We present our spin generalisation of th e  Langreth-Lm idcivist vdW -D F density 

functional. Based on the adiabatic connection fluctuation dissii)ation theory  it is an 

ah im tio  based m ethod for the calculation of dispersion in teractions in open shell 

systems. O ur results for the (N2 ) 2  and  (0 2 ) 2  complexes as well as the  phenalenyl 

dim er shows th a t our m ethod provides m ore accurate binding energy results th a n  the 

previously proposed spin-sum m ethod [1, 2],

We exam ine how modifying the S iesta [3] atom  centered basis set affects the  ac

curacy of the vdW -D F binding energies. We benchm ark several basis sets using the 

S22 molecular database and com pare th e  error in these results to  values seen in the  

literature. Com parisons are m ade w ith b o th  converged plane wave D FT  calculations 

as well as w ith o ther atom  centered basis set codes. Additionally, th rough careful ex

am ination of the  densities produced from these basis sets and com parison w'ith plane



wave converged densities we explore the origins of the errors in the binding energies; 

accounting for what originates from insufficiently large basis sets and what is the re

sult of basis set superposition errors. Finally we present general suggestions for the 

creation of atom centered basis sets suitable for the calculation of vdW -DF binding 

energies.

We compare the vdW -DF density based vdW  functional against various other be

yond pairwise approximation vdW methods. We find th a t the inclusion of many body 

interactions in the vdW^-)-MB [4] gives results closest to those from diffusion Monte 

Carlo calculations for bilayer graphene. Calculations not including such effects fail to 

screen the non-local correlations and overbind with respect to the Monte Carlo results. 

This is also seen in our calculations for the adsorption of graphene atop a bismuth 

selenide slab, with beyond pairwise interactions acting to reduce the magnitude of 

the van der Waals binding. As these effects do not result in significant changes in the 

overlayer binding distances the resulting electronic bandstructures are qualitatively 

similar.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 H istorical background

111 1G62 the Irish physicist Robert Boyle published his book detailing the first exper

iments with rarefied air. The law which is now his namesake relates the pressure to 

the inverse of the volume of an ideal gas. Such a gas is a theoretical abstraction in 

which its constituent particles neither interact with each other nor j)ossess volume.

The combination of Boyle’s law with Charles’s law, relating temperature and vol

ume, was introduced several times through out the mid-nineteenth century. This 

combination is referred to as the “ideal gas law” , as it only holds true for gases that 

adhere closely to the unphysical ideal. This ideal considers molecules to be point-like 

particles, with no molecular volume. The only iiiterniolecular interaction is as a re

sult of elastic collisions between the particles. The equation of state for such a system 

follows

PV  = N k T  (1.1.1)

where P is the pressure exerted by the gas with temperature T in a volume V, k is

1



1. INTRODUCTION

Boltzmanns constant and N is the number of gas particles.

As part of his PhD thesis Johannes Diderik van der Waals introduced a corrected 

equation of state,

{P + a/V^){V - b )  = NkT.  (1.1.2)

His two corrections account for the finite volume of the gas particles, b, and that such 

particles might interact, a/V'^. Allowing the gas particles to have finite volume means 

we cannot compress the gas infinitely. Allowing for an attractive inter particle force 

leads to a reduction in the total pressure the gas can exert. Although these might 

appear to be minor corrections, investigations into intermolecular forces consumed 

researchers for nnich of the twentieth century.

The term correcting the pressure due the intermolecular interaction is the truly 

extraordinary feature of van der Waals work. It was from this small correction that 

Johannes Diderik van der Waals introduced people to the notion of ubiquitous particle 

attraction. A universal atomic force acting between atoms and molecules of all types.

The work of Fritz London in the late 1930s captured the importance of van der 

Waals proposal. London suggested that quantum fluctuations were the cause behind 

the attraction of electrostatically neutral particles. Not only can this theory be applied 

to explain binding in rare gas dimers but such a force is universal, acting unimpeded 

between atoms of all types. These forces are referred to as dispersion forces as the 

London theory is similar to the quantum mechanical theory of light dispersion. Such 

forces are often included with those from other researchers investigating similar effects. 

Collectively they are referred to as van der Waals forces.

In 1998 Water Kohn was awarded* the Nobel Prize for his work in developing den

sity functional theory. Perhaps the most popular and widely used electronic structure 

‘ Along with John Pople for his work in developing ab initio quantum chemistry methods.
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1.2 The purpose of th is work.

method in use today. It allows us to perform efficient calculations involving hundreds 

of electrons. In 2004 a group of researchers working with David Langreth proposed 

a novel new method to include these ubiquitous forces London described in density 

functional theory.

1.2 The purpose of this work.

The work in this thesis is aimed towards exploring the edge case application of the 

Langreth-Lundqvist vdW density functional. The increasing popularity of the vdW- 

DF fiuictional has resulted in its application across a wide variety of systems. Some 

of these systems are at the limit of the ai)proximations made in the derivation of the 

fiuictional, so called edge case systems. Although the vdW-DF functional may break 

down when applied to these edge case systems, through careful exi)loratioii of these 

systems we gain a greater understanding of not only the functional but also ways 

within which it can be improved.

1.3 Outline of this thesis

In this thesis, we investigate the inclusion of van der Waals (vdW) forces in den

sity functional theory (DPT). A detailed description chapter by chapter of the work 

presented is given below:

Chapter 2: In this chapter we introduce the framework of density functional 

theory. The aim of this chapter is to give the reader an understanding of the abilities 

as well as the limitations of the theory.

Chapter 3: In this chapter we discuss the Jacob’s Ladder of vdW methods in 

DPT. We discuss the various levels of accuracy as well as their associated costs. 

Chapter 4: In this chapter w'e discuss our work in generalising the vdW-DP

3



1. IN T R O D U C T IO N

function to allow for the interaction of spin polarised densities. We achieve this by 

closely following and generalising the derivation of the vdW-DF functional. We show 

the performance of our functional on the open shell systems of the (02)2 and the 

phenalenyl dimer as well as the closed shell (N2)2 complex. As a comparison we also 

calculate the binding of these systems using an alternative m ethod based on applying 

the vdW -DF functional to the sum of the up and down spins instead of considering 

the interactions individually.

C hap ter 5: In this chapter we discuss our work in investigating how the use of an 

atom centered basis set with the vdW -DF functional affects the accuracy of calculated 

binding energies. In detail we examine the diff(’rences in the binding energies and 

densities between calculations using an atom centered basis and a fully converged 

plane wave basis. We identify sources of error in the atom centered basis binding 

energy calculations and quantify their magnitudes for a selection of systems. We 

benchmark several basis sets using the S22 molecular database and compared the 

error in these results to values seen in the literature. From our findings w'e discuss 

strategies for the creation of accurate basis sets suitable for the calculation of vdW -DF 

binding energies.

C hap ter 6: In this chapter we discuss our work in com{)aring the vdW -DF func

tional to several beyond pairwise approximation methods as applied to  several 2D 

layered systems. We investigated the use of these methods on the bilayer graphene, 

the bism uth selenide (Bi2Se3) and the composite Bi2Se3-graphene systems. We present 

binding curves for the adsorption of the graphene onto a Bi2Se3 slab and the electronic 

bandstructures which result from relaxed geometries calculated using the differing 

vdW  methods.

C hapter 7: In this chapter we summarise the main results of the thesis and 

discuss the opportunities for future work.

4



Chapter 2

Formal introduction to  density  

functional theory

2.1 T he m any-body equation

T he aim  in the  electronic s truc tu re  problem  is to  ob ta in  and understand  the  solutions 

of the  Schodinger equation for in teracting electrons,

( \
N  N  N

2 ^  | r , - r , |
1=1  =  l  i = l

V /

for different external potentials, t ’eit(i’), where Xj =  {ri, CTj} represents the  set of b o th  

position and  spin and  N is the  to ta l num ber of electrons*. For com pactness we also 

in troduce th e  operato r form of the  equation,

{T +  Vee +  ' ' ' ^ n ) = ■ ■ ■ Xjv), (2.1.2)

"In th is work we shall use H artree atomic units

5



2. FORMAL INTRODUCTION TO DENSITY FUNCTIONAL  
THEORY

where

(2.1.3)

is the  kinetic energy operator,

(2.1.4)

is the electron-electron in teraction w ith r being the electronic coordinate, and

N

^ext ^   ̂ (2.1.5)

is the external potential. In m ost situations the external po ten tial is simply the 

Coulombic sum  of the  atom ic nuclei.

will be done under the B orn-O ppenheim er approxim ation and as such the nuclear 

coordinates are fixed.

There are a num ber of constrain ts on the  wave function, 'P. It m ust in tegrate  to  

N  and it m ust obey Fermi statistics

In principle, all of electronic physics w ith in  the  fixed nucleus approxim ation can be

we wish to  exam ine has only a few of electrons, direct solution of these equations is

J

( 2 . 1.6 )

where R j  and Z j  are the  locations and charges of th e  rmclei. T he work in this thesis

Xn ) =  - 'I '( x i  • • • Xb • • • Xa • • • X^ ) - (2.1.7)

described accurately from Equations (2.1.1),(2.1.6)(2.1.7). However unless the system

6



2.2 H artree-F ock and th e  variational princip le

computationally intractable. For such systems we nmst introduce api)roximations to 

deal with the interaction of the electrons, this “many bodied” interaction. We shall 

now briefly review Hartree-Fock and Thomas-Fermi theories highlighting how approx

imations in these theories have laid the groundwork for density functional theory.

2.2 Hartree-Fock and the variational principle

The variational principle is an extremely useful tool upon which many calculations 

rely. It gives us a method to search for ground-state solutions by “guessing” w'ith trial 

solutions [5, 6]. Only the exact ground-state wavefunction minimises the expectation 

value of the Hamiltonian, giving the ground-state energy;

E„s =  mm (2.2.1)

If w'e exjiand om' trial solution in the complete basis of exact solutions for a given 

Hamiltonian we get a normalised trial wavefunction of the form,

\ ' ^  t r i a l )  =  ( 2 . 2 . 2 )

i

with Cj being the expansion coefhcients and the exact solutions of the Hamiltonian. 

The energy expectation of such a trial is then,

Etrial =  (2.2.3)
I

If the eigenvalues, Ei, are arranged in increasing order, such th a t Ei >  E j  given th a t 

state i lies above state j ,  then the ground state, and lowest energy, is given by E q. 

The trial wavefunction corresponding to the exact ground-state nmst have Q =  0 for 

all i > 0 and |cop =  1.

7



2. FORMAL INTRODUCTION TO DENSITY FUNCTIONAL  
THEORY

Hartree-Fock relies on the minimisation procedure of equation (2.2.1) using the 

anti-symmetrised product of single particle wavefunctions from Slater determinants,

• • •  4>n {x n )

(2.2.4)

where the 0 ’s are single electron orbitals multipled by a spin function, (piixj) =

Other methods rely similarly on Slater determinants and the variational principle. 

One such method is configuration interaction. Cl, which involves a minimisation over 

a sum of different N-particle Slater determinants. Again however, for more than a 

few electrons this method become computationally too expensive [7].

Two alternatives exist, to approximate the sum of Slater determinants, or treat 

the electron electron interaction as a perturbation.

1. Coupled Cluster (CC) methods do the former, and are approximations of config

uration interaction [8, 9]. CCSD(T) is a CC calculation where Single and Double 

excitation determinants are considered self-consistently while Triple excitations 

are included perturbatively.

2. M0ller-Plesset methods treat electron-electron interactions as a perturbation on 

top of the Hartree-Fock energy [10]. MP2 is a second order perturbation which 

is commonly used, MP4 is another method which is fourth order.

We will not be using such methods in this thesis, but some of them will be used 

as benchmarks for calculations. They give very accurate approximations to the exact 

solutions of the Schrodinger equation although at a high computation cost.
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2.3 Thomas-Fermi density functional theory

2.3 Thomas-Fermi density functional theory

Named after Llewellyn Thomas and Enrico Fermi this is the first and simplest density 

functional theory, DFT [11, 12], It is a semi-classical theory introduced shortly after 

the introduction of the Schrodinger eciuation. Crucially, rather than working with the 

complex many electron wavefunction it uses the ground state particle density,

n{r] = N  J  daid‘̂ X2 - ■ ■ d^XN\^{r ,a i ,X2 , - ' '  (2.3.1)

From the ground state density, experimental observables can be extracted through 

the use of functionals. The Thomas-Fermi energy functional extracts the total energy 

from the density,

E'^[n] = T t f H  +  J  (Prvextir) + Ujj[n] (2.3.2)

with

TtM  = I  (2.3.3)

being the Thomas-Fermi approximation to the kinetic energy of a uniform non- 

interacting electron gas. The v^xt term  is the previously mentioned external energy 

of equation (2.1.6). The final term  is the Hartree energy,

(2.3.4)

the classical electrostatic energy of the electrons.

The Thomas-Fermi theory fails to describe the exchange energy [13], and the error 

in kinetic energy is large [14], Consequently bonding is not energetically favourable

9
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in this approxim ation [15]. The Thom as-Ferm i theory  therefore is of lim ited practical 

use and serves as a historical footnote in the  developm ent of density functional theory.

2.4 T he H ohenberg-K ohn theorem s

The Hohenberg and Kohn theorem s place the  Thom as-Ferm i idea of using the  particle 

density as a fundam ental variable on firmer theoretical ground. They establish a one- 

to-one correspondence between a given external po ten tial and the  ground s ta te  density 

[16].

Usually, to  ob ta in  solutions for the ground-state electronic s truc tu re  we emj)loy the 

following m ethod. S ta rt w ith an external po ten tial and solve equation (2.1.1). From 

this we obtain  the  ground-state wavefunction from which we can ex tract experim ental 

observables such as the ground-state electron density*, or more succinctly,

'^ex t  —> 'I'o (2-4.1)

where 'I'o and tiq are the  ground sta te  wavefunction and density respectively. As

we previously m entioned, however, the m any electron wavefunction is com plex and

difficult to  solve. By proving the  bijective m apping

V e x t  (2.4.2)

seen in the  Hohenberg and Kohn theorem s, we gain a significant advantage allowing 

us to  bypass the  wavefunction. T he proof of such a m apping is a proof by contradic

tion using the  same idea as the variational principle. Imagine we have two external 

potentials which bo th  give the same ground-state  density. We also choose these such

*The electron density can be experimentally inferred from x-ray diffraction patterns.
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2.4 T h e H ohenberg-K ohn theorem s

that they differ by more than a simple constant. For now we only consider systems 

with non-degenerate ground-states. The two potentials are denoted with different 

ground-stat e wavefunct ions,

I'I'l) (2.4.3)

Vext.2 l'J'2)-

Using the variational principle we see that using the ground-state wavefimction from 

one potential as a trial wavefunction in the other potential we get the inequality,

(^ '2 |^ i |^'2) >  (2.4.4)

where is the Hamiltonian, T  +  Vpp +  'i)ex/,n constructed with the external potential 

Vext.i- The first term  in equation 2.4.4 can be rewritten as

I'1̂ 2) =  ('J 2̂|- 2̂|'I 2̂) +  ('I*2|'^l ~  ^2|'J^2) (2.4.5)

where E2 is the expectation energy of the Hamiltonian with the potential. This 

gives an alternative representation of the inequality,

£"2 +  y  d^r[vext,i{r) -  Weo;i,2 (r)]no(r) >  El .  (2.4.6)

The reverse procedure can now be done giving,

E\  +  J  d'^r[vextA^) -  ^^eit,i(r)]no(r) >  E 2 . (2.4.7)

Adding equations (2.4.6) and (2.4.7) gives the desired contradiction, Ei + E2 >

11
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E\ +  E 2 . This sta tem ent requires our original assum ption, th a t our two potentials dif

fer by more th an  a constant, to  be wrong. Thus we have shown how, by contradiction, 

the  density uniquely determ ines the  external po ten tial to  w ithin a constant.

2.5 Levy-Lieb constrained search and the total en

ergy functional

We include this section for two reasons: firstly, to  formally introduce the  idea of func

tionals, as well as a m ethod of obtaining the  exact functional. This is the fim dam ental 

functional th a t will give the exact ground-state  density. Secondly, the constrained 

search is, in the  a u th o r’s opinion, a clearer and theoretically  sounder derivation than  

the  original from Hohenberg and K ohn allowing for degenerate ground states.

In the  m athem atical sense a functional is a m ap from a vector space to  its un

derlying scalar field. P u t succinctly, a functional can be considered a function of a 

function. T h a t is, it is a function which takes an entire fim ction as its argum ent. A 

simple exam ple is the definite integral,

r X 2

/  =  /  f {x)dx.  (2.5.1)
J  X \

We shall denote functionals in th is work as functions w ith square brackets around 

their argum ents,

/ ( x )  ^  function 

f[x]  —> functional.

T he idea behind the Levy-Lieb constrained search is to  perform  a two step min-
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2.5 Levy-Lieb constrained  search and th e to ta l energy functional

imisation [17]. We rewrite the variational principle, equation (2.2.1), so it becomes,

E[n] =  min(F[77] + /  o?^rfpj.((r)r?(r)) (2.5.2)

with the minimisation naming over a set of N-particle density-distributions, n. The 

fimctional F[n] is the universal functional, it is independent of the external potential, 

and defined as.

with the minimisation numing over the set of many-body wavefmictions, 'I' w'hich 

give the density n. Minimising equation (2.5.2) with the constraint that the density 

integrates to a fixed number of electrons.

5{F[n] +  y d'^rn{r)vext{^) ~ J  d^7'Ji{r) — N } = 0 (2.5.4)

w'ith /i being the Lagrange nmltiplier, gives the variational ecjuation

Vext { r)  = f i -  (2.5.5)

The expression, is the functional derivative of the universal functional, F[n],

with respect to the density, n(r). It is important to emphasise here that solving 

equation (2.5.2), with the constraint that the density integrates to a fixed number of 

electrons, is equivalent to solving the Schrodinger equation. This would be true if the 

exact universal functional, F[n], was known making DFT an exact method to obtain 

the ground-state density. We shall talk about the approximations which are required 

to carry out calculations in practice and the implications in the following sections.
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2.6 T he K ohn-Sham  approxim ation

The difficulty in using the Hohenberg and Kohn DFT is in evaluating the kinetic 

and interaction terms given th a t they are for a system of N interacting particles. In 

the Hartree-Fock method each particle is subject to the mean field created by all 

the other particles. It is through this field tha t the particles “interact” . The Kohn- 

Sham (KS) m ethod [18] can be viewed in a similar fashion, both being mean field 

theories. We replace the system of N interacting particles with an analogous system 

of non-interacting particles. This alternative system is constriicted to give the same 

ground-state density as the fully interacting one. In doing so we can calculate the 

many body energy terms using non-interacting particles. We can improve on the 

Thomas-Fermi estimate of the kinetic energy, equation (2.3.3), by using

where is a Slater determ inant of single-particle orbitals. The minimisation runs 

over all the determ inants th a t give the density n. The result is the exact kinetic 

energy of a system of non-interacting electrons with a density n. Using this we can 

rewrite the to tal energy functional as

with UH being the Hartree energy and E^c the exchange and correlation energy. This is 

also referred to as the “ignorance energy” , it is the term  th a t makes up the remainder 

of the universal functional

T s [ n ]  =  min(0^|r|05) (2 .6 . 1)

Exc[n] =  F[n] -  (T^[n] -F ?7//N)- (2.6.3)
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2.6 T he K ohn-Sham  approxim ation

Perform ing a constrained m inim isation to  obtain  the  K ohn-Sham  potential, similar 

to  equation (2.5.5), gives us

VKsir)  =  M (2-6.4)

Solutions to  this are the same as solving

r))0i,<r(r) =  e2,a0i.a(r) (2.6.5)

for the  KS orbitals with,

VKs{r)  = t w ( r )  +  . . . +   ̂ ■ (2.6.0)
on(r) ()n(r)

This ex])ression can be obtained by com bining equations (2.5.5) (2.6.4) as they bo th  

are expressions for //,, the chemical potential. The te rm   ̂ is the eigenenergy corre

sponding to  the  0i,CT(r) KS eigenstate. The density is simi)ly the  sum  of the  occupied 

KS orbitals,

n i r ) =  |0 i( r )p . (2.6.7)
i

occu pied

Solving equation (2.6.5), also known as the KS equations, m ust be done self-consistently. 

S tarting  w ith a guess for the  density a KS po ten tial is constructed. T he resulting KS 

equation  is solved giving the  KS orbitals from which a new density is obtained. The 

process is repeated  until the change in the input and ou tp u t densities is less th an  a 

given tolerance.

In the  KS approach the largest portion of the to ta l energy, the kinetic part, is 

ob tained  exactly  through the  use of the non-in teracting particle system. Only the  E^c
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term  m ust be approxim ated. This shall be one of the central them es of this thesis; 

how current approxim ations to  th is term  fail to  inchide van der W aals forces and how 

recently proposed m ethods correct for this.

2.7 The exchange and correlation energy

The exchange and correlation energy term , E x c  is the crux of the K ohn-Sham  m ethod. 

It is the only term  th a t m ust be approxim ated and the  accuracy of th e  approxim ation 

can drastically  change the  results of calculations.

The exchange energy can we w ritten  as

|r — r'l '
occupied

where the  ^ / s  are the KS orbitals.

Jacob’s ladder of XC approximations

First introduced by John Perdew the  Jacob ’s ladder is a parody of the  biblical ladder 

to  heaven. It makes an im portan t point for D FT  XC approxim ations however. To 

climb the ladder and reach more accurate approxim ations we m ust exert an ever 

increasing am ount of com putational effort.

•  Local Density A pproxim ation (LDA) [18, 19, 20, 21]

E L ^ ^ [ n ]  =  j  d h n { v ) e ^ c { n { r ) )  (2.7.2)

The idea behind the  K ohn-Sham  approxim ation is th a t the H artree energy cap

tures m ost of the long range electron-electron in teraction and the  rem ainder can 

be approxim ated by a local term . From this understanding  it is easy to  see why
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2.7 T he exchange and correlation  energy

the local density approximation has been so successful despite their simplicity*. 

We shall see in the next section how such approximations ultimately miss out 

on the crucial long range interactions required for vdW. The LDA is correct, 

by construction, for the uniform electron gas. It is accurate for uniform density 

and slowly varying density systems, making it nrost useful in solid-state physics. 

The exchange and correlation energy per electron, £xc(r), is a combination of 

the exchange functional, which can be solved analytically for the homogeneous 

electron gas [23, 14, 24, 25], and a correlation functional parameterised from 

highly accurate Monte Carlo calculations of the homogeneous electron gas.

• Generalised Gradient A])proximation (GGA) [26, 27, 28, 29]

Early gradient approximations were based about a naive expansion about the 

LDA and suffered numerous problems. More considered expansions respecting 

im portant limits however lead to the generalised gradient expansion. GGA’s 

improve upon the LDA results in particular for molecules and other quickly 

varying density environments such as surfaces and reduced dimensional systems.

• Meta Generalised Gradient Approximation (meta-GGA) [30]

This is an extension to the GGA which also includes a dependence on the non-

(2.7.3)

rpmeta—GGA
^ x c d^rn{r)e^c{n{r),  Vn(r), Ts(r)) (2.7.4)

The unexpected level of accuracy in LDA calculations is as a result of “error cancellation” [22].
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interacting kinetic energy,

• Orbital functions or Hyper-GGA’s [31] Orbital functions like the Perdew-Zunger 

self interaction correction rely on the occupancy of the KS orbitals. So called 

hyper-GGA’s include a fraction of the exact exchange.

• Unoccupied Orbitals. It is im portant to remember th a t DFT is a ground state 

theory. This is true even if we had the exact XC functional. In order to obtain 

accurate values for the mioccupied orbitals we need to use some beyond DFT 

method. This could be the random phase approximation (RPA)* or screened 

Greens function (GW) method [32]. Such methods will not be examined in this 

thesis but will be used as a reference in particular the RPA as it is know to give 

reasonable vdW  energies for a range of geometries.

(2.7.5)

*See section 3.7
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Chapter 3 

van der W aals forces in density  

functional theory

In recent years there has been an increased interest in the develo])nient of vdW  in 

DFT. This is due to the emergence of efficient and accurate vdW  methods which can 

be utihsed within a DFT framework. As our calculations move towards larger and 

more complex systems we face the increasing need to include such ubicjuitous forces, 

acting between atoms of all types. In the following chapters we shall see how vdW 

plays an im portant role in a range of different systems. In this chapter we introduce 

the vdW  techniques we shall rely on in the subsequent chapters.

DFT gives easy access to calculations of systems involving hundreds of atoms. As 

we move from the nano-scale to the mesoscopic, particularly in diffuse systems, vdW  

play an increasingly im portant role. This is clear even from the simplistic pairwise 

sum approximation of vdW  for large bodies. The strength of the force grows like 

where N  is the number of atoms in the system.

In their review [33] of vdW  methods in DFT Klimes and Michaelides suggest a 

Jacob’s ladder* type arrangement of the vdW  methods. In this chapter we shall

*See section 2.7 for our discussion of the exchange and correlation Jacob’s ladder.
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expound and expand on this ladder focusing on the methods relevant to this thesis.

At each step on the ladder we consider the level of approximation each method 

uses to obtain the long range dispersion interaction. In doing this we can group 

together methods which exploit similar approximations.

3.1 Ground- Basic D FT

At the bottom  of our ladder are the basic DFT methods. This includes the local 

(LDA) and semi-local (GGA) functionals as they do not describe long range electron- 

electron correlation. As a result they can never describe the long range asymptotics. 

They give incorrect binding curve shapes and vastly underestim ate the binding energy 

of well sej)arated molecules.

Some of these methods however are still used for weakly bonded systems. This

is because some standard DFT functionals bind dispersion bound systems at short 

ranges. The best example of this is the LDA fimctional which has been used frequently 

for studies of graphite [34, 35] or noble gases on metals [36]. Accurate LDA results 

however are limited and inconsistent. Simply put, basic DFT methods do not describe 

the asymptotic form of the vdW  interaction correctly.

3.2 Level 1- Sim ple C q corrections

At this step the aim is to  correct basic DFTs failure to describe the vdW  asymptote.

To do this we add a corrective term  to the DFT energy

E d f t + d  = E k s - d f t  +  Edisp (3.2.1)
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3.2 Level 1- S im ple Ce corrections

where Edisp is the dispersion energy. For this work we shall use the D F T  +  D  method 

of Grimme et al. [37], that is D F T  +  Dispersion.  Simply put, it is the pair wise 

summation approximation to dispersion forces. The dispersion energy is given by

^  ̂   ̂Qij
E d i s p  =  “ Se ^ J ^ f d a r n p { R i j ) -  (3.2.2)

I j  V

Eij is sini])ly the interatomic distance betw^een the atoms. This is an empirical or 

at best “semi-empirical” method due to the large amount of fitting parameters used. 

The parameters, as seen in equation (3.2.2), are

1 .

This is perhaps the kernel of the D FT+D  method, alongside the use of the 

damping function. Rather than calculate the Cq values at run time, the co

efficients are pre-calculated and stored. Crucially here though the value 

between two different atoms, i and j ,  depends on the polarisabillity of both 

atoms, as can be seen with the Casimir-Polder equation [3

3 f°°
=  — / duai{iu)aj{iu)  (3.2.3)

7T Jo

Rather than store the Ce values for every atom  combination in the periodic 

table (almost 7 thousand values) instead the value of every element with itself 

is stored, Cq\  A simple average is then used to get the correct inter atomic 

coefficient.

= 2— (3. 2. 4) 
Cl̂  + C"

There are of course issues with how the individual coefficients are calculated, 

w'hat hybridization state the atoms are in and whether the resulting Ce value
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is transferable to the required system. Grimme places the error in the binding 

energy due to such mismatched coefficients on the order of 10-20%. [39]

2 . R q

This is the vdW  radii, an imaginary hard sphere surrounding the atom to model 

its finite size. This is similar to the molecular volume in the vdW  equation 

of state, (1.1.2). These are entirely theoretical constructs however with no 

general method to extract such parameters from experiment, particularly for 

the disperse systems of interest here. These values are usually derived choosing 

an electron density contour from restricted open shell Hartree Fock calculations 

[37]. Again the issue of transferability also arises with these parameters.

■ f  d a m p  ( j  )

This is perhaps the most empirical part of the method. Although the exchange 

and correlation functional is typically local or semi-local, they still capture some 

of the vdW  dispersion energy, particularly in the short range. In order to 

avoid double-counting this contribution and also to avoid the singularity at 

/?,j =  0, a cut off function is introduced to restrict the dispersion contribution 

to long range separations. In essence this is an artificial restriction to ensure 

tha t the dispersion energy we add is an mtermolecular interaction and not an 

intramolecular interaction. It is defined as

f d a m p { R i j )  = 2 (3.2.5)

with jRo being the sum of the atomic vdW  radii and k is a factor chosen to 

make sure the function decays at small Rij fast enough so the interaction is 

^n^er-atomic. k is fixed at 23 and does not change for differing systems.

4. S6
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3.3 Level 2- E nvironm ental Ce coefficients

This is the final piece of paranietrisation in this method. It is a scale factor 

which varies for different exchange and correlation functionals. Values for this 

are obtained by fitting binding energies and intermolecular distance for a test 

set of complexes to experimental or reliable theoretical values.

Aside from the issues with the large amount of fitting parameters involved in this 

method it suffers, expectedly, everyw'here the pairw'ise summation approximation fails. 

Despite these problems the relative simplicity of this method has been a significant 

factor in its success. Reasonable atonnc geometries, bond lengths and binding energies 

are obtained for a range of systems [40, 41, 42, 43].

The biggest issue with methods at this level of approximation is the use of same 

Ce coefficients in every environment.

3.3 Level 2- Environm ental C q coefficients

At this step the idea is to use or incorporate an environmental dejjendence into the 

Ce values. We still use the dispersion expressions from Step 1, equations (3.2.1) and 

(3.2.2) in combination with some reference data. Here we shall discuss the approach 

of Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS-vdW) [44] although there are other similar methods 

also on this level such as the D F T  — D3 method of Grinmie [45].

The TS-vdW method starts with the Casimir-Polder expression [38] for the exact 

Ce value,

3
= — duaA{iu)aB{iu) (3.3.1)

^  Jo

with aA{iu) being the frequency dependent polarisability of fragment A. Dropping all
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but the first term  in the  Pade series for ^ ^ (m ) gives

 ̂ , A ' | 2 ’ (3.3.2)
^.4 '

where is the  sta tic  polarisabihty  of A and rj^  an effective frequency. Substitu ting  

a \ { u j )  for a A { i u )  in equation (3.3.1) gives the  London formula,

VatIb
a V s -  (3-3.3)

Va  +  r]B_

In the homo-nuclear case, w ith A =  B as in H 2 O 2 etc., we get

We can then  combine equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) to  obtain  an expression which only 

depends on hom o-nuclear param eters*,

n /^ A A / ^ B B
C i “  =   ------ -̂----1--------  ̂ (3^3.5)

To allow for environm ental effects we define an effective C q coefficient to  be used for 

atom s inside molecules or solids. N oting the direct relationship  betw een polarisabihty 

and volume'^ we can construct a relationship  between the  free atom  polarisabilities 

and effective polarisabilities inside molecules and solids,

e / /  e f f  y e f f

^  (3.3.6)^ f r e e  y f r e e
v4 v4 A

‘obtained from the reference data of Chu and Dalgarno [46]
tThis can be easily observed by examining the SI units of polarisabihty. The SI units are 

[CouloTnbs][meters^][Volts~^]. When this is multiphed by where eo is the vacuum permit
tivity, we get the desired units of cubic meters.
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3.4 Level 3- Long range den sity  functionals

where k \  is the proportionality constant between the volume and polarisability for the 

free-atom and atom in situ environments. The volumes V \  are calculated using the 

Hirshfeld partitioning of the DFT density. Then using equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) 

we get the effective Ce coefficient,

e f f  (  ^ J r e e  \   ̂ /  y ^ f f

Tkatchenko and Scheffler make the assumption here that

flA V '"•4 /

meaning tha t the effective Cg i)arameters are simply the free atom values scaled by 

the relative change in the partitioned density volume. Similarly the reference values of 

 ̂ the free atom vdW radii, are scaled to give effective environmental dependent 

vahies.

C q coefficients calculated with this method were compared to a database of 1225 

param eters ranging across atoms, organic and inorganic molecules [44] resulting in 

a mean absolute relative error of 5.5%. It is not clear yet how transferable such a 

scheme is how'ever and whether such a simple scaling of the Ce values with volume will 

also give accurate results for more difficult systems, such as those involving different 

oxidation states.

3.4 Level 3- Long range density functionals

The methods in the previous steps required predetermined reference parameters to 

calculate the dispersion energy, either the Ce coefficients or the atomic polarisabil- 

ities. Methods on this step do not rely on external input param eters to calculate
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the dispersion interaction, only the electron density. Such m ethods are referred to as 

“non-local” in the  litera tu re  as they add long range correlations to  local or semi-local 

correlation functionals.

The non-local correlation energy is calculated from

which is a double integral w ith n (r)  being the electron density and 0 ( r i , r 2) some 

kernel function. The form of this equation however is not unfam iliar, if the  kernel 

function were the  simple Coulomb interaction, 0 ( r i , r 2) =  [ri — r 2 |“ \  the  expression 

would the H artree energy*. To obtain  the dispersion energy, the required expression 

m ust be more com plicated becom ing 0 ( | r i  — r 2 |~®) asym ptotically. It is im portan t to  

note th a t because of the  form of the kernel this m ethod follows the pairwise suum iation 

approxim ation, ignoring points between r i  and r 2.

Various forms for were suggested throughout the  1990s, subject to  the  harsh 

restric tion of non-overlapping fragm ents [47]. This restric tion  was removed by Lan- 

greth et al. in the early 2000s [48, 49] who proposed a functional form which could be 

evaluated for overlapping fragm ents w ith a rb itra ry  geometries. T he key to  evaluating 

the exchange and correlation energy in th is scheme is to  divide the  correlation into 

two regimes under which two different approxim ations can be made. T he expression 

for this is

where the  exchange energy, Ex, is evaluated using a  G GA  functional and  th e  correla

tion energy, Ec is split into local, and non-local, E^^ or nl, term s. This m ethod

*such an expression however fails to take account for double counting

(3.4.1)

P  —  K  p loca l  I p n l  
^ X C  —  I ’ (3.4.2)
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is referred to  as the  van der W aals density functional (vdW -D F).

Such m ethods will receive much of our a tten tion  in this work. We generalise the 

vdW -D F to  open shell system s in chapter 4, evaluate the perform ance of the  functional 

w ith atom  centered basis sets in chapter 5 and apply the  functional in com parison to 

beyond pairwise m ethods for the adsorption of graphene onto Bi2 Se3  slabs in chapter 

6. For now though w'e wish to  highlight some of the  well docum ented results from the 

literature.

T he m ost discussed results are com parisons of the binding energies and bond 

lengths w ith respect to  experim ent or higher accuracy wavefTuiction m ethods. It has 

been generally accej)ted th a t the vdW -D F m ethod increases dispersion bond lengths 

[48, 49, 50, 51]. W hile the initial m ethod was imi)leniented in a post-i)rocessing fashion 

Thonhauser et al. in troduced the  vdW -D F exchange and correlation potential [52], 

allowing for self-consistent calculations. A lthough they show th a t calculating vdW  

complexes self consistently does not alter the in teraction energies near equilibrium  

binding distances, it does allow for the calculation of H ellm ann-Feyniann forces. This 

results in more efficient geom etry relaxations.

In the long range lim it the vdW  density functional tends to  overestim ate the 

dispersion interaction. Vydrov and van Voorhis showed how a significantly simplified, 

analytical form, of the  kernel could reduce the  MAPE* errors in the  calculated Ce 

coefficients from 23% w ith the  vdW -D F, to  less th an  13% [53, 54, 55]. To correct for 

these large errors the  au thors of the vdW  functional [49] in troduced an alternative 

m ethod [56] which swapped th e  revPB E  [28] exchange for the  pw86 [29] exchange 

part. T he idea behind th is was to  reduce the  spurious overbinding originating from 

the exchange interaction. Such modifications to  the  exchange te rm  have been widely 

exam ined [57, 58, 59] w ith optB88 and op tP B E  exchange functionals showing good

‘ Mean Absolute Percentage Error
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perform ance across a wide range of system s [59, 60, 61].

The vdW -D F bulk m oduli results appear to  follow those of other functionals, 

where an increase in the bond length corresponds to  a decrease in the bulk moduli. 

Klimes et al. tested  the vdW -D F functional across a wide range of system s including 

metals, ionic, and covalent m aterials. They found th a t bo th  variants of the  functional 

underestim,ated the  bulk moduli by up to  45% [61], largest for the alkali m etals, w ith 

similar results found by others [62, 63, 64].

This density functional m ethod has become an im portan t m ilestone for vdW  m eth

ods in D PT. It gives an accurate description of the  dispersion w ithin the framework 

of a D FT fvmctional and combines the  correlations of all ranges in a single formula.

3.5 Level 4- B eyond pairw ise addition

All the m ethods up to  this step  considered the  dispersion in teraction to  be pairwise 

additive. T h a t is, the  interaction of two segm ents is independent of the inter-segm ent 

environm ent. The consequence of th is assim iption is th a t the in teraction of two atom s 

or molecules is independent of the  m aterial th a t separates them  and no consideration 

is m ade for collective excitations. A lthough such considerations are not im portan t for 

gas phase, or small molecules interactions, they  become increasingly im portan t for 

system s where the  bare interm olecular in teraction  is screened by the  presence of the 

o ther constituents.

3.6 Level 4- M any-body d ispersion

The recent paper of Tkatchenko et al. [4] added two im portan t features to  their 

earlier work [44]. They added an electrostatic screening correction to  the dipole- 

dipole in teraction and non-additive m any bodied effects.
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Methods discussed on lower steps do not include long-range screening beyond those 

included in the atomic densities. The tw'o bodied vdW interaction results from the 

interaction of fluctuating dipoles. When the atoms are embedded in a system, solid 

or large molecule, they will experience dipole fluctuations which difl’er from those of 

the free atoms. Beyond simple local environmental effects there is also the long range 

electrostatic screening by distant dipoles. It is this dynamic electric field created by 

surrounding atoms, leading to polarisation and depolarisation effects, which is the 

major contributor to the anisotropy in molecular polarisability.

By modelling the environment as a dipole field we can construct a classical electro

dynamics equation, which we solve self-consistently, for the self-consistent screening 

(SCS),

Where w'e rei)resent the Tkatchenko and Scheffler approximate frequency dependent 

polarisabihty, equation (3.3.2), by a ^ ^ { r ] i u )  and T { y — r ') is the dipole-dipole inter

action tensor. The SCS equation, equation (3.6.1), however requires o;^‘̂ (r;zu) to be a 

continuous function over space while equation (3.3.2) gives only point polarisabilities.

To extend the previous scheme we note that equation (3.3.2) is the frequency- 

dependent dipole polarisability of the spherical quantum  harmonic oscillator (QHO) 

with Gaussian density. By modelling the N atoms in our system as a collection of 

QHOs an integration over r  space gives a discretised version of the SCS equation,

N

^  Tpq{r -  {iu). (3.6.2)

where Tpq = Vr^ 0  Vr,H' (/pg) is the dipole-dipole interaction tensor, rp is the position 

of the QHO centered on atom p and IF(r-pg) is the Coulomb interaction for two
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spherical G aussian d istributions w ith Vpg = |rp — r , |.

Perhaps more interestingly Tkatchenko et al. also described a m ethod to  approxi

m ate the m any bodied in teraction of dipoles in an non additive fashion. To calculate 

the  m any bodied vdW  energy they use the  coupled fluctuating dipole model (CFDM ) 

applied to  a collection of coupled isotropic three dim ensional QHOs representing the 

atom s of the system. T he CFDM  H am iltonian is w ritten  as,

 ̂ N   ̂ N  N

^  2  + ^ ^ p ^ < i V ^ Q X p T p g X g  (3.6.3)
p = l  p = l  p> q

where Xp = w ith being the displacem ent of oscillator p from equilibrium ,

rrtp =  {apOJp)~^ and ap and uUp are the  sta tic  polarisability and characteristic frequency 

of oscillator p, the two inpu t values of equation (3.3.2). In equation (3.6.3) the  first 

and second term s are the  kinetic and poten tial term s of an isolated QHO. T he final 

term  is the  m any bodied dipole-dipole in teraction term  between QHOs with

T;, = V r , ® ^ r , W { T p , ) \  (3.6.4)

w ith W{rpq)'  being a specific form of the  Coulomb poten tial th a t we will describe 

below. T he vdW  energies for our system  are given by the  difference between th e  zero 

point energy of the coupled and uncoupled QHOs,

1 3Af ^ N

Evdw — 2 ^   ̂ \ / ^  “  2 ^   ̂ (3.6.5)
p = i  p = i

where ApS are the  eigenvalues of th e  CFD M  H am iltonian H.

In order to  combine this a ttrac tiv e  vdW  energy w ith the o ther correlation con

tribu tions found in D FT  XC approxim ations, some form of coupling m ust be m ade. 

The em pirical couphng of Grimm e, equation (3.2.5), and the  intrinsic cutoff of the
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non-local energy in the Dion scheme, ecjuation (3.4.2), are two coupling suggestions 

we have discussed so far. In the vdW +M BD method, rather than applying an explicit 

empirically controlled coupling or intrinsic coupling placing strident recpiirements on 

the choice of DFT kernels with which it can be combined, we adjust the form of the 

Coulomb potential in dipole-dipole interaction term  of the CFDM Hamiltonian. The 

form of the Coulomb potential is

1 -  exp(l -
\V'{rp,) = -----------------  ̂ ’ (3.6.6)

T p q

with R™ '̂’ being the vdW radius and j3 is the coupling param eter to determine how 

quickly we reach the asymptotic form, /3 is fitted to a database of molecules

to obtain XC dependent values. Choosing values of /5 >  2 means tha t li"'(r'pg) 0 

as Vp,i —>• 0, if this is fitted correctly it should provide a good coupling to the choosen 

XC DFT functional.

3.7 Level 5- The exact XC functional

Clearly we do not have access to the exact XC DFT functional, yet. However recently 

it has become standard to accept the random phase approximation [65] (RPA) as being 

an accurate representation of the vdW energy [66, 67, 68, 69]. The RPA exchange 

and correlation energy is given by the expression,

y  d u T r [ V ' ^ x { r , r ' ; i u ) ]  +Eseif ,  (3.7.1)

where x(?', r'] iu) is the Kohn-Sham density-density response function, V  is the Coulomb 

interaction and Egeij is the “self-correlation” energy of a particle with itself.

The method provides a very accurate approximation to the exact correlation en-
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ergy, giving HOMO-LUMO* gaps close to those of GW [32] and accurate asymptotes 

across a range of different vdW  geometries [70]. Though extremely accurate, eval

uation of the RPA energy is expensive. Typically non-converged calculations are 

extrapolated to extract the correct converged energy [69]. Recently a number of 

suggestions have been put forward to allow for RPA calculations at a reduced compu

tational cost. Methods such as range separation techniques [66] to response functions 

[71] and recasting the RPA in terms of the KS-orbitals [72] all provide opportunities 

to access this method at a reduced com putational cost. Such methods allow us to 

bring this accurate calculation method to systems previously out of reach.

Although we shall not be directly using the RPA method, the vdW -DF functional 

is based on the adiabatic connection fluctuation dissipation [73] used to derive the 

RPA. We will expound on this point later as we derive the vdW -DF for a system with 

spin. Furthermore the RPA will be referred to as a metric measuring the accuracy of 

our calculations.

*This is the energy difference between the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital and the Lowest 
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital.
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Chapter 4 

Generalisation of the vdW -D F to  

account for the interaction between  

spin polarised densities.

4.1 Introduction

T he notion of a spin dependent vdW  functional is perhaps unusual. It is very much 

the m eeting point between two seemingly disparate  regimes of electron-electron in ter

actions, th a t of unpaired electron spins leading to  localised m agnetic m om ents and the  

weak electron-electron correlations leading to  the  vdW  interaction [23]. However the  

weak in teraction of open-shell system s lies d irectly  a t th is intersection. This includes 

the dim erisation of molecular oxygen [74] and the interaction of phenalenyl radicals 

[1], These interactions are also found in m any im portan t biological molecules, such 

as the  in teraction of oxygen w ith the heme m olecular un it [75].

To accurately capture these in teractions we have generalised the vdW  density 

functional of Dion et al. [49] to  spin polarised systems. In parallel to  our work, two
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other groups have independently  tested  an approxim ate spin generahsation of the 

vdW -D F [1, 2]. T he approxim ation is based upon the  simple transform ation of the 

two spin polarised densities to  a single spin-less density via

P =  +  (4-1-1)

where p  is the  spin-less density and and are the  spin polarised up and down 

densities. This spin-less density construct is then  inserted into the s tandard  Langreth- 

Lundqvist vdW  functional [49, 56]. The to ta l non-local K ohn-Sham  potential is then 

estim ated w ith

w ith and being the uj) and down non-local potentials resi)ectively. Here we 

will refer to  th is approxim ation as the spin-smn, while we w'ill refer to  our spin gen

erahsation of the vdW -D F as the spin vdW -D F.

In th is work we derive and verify th a t our spin vdW -D F density functional is 

superior to  the naive spin-sum  approxim ation already set forward [1, 2], O ur ap

proxim ation is derived from first principles using the  ad iabatic connection formula 

in Section 4.2. In Section 4.4.1 we apply our m ethod to  the  closed shell system of 

(N 2 )2 - In Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 we apply our version as well as the  spin-sum  ap

proxim ation to  the  open shell system s of (0 2 ) 2  and the  phenalenyl dimer. The results 

of these sections confirm th a t our spin vdW -D F re tu rns more accurate results than  

the  spin-sum  approxim ation for real open shell systems.
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4.2 Theory

Fundamentally our spin generalisation follows the derivation of Langreth-Lundqvist 

[47, 48, 76, 49, 52, 77] with small corrections to ensure the expressions remain valid for 

spin polarised densities. To begin with the derivation follows the adiabatic connection 

fluctuation dissipation theory, relating the exact exchange and correlation energy to 

the spin-density spin-density response function. This ensures that correlated charge 

fluctuations in the spin-densities are included in the functional, as required for dis

persion interactions.

4.2.1 Adiabatic connection fluctuation dissipation

The aim of the adiabatic connection is to link the fully interacting and the non in

teracting Hamiltonians and subsequently obtain an expression for the exact exchange 

and correlation energy. We include a derivation of this, which follows Harris [73], as 

it introduces our notation system.

Our Hamiltonian is a system of electrons interacting via the Coulomb interaction and 

moving in an external spin dependent potential. If we define

operators, respectively, and the indices a  and (5 denote a Pauli 2 x 2-matrix notation 

[21, 78] the Hamiltonian reads.

(4.2.1)

where Wap is the external potential, ■0̂  and xp are the electron creation and annihilation

H = T + v  + U (4.2.2)
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where T  and U are the kinetic energy and the electron-electron interaction operators. 

If we define the (2 x 2) spin density m atrix as

«a/3(r) =  (V^J(r)^a(r)), (4.2.3)

we can then write the scalar total density as

afi

Let us introduce a fictitious system with the same number of electrons but in which 

the Coulomb interactions are scaled by a factor 0 <  A <  1. To ensure our auxiliary 

system gives the same ground state density, the external potential must also depend 

on this coupling constant. By ensuring th a t the total density, n (r), remains the same 

for all values of A we are operating under the spin restricted KS-D FT formulation 

[79]. The coupling constant dependent external potential is denoted and the 

Hamiltonian becomes

H^ = f  + V^ + XU. (4.2.5)

W ith A =  0 our system is reduced to the non-interacting Kohn-Sham system with 

yx=o _  y where vh and Vxc are the Hartree and exchange and correlation

potentials. In the fully interacting limit we get = v. If we denote as

the ground state N-particle many-body wave-function of H \,  then via the Hellmann- 

Feynmann theorem we get the dependence of the energy on the coupling constant

(4.2.6)
aA d \  o \
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Integrating this over A gives

=  Ex=o +  I  dX{^ \̂U\<l>^) -  I  drn{r)[vH +  v,,]. (4.2.7)
J o

Evahiating equation (4.2.5) for the non-interacting case, A =  0, and interacting cases 

give the energy expressions,

with To being the non-interacting kinetic energy. Applying these two exj)ressions to 

equation (4.2.7) yields

Im portantly this is independent of the external potential depending only on our trea t

ment of the internal interaction, U.

Here we make two assmnptions vital to our generalisation of the vdW -DF func

tional. Firstly we ignore sj)in-spin interactions. This means our electron-electron 

interaction operator, U, becomes the non-local Coulomb operator. Secondly we re

strict our attention to th a t of spin-{)olarised systems with two spin orientations, a 

and a'. This reduces our spin density m atrix to diagonal terms only, we denote these 

two spin densities as and n^/. We now expand the interaction energy in terms of 

a spin polarised number density operator, n(rcr) =

(4.2.8)

(4.2.9)

= i  Idrdr' ~  (4.2.10)

where (■ ■ •)> is the expected value for the system in the groimd state, with coupling
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constant A. This can be succinctly expressed as

d r d r ' - ^ ^ n 2 " ( r a , r V )  (4.2.11)
aa'

where we have defined (ra, rV ') =  {h{Yo)h{r'a'))\  — (5(r — r')5^o-'(^(rc’'))^ as the 

pair probability density. Using the definition of the density fiuctuation operator, 

Sn{ra) = h{ra) — n(rcr), the pair density becomes

n^iva, r'a') = {6n{ra)8h{r' a ) )  \  +  (5(r — r')6crcr'n{ra) + n{ra)n{ra ') .  (4.2.12)

By applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [80] to the expectation term we can 

express the pair density in terms of the density-density response function,

1 f ° °
{6h(ra)Sh{r'a'))x = ---- /  du  (4.2.13)

Jo

with the response function*, x^a'^ expressed in terms of the imaginary freciuency, 

iu. Subtracting off the Hartree term  from ecjuation (4.2.9) and applying equations 

(4.2.11),(4.2.12),(4.2.13) gives the exact exchange and correlation energy

r l  I 'O O   ^

Exc = - - ^  d \  I d u T r [ l /V x ^ „ /( r , r ';m ) ]  +  (4.2.14)
J o

where V  is the Coulomb potential Eseij is the energy from the term  d(r —

rO^<7 <T'?i (i'cr), the “self-interaction” energy of a particle with itself through the Coulomb 

interaction [81].

From the application of linear response theory to time dependent density func-

*while this should be referred to  as the  spin-density spin-density response function, as it relates 
the  charge fluctuations of the  spin-densities, the term  density density response or density response 
function will be m ainly used in th is work. These term s help reinforce our sta rtin g  assum ption to  
neglect spin-spin interactions as well spin charge interactions, the  later being om itted due to  the  
zero external m agnetic field.
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tional theory (T D D FT ) [82] it is possible to  ob ta in  expressions relating the in teracting 

and non-interacting response functions [83].

Petersilka et al. [83] link the  noninteracting response, to  the  response a t an 

arb itrary  coupling constant, w ith a Dyson-type eciuation. Following the  approach 

of Dion [84] we write Petersilkas expression in the  form of two identities,

/  = X" + X" * (AV) * x"
(4.2.15)

X =  X +  X *  U x c )  *  X

where A * B  denotes the convolution operation and denotes the  kernel =  

5̂n(H î ) • response to  the  screened potential. However the  screened response

function recjuires knowledge of the kernel whose exact form is unknown.

Under the random  phase approxim ation (RPA) [85]* the  screened response is ap

proxim ated with the  non in teracting response, ~  Here we follow the approach 

of Dion el al. [49] and apply the  full i)otential approxim ation (FPA^) [84], which uses 

the fully in teracting response ~  Inserting this into equation (4.2.15) and

generalising to  include spin gives,

x L '  = Xa7^ + (4.2.16)
vv'

This can be rearranged to  give^,

o g ' a a ' \  vv ' /

*See Section 3.7
^See Appendix B
^see Appendix B for a more thorough explanation of this rearrangement
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Applying this to equation (4.2.14) gives,

1 I 'O O

E „ = - — l d \ l  d u T r [ { l - J 2 \ V x t : ^ ' ) - ' Y , V x ^ - f ]  + E . ^ f  (4.2.18)
^  ^ i / i / '  aa'

or more succinctly as *

poo

Exc= 7T Tr[Ln{l -  J]] V"x̂=.̂ )] +  Eseif, (4.2.19)
•^0

where T r  denotes the trace operator and Ln  the natural log. Here we have also 

changed the u and u' indices to a  and o ' . For clarity we shall discard the A =  1 

superscrii)t and accept th a t all subsequent response functions are to be calculated 

using the full Coulomb interaction.

Similarly to Dion et al. we want to split the correlation into local and non-local 

parts. Where the local coorelation part can reasonably be captured by local density 

functionals and the non-local part catches everything else. In doing this we can treat 

both parts to differing levels of approximation.

E,,[n] = E M  + E : ‘\n] (4-2.20)

Firstly we define the external potential as

=  (4.2.21)

where V^(q) =  Ane^/q^. The density fluctuations resulting from such a field can

‘Here we have used the identity

dLn{ l  +  aX) a 
dX 1 “1“ dX
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be w ritten in two equivalent forms*

=  (4.2.22a)
a '

8n, = - V . P , ,  (4.2.22b)

with P ct being the polarisation density. We can relate the polarisation density to

the external electric field, This field is from the sum of the external potentials,

that is,

(4.2.23)

The relationshii) Ijetween the external field and the polarisation is through the dielec

tric constant, („■ We generalise this to an anisotropic material, and so the dielectric 

constant becomes a rank-2 tensor, e^, with elements where a,(3 E {x , y , z } .  A 

linear approximation for the polarisation density gives,

P ,  =  fo(e. -  1).E^"\ (4.2.24)

where Cq is the electric perm ittivity of free space and 1 is the 3 x 3  identity matrix. 

Applying this to equation (4.2.22b) and equating to  (4.2.22a) gives,

V .eo(l -  e .). V 0 -*  =  ^  (4.2.25)

*A similar spin dependent density-density response function is used by Kanjouri et al. [86], The 
important point here is that while our notation indicates a spin dependent external potential this is 
a Coulomb field resulting from the density fragment n^-
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As 0 = this reduces to,

V .e o ( l - e , ) .V  = (4.2.26)
a'

Inserting this into equation (4.2.19) gives,

nO O

Exc = /  7^ Tr[Ln{l —'V.€o{l —'y2^e„).'W)] + Eseif, (4.2.27)Jo 27T ^

In the uniform density hmit e„ becomes constant and isotropic, such that = 

e™ =  are the only non-zero tensor elements. Applying this to equation

(4.2.19) and using the identity (4.2.26) gives the local exchange and correlation den

sity,

/•“  du d X ^  , . 's r-   ̂ in

^ ~ io ^  J o  ~  ^  ~

Subtracting from equation (4.2.19) and again applying equation (4.2.26) gives 

the non-local correlation energy.

poo J

E f  =  J  ^ T r [ L n { Y ^  V.eoe^.VG) -  Ln{Y^ t„,)] (4.2.29)
^  (7 o '

where G is the Coulomb Green’s function.

In his thesis, Rydberg expresses equation (4.2.29) in terms of a series using a 

polarisation operator [76]. As before we follow this machinery generalising the method 

to include spin polarised densities. Firstly we write equation (4.2.29) as
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P O O J
£ ' " ' = /  — Tr[LrKl +  A)] (4.2.30)

Jo  27T

where we have defined*

A =  ( ^  e ,0 ' ' [ V ,  eo ^  e.]. V G . (4.2.31)
a ' o

By taking advantage of the definition of a Green’s function, =  1. The idea behind 

Rydbergs m ethod is to express A in terms of a generahsed spin density polarisation

operator, S„. This operator can then be approximated with a model based on the

local density [84, 76]. A simple definition of 5^,

^  Sa[7i] = L n i Y ^  e„[n]) (4.2.32)
a o

woTild make ecjuation (4.2.28) integrated over A, linear in S^- Equation 

(4.2.29) can also be expressed in terms of Sa by the series,

OO ^

A =  J ] ] - d „ .d o G  (4.2.33)
n = l

where

dn+i —  ̂S(y, d„] (4.2.34)
a

with the starting condition do =  V . Where we take the series expression from Ryd

berg e t  al. [76] replacing their i)olarisation operator with a spin density polarisation

operater w'hich we have yet to define. From here we follow the work of Rydberg e t  al.

*With [A,B]  being tlie commutator between the two operators A and B.
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[76]. We expand the logarithm to second order,

Tr[Ln{l  +  A)] ^  Tr[A] -  -Tr[A^]  +  0{S^) (4.2.35)

Evaluating the expressions gives

Tr[Ln{l  +  A)j «  Tr[]- ^ S „ r 5:,T || (4.2.35)
aa*

Inserting equation (4.2.36) into equation (4.2.30) and expanding in plane waves 

gives

=  E J  * ( 1  -  ( q . . q 2 n s ? ' ® s y -  (4.2.37)
iTCT'qiq2 ^

taking the plasmon-pole model for from Dion et al [49] with

+  5 " ' ' ' ’■‘’2] (4.2.38)

where is in plane wave format and

c q i , q 2 _  /  ^ 3  - i ( q i - q 2 ) . r _________________ ____________________  ("A 9

[o; +  u ;^ n r)][-^  +  u ;-(r)]

Alternatively expressing this in terms of the kernel function.

= j  d^rd^r'n^{r)(f)„„^{r,r')na'{r') (4.2.40)
a a '

We expand on this rearrangement in the Appendix C. It is im portant to note here 

th a t this is the same kernel function of Dion et al. [49]. As the kernel, rO;

only depends on the separation between the density fragments but also their density
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gradients and m agnitudes, our kernel depends on the spin-densities. In A ppendix D, 

we show how  ̂ the  Soler m ethod [77] for efficiently solving the functional also removes 

the spin-density  dependence. The result of this is a spin polarised version of the 

vdW -D F which can still utilise the same pre-com puted kernel values as Soler.

4.3 C om putational M ethods

We have im plem ented our spin polarised generalisation of the  Langreth-Lundcjvist 

vdW  density functional [49], equation (4.2.40), in the  Q uantum  Espresso electronic 

s truc tu re  code [87]. O ur code is fully self consistent and uses the  efficient Soler 

algorithm  [77] to  calculate the vdW  energy.

We evaluate our kernel using a mesh of 20 points for each spin direction. The mesh 

is com prised of pre-com i)uted values of the function (/°(ricr(r), IVnCT(r)j), equation 

(C.1.4). Soler pre-calculates and tabu la tes the kernel function a t each of these points. 

At run tim e in terpolating  fvmctions are built allow'ing the evaluation of the kernel 

at any q value [77]. By constructing spin dependent in terpolating  functions, see 

A ppendix D, we can make use of the same precom puted tab le  of kernel values as 

Soler.

For all the  calculations in th is chapter we used the  rigid ro ta to r model [88, 89]. In 

th is m ethod th e  intra-m olecular geom etries are fixed and the  inter-m olecular distances 

and relative ro ta tion  angles are varied. We fixed the  intra-m olecular distances for the 

(N 2 ) 2  and (0 2 ) 2  dim ers a t the  experim ental gas phase distances, 1.098 A for the N 2 

dim er and 1.208 A for the  O 2 [90]. The phenalenyl molecular geom etries were fixed 

at their optim ised positions. These positions were calculated w ith our spin vdW^-DF 

functional, see A ppendix A for these coordinates.

All calculations were carried out in cubic sim ulation cells of length 25 Bohr. We 

used a single k point a t the  F point {k =  0) as these system s are not periodically
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extended. A kinetic energy cutoff of 200 R ydberg was used for the (N2 ) 2  and (0 2 ) 2  

complexes while a 90 Rydberg cutoff was used for the  phenalenyl dimers. Troullier- 

M artins norm  conserving pseudopotentials [91] w ith revPB E  [28] exchange and cor

relation were used. M ethfessel-Paxton occupation sm earing [10] was used w ith a 

broadening of 0.01 Rydberg.

These param eters correspond to  errors of less th an  1 meV in the  inter-m onom er in

teraction  energy. This is confirmed w ith the convergence curves for the  inter-m onom er 

binding energy, Figure 4.1.
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F ig u re  4.1: C o n v e rg e n c e  o f  in te r -m o n o m e r  b in d in g  e n e rg ie s  - Difference in 
the inter-nionomer binding energies, a t various kinetic energy cutoffs, from the binding 
energy calculated with the m ax cutoff. A maximum plane wave cutoff of 210 Ry and 
220 Ry was used for the (0 2 ) 2  and (N2 ) 2  complexes respectively. The phenalenyl dimer 
was calculated with a maximum cut off of 110 Ry. Both the  (0 2 ) 2  and (N2 ) 2  complexes 
were calculated in the planar ‘H ’ geometry with inter-m onomer separations of 4 A. 
The phenalenyl dimer was calculated in the fully eclipsed orientation with an inter
monomer separation of 3.3 A. See Figure 4.2 for a description of the geometries. The 
binding energies for all the systems were calculated with our spin vdW -DF.
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Phenalenyl dim er 
Eclipsed

Phenalenyl dinner 
n/3 rotation

H orientation X orientation

F ig u re  4 .2 : D im er g eo m etrie s  - Shown are the various geometry configurations for 
the complexes used in this chapter. On the top hne are the fully eclipsed and t t /3  
rotated configurations of the phenalenyl dimers. The rotation of one molecule by t t /3  
relative to the other gives this rotated configuration. The bottom line shows the planar 
‘H’ geometry and the orthogonal ‘X’ geometry. The ‘X’ geometry arises from a t t /2 
relative rotation of the monomers. We calculate the (02)2 complex in both the ‘H’ and 
‘X’ geometries and the (N2)2 in just the ‘H’.
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4.4 Results

To test the  validity of our spin vdW -D F functional we require te st system s w ith a 

ra th e r specific set of a ttribu tes. An ideal test system  is com prised of isolated neu tra l 

sub-fragm ents w ith Tuipaired electrons. By having isolated neutral sub-fragm ents we 

ensure th e  interaction is dispersive in nature. U npaired electrons give rise to  param 

agnetic properties in the sub-fragm ents. W ith  no external m agnetic field the  m agnetic 

dipoles of the sub-fragm ents are not expected to  in teract at long range. This is be

cause therm al agitation acts to  keep the m agnetic dipoles random ly oriented, reducing 

the ir in teraction significantly [24], The lack of ex ternal m agnetic fields and long range 

sj)in in teraction define the lim its of our theory, as it is around these assum ptions th a t 

th e  fm ictional is constructed.

M olecular oxygen has two spin states. Its ground trij^let state, S = l ,  and its 

excited singlet sta te , S=(). Two oxygen molecTiles can, and do, combine to  form the 

vdW  com plex (0 2 )2 - The m ost significant sta tes of the complex are the singlet, S=0, 

and  the  quarte t, S=(), sta tes corresi)onding to  tw’o gromid s ta te  molecules forming 

w ith  spins aligned or anti-aligned. Such interactions are expected to  take place high 

in the  atm osphere but have also been replicated and  studied in the lab. Interestingly 

the  geom etry of the complex depends upon its spin state. In the  singlet s ta te  the 

molecules form the  p lanar ‘H’ shape while in the q u arte t s ta te  the  molecules align so 

their m olecular axes are perpendicular forming the  ‘X ’ shape. These geom etries are 

shown in Figure 4.2

T he complex (N 2 ) 2  is sim ilar to  th a t of the oxygen system  except it has no unpaired 

electrons and  its ground s ta te  is the singlet, S=0. T he complex also forms in the p lanar 

‘H ’ geometry.

T he phenalenyl dim er complex provides a second system  to  test our spin vdW -D F 

against. T he phenalenyl are neu tra l radicals w ith unpaired electrons. In the resulting
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dim er the molecules create an anti-sym m etric state, S=0.

These system s provide excellent test cases for our functional. T he (N 2 ) 2  complex 

provides the m eans to  te st th a t our functional reduces to  the s tandard  vdW -D F 

functional for system s w ith  no spin polarisation. The (0 2 ) 2  and phenalenyl dim er 

complex meanwhile, te st the validity of our no long range spin in teractions assum ption 

and allow us to  com pare the  perform ance of our spin vdW -D F and the spin-sum  

approxim ation.

4.4.1 (N2)2

Figure 4.3 shows the  binding energy curves for the  (N 2 ) 2  complex. We calculated 

curves using the standard , non-spin polarised, version of the vdW -D F along w ith our 

spin vdW -D F and the  spin-sum  functionals. Experim ental results, Exp., are taken 

from A quilanti et al. [89]. All these calculations were perform ed w ithout spin i)olari- 

sation. The identically overlapping binding curves illustrate  th a t our im plem entation 

of bo th  spin vdW  approxim ations correctly reduce to  th a t of the  non-spin vdW -D F 

for non-spin polarised calculations. Table 4.1 sum m arises the binding energies and 

inter-m olecular distances from th e  binding curves of Figure 4.3. T he table shows the 

need for calculations w ith dispersion corrections.
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method bond length (A) bond energy (nieV)
revPBE unbound n /a

spin revPBE unboinid n /a
V(1W-DF 3.91 -9.14
spin-suni 3.90 -7.58

spin v(iW-DF 3.88 -7.09
Exp. 3.77 -11.43

CCSD 3.57 -8.92

T a b le  4 .1: R e s u lts  o f  ( N 2 ) 2  b in d in g  cu r v e s  - Binding energies and distances of the 
(N 2 ) 2  complex in ‘H ’ geometry. Experimental results, Exp., and coupled cluster results, 
CCSD. are taken from Aquilanti et al. [89]. See figures 4.2 and 4.3 for a description  
of the geometries and the binding curves. The values were extracted from quadratic 
functions which had been fitted about the curve minima.
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Figure 4.3: (N 2 ) 2  bin d in g  curves - Binding energy curves for the (N2 ) 2  geometry 
in the planar ‘H ’ geometry. Experim ental results, Exp., and coupled cluster results, 
CCSD, are taken from Aquilanti et al. [89]. See Figure 4.2 for a description of the 
geometry. Binding curves are shown for the revPBE with and w ithout spin (revPBE 
and spin revPB E respectively), our spin polarised version of the vdW -DF functional 
(spin vdW -D F), our im plem entation of the approxim ate spin vdW -DF (spin-sum) [1. 2] 
and the non-spin-polarised functional of Dion et al. (vdW -DF) [49]. Our spin vdW -DF 
and the spin-sum m ethods are in close agreement with each other and bind slightly 
less than  the nonspin, vdW -D F, curve. This is similar to  revPBE results which show 
the binding curve calculated with spin lies higher in energy than  the  non-spin case. 
Binding curves calculated using the spin-sum and spin vdW -D F m ethods without spin 
are identical to  the results of the non-spin vdW -DF and are not shown here. These 
results are sum m arised in Table 4.1.
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4 .4.2 ( 0 2 ) 2

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the binding energy curves for the (0 2 ) 2  complex in bo th  

the  p lanar ‘H ’ and orthogonal ‘X ’ geometries. Illustrations for these two geometries 

are shown in Figure 4.2. The curves are calculated using revPB E, our spin vdW - 

DF and the spin-sum approxim ation for bo th  possible spin sta tes of the  complex. 

Experim ental results are taken from Bussery et al. [88].

Values of the  bond length and binding energy are ex tracted  from the  binding 

energy curves by fitting  c^uadratic fmictions to  curves al)oiit the minim a. The resulting 

values from this fitting are shown in Table 4.2.

Our resvilts highlight the  need for dispersion in teractions in calculations of the 

(0 2 ) 2  complex. The revPB E results show no binding for the ‘H ’ geom etry and very 

small binding for the ‘X ’ geometry.

O ur m ethod predicts the same ground s ta te  to ta l spin value as found in scattering 

experim ents for bo th  the ‘H’ and ‘X ’ geom etries [88], a zero spin ground s ta te  for the 

‘H ’ geom etry and a quintet, S=2, for the ‘X ’ geometry. O ur m ethod also predicts an 

energy sp litting  between the  spin states sim ilar to  those of experim ent. O ur m ethod 

re tu rns a sp litting  of 2.08 meV and 0.13 meV between the  two energy levels for the 

‘H ’ and ‘X ’ orientations respectively. The experim ents of Bussery et al. [88] found 

splittings of 2.84 meV and 0.44 meV, for the  ‘H ’ and ‘X ’ geometries.

T he spin-simi approxim ation incorrectly predicts the zero spin s ta te  to  the ground 

s ta te  of b o th  orientations. It estim ates the  energy difference between the  spin sta tes 

as 29.6 meV and 15.76 meV for the ‘H ’ and ‘X ’ geometries.
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o rien ta tio n spin method bond length (A) b o n d  energy (m eV)

H 0 rev P B E unbo u n d n /a
H 0 sp in  vdW -D F 3.18 -25.42
H 0 sp in-sum 3.18 -58.41
H 0 Exp. 3.53 -17.01
H 2 rev P B E unbo u n d n / a
H 2 sp in  vdW -D F 3.51 -23..34
H 2 spin-siun 3.53 -28.81
H 2 Exp. 3.70 -14.17
X 0 rev P B E 3.97 -1.70
X 0 sp in  vdW -D F 3.43 -32.20
X 0 spin-sum 3.41 -48.48
X 0 Exp. 3.61 -15.35
X 2 rev P B E 3.97 -1.68
X 2 sp in  vdW -D F 3.43 -32.07
X 2 spni-siun 3.42 -32.72
X 2 Exp. 3.61 -15.79

T a b le  4.2: R e s u l ts  o f  (© 2 ) 2  b in d in g  c u rv e s  - Binding energies and distances of 
the (0 2 ) 2  complex in ‘H ’ and ‘X ’ geometries for the singlet. S=0, and quintet. S=2, 
states. Experim ental results, Exp., are taken from Bussery et al. [88]. See figures 4.2, 
4.4 and 4.5 for a description of the geometries and the binding energy curves. The 
values were extracted  from quadratic functions which had been fitted about the curve 
minima. The curves were calculated using revPBE, our spin vdW -DF and the spin-sum 
approxim ation [1, 2]. Both the spin vdW -DF m ethods qualitatively predicts the correct 
spin s ta te  for the ‘H ’ geometry. W hile both m ethods over-estimate the binding energy of 
both the spin states, our m ethod is significantly more accurate with an error of 8.41 nieV 
compared to  an error of 41.4 meV from the spin-sum m ethod for the binding energy of 
the ground sta te . This difference in accuracy is reduced for the binding energies of the 
quintet s ta te  in both  geometries. For the ‘X ’ geometry the spin-sum m ethod incorrectly 
predicts the singlet sta te  to  be the lower of the two sta tes by 15.76 meV. O ur m ethod 
correctly predicts th a t the singlet and quintet sta te  he within 1 meV of each other.
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F igure 4.4: (© 2 ) 2  b ind ing  curves ‘H ’ g eo m etry  - Binding energy curves for the 
(0 2 ) 2  geometry in the planar ‘H’ geometry. Binding curves are shown for the singlet. 
S=0, and quintet. S=2, states. Experim ental results. Exp., are taken from Bussery et 
al. [88] and show results for the singlet, a solid black circle, and quintet, solid square, 
states. See Figure 4.2 for a description of the geometry. T he results from the revPBE, 
our spin vdW -D F functional and our im plem entation of the  spin-sum approxim ation 
[1, 2] functionals are shown. The revPBE results show no binding at any distance. 
W hile both the spin vdW -DF functionals correctly predict the singlet s ta te  as the lower 
energy s ta te  the  spin-sum m ethod over-binds, overestim ating the binding of the singlet 
sta te  and consequently the singlet quintet splitting. These results are summ arised in 
Table 4.2.
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F igure 4.5: ( 0 2 ) 2  b in d in g  curves ‘X ’ g eo m etry  - Binding energy curves for the 
(0 2 ) 2  geometry in the ‘X ’ geom etry Binding curves are shown for the singlet, S=0, and 
quintet, S=2, states. Experim ental results, Exp., are taken from Bussery et al. [88] and 
show results for the singlet, a solid black circle, and quintet, solid square, states. In the 
figure these points overlap with the energy splitting between the states less than  1 meV. 
The spin vdW -D F curves for the S=0 and S=2 overlap with the spin-sum curve for the 
S=2 sta te  on this graph. See Figure 4.2 for a description of the geometry. The results 
from the revPBE, our spin polarised version of the vdW -D F and our im plem entation 
of the spin-sum approxim ation [1, 2] functionals are shown. Both the revPB E and our 
spin vdW -DF functionals correctly predict a small energy splitting between the states. 
The revPBE results show a binding energy of 2 meV at 4 A .  The spin-sum m ethod over 
estim ates the binding energy of the singlet sta te , incorrectly predicting it as the lowest 
energy state . These results are sum m arised in Table 4.2.
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4 .4 .3  P h en a len y l dimer

Figure 4.6 shows the binding energy curves for the  phenalenyl dim er as calculated 

w ith revPB E, our spin vdW -D F and spin-sum  functionals. The orientation of the 

two dim ers in the  complex is show in Figure 4.2. A lthough experim ental binding 

energies and bond lengths for phenalenyl dim er are sensitive to  substituen t atom s as 

well as the solvent in which they interact, we include two experim ental results here for 

com parison. T he results are for te rt-bu ty l substitu ted  phenalenyl dim ers in hexane 

and dichlorom ethane and are taken from Kolb et al. [1].

Values of the  bond length and binding energy are ex tracted  from the  binding 

energy curves by fitting quadratic functions to  curves about the minima. The resulting 

values from th is fitting are shown in Table 4.3.

Similar to  results of the (0 2 ) 2  complex, b o th  spin versions of the vdW -D F func

tional overbind w ith respect to  experim ental results. T he spin-svun approxim ation 

overbinds w ith  resi)ect to  our spin vdW -D F by 20 meV. O ur binding energy for the  

spin-sum  approxim ation, of 640 meV, is in excellent agreem ent w ith the  633 meV 

value found by Kolb [1]; our calculated l)inding distance m atches w ith theirs.
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method bond length (A) bond energy (eV)
revPBE 3.59 -0.11

spin vdW-DF 3.32 -0.62
spin-sum 3.31 -0.64
Exp. 1 3.23 -0.32
Exp. 2 3.24 -0.41

T a b le  4 .3: R e s u lt s  o f  p h e n a le n y l d im er  b in d in g  c u r v e s  - Binding energies and 
distances of the phenalenyl dimer in the anti-symnietric, S =0, spin configuration. The 
values were extracted from quadratic fmictions which had been fitted about the curve 
minima. Experimental results, Exp., are taken from Kolb et al. [1]. The experimental 
results, E xp .l and E xp.2, are dependent on both the solvent and phenalenyl substituents 
used. Values shown here are for tert-butyl substituted phenalenyl dimers in hexane. 
E xp .l, and dichloromethane, E xp.2. The dimers were orientated in their ‘eclipsed’ 
position. See Figure 4.2 for a description of the geometry. The results shown are for 
our spin vdW -DF, the spin-sum and revPBE functionals. These show the importance 
of vdW  corrections for the dimer as the revPBE results under-bind, w ith respect to the 
experimental values. Similarly to the O2 dimer results, Figures 4.4, 4.5 and Table 4.2, 
the spin-sum m ethod binds more strongly than that of our spin vdW -D F method.
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F ig u re  4 .6 : P h e n a le n y l  d im e r  b in d in g  e n e rg y  c u rv e s  - Binding energy curves 
of the Phenalenyl dimer in the anti-sym nietric, S=0, spin configuration. Experim ental 
results, Exp.. are taken from Kolb et al. [1]. The experim ental results are dependent on 
both  the solvent and phenalenyl substituents used. Values shown here are for tert-buty l 
substitu ted  phenalenyl dimers in hexane, upper value, and dichloromethane, lower value. 
The dimers were orientated in their ‘eclipsed’ position. See Figure 4.2 for a description 
of the  geometry. The binding curves shown are for our spin vdW -DF, the spin-sum and 
revPB E functionals. The revPBE results under-bind, with respect to the experim ental 
values, while the vdW -DF based functionals give binding energies and distances closer 
to experim ent. Similarly to the O2 dimer results. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and Table 4.2, the 
spin-sum  m ethod binds more strongly than  th a t of our spin vdW -DF m ethod. These 
results are summ arised in Table 4.3.
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4.5 C onclusions

We have presented our spin generalisation of the  Langreth-Lundqvist vdW -D F density 

functional. Based on the  ad iabatic connection fluctuation dissipation theory it is an 

ab initio based m ethod for the  calculation of dispersion in teractions in open shell 

systems. O ur results presented here for the  (N 2 ) 2  and (0 2 ) 2  complexes as well as 

the phenalenyl dim er shows th a t our m ethod provides more accurate binding energy 

results than  the  previously proposed spin-sum  m ethod [1, 2].

The reason for th is continued overbinding by the  spin-sum  m ethod is due to  how 

it calculates the dispersion interaction. T he ab initio derivation of our spin vdW - 

DF function shows th a t the  in teraction of spin densities should be acconii)hshed by 

sum m ing ujj the  in teractions between each pair of s])in densities. The results in 

this chapter support th is concept by showing the  spin-sm n fim ctional overbinding 

com pared to  our spin vdW -D F. To confirm this is true  for all spin polarised dispersion 

interactions we define th e  energy difference between the  two m ethods as,

-f'spin—sum •̂ 'sprnDdVV'—DF (4.5.1)

where Espin-sum is the  spin-sum  interaction energy and Eydw-DF is the  energy from 

our spin vdW -D F. By fixing b o th  the  to ta l energies of the  two in teracting spin den

sities as well as their separation  we can calculate the  difference in the interaction 

energies between the  two m ethods. In Figure 4.7 we plot the  energy difference be

tween two densities, fixed a t a distance of 4 A and each w ith to ta l densities of 6 

electrons per un it volume*.

Figure 4.7 shows th a t for all values of the  spin polarisation the  spin-sum  interaction 

energy will always be g reater th an  our spin vdW -D F. T he difference is a t a minim um

*We consider the points as having infinitesimal volume.
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when bo th  densities are spin un-polarised, P  =  0 or purely polarised, P  =  1, systems. 

At P  =  0 there are equal num ber of up and down spins, as would be foimd in a 

closed shell system. The difference is greatest for spin polarised densities ju s t off 

from P  =  0, such densities are found in open shell system s. O ur results for the 

(̂ "̂2 )2 , (0 2 ) 2  'ii^d phenalenyl dim er system s are in line w ith  these results. We found 

significant differences between the spin-sum  and our spin vdW -D F m ethods for the 

o{)en shell systems but not for the closed shell (^"2 )2 -

This can be seen in the binding energy curves of the phenalenyl dim er. Figure 4.6, 

as well as the singlet energy curves for the (0 2 ) 2  comi)lex, Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The 

energy difference is sm allest as the spin polarisation approaches 1. This can be seen 

in the energy curves for the (0 2 ) 2  cjuintet state.

FigTue 4.8 shows how the  energy difference, A£", between the s])in vdW -D F and 

spin-smn m ethods depends upon the separation of the  in teracting fragments. At 

larger fragment sei)arations, the  difference between the  dispersion energies calculated 

w ith the two m ethods is reduced. The ra te  of th is reduction is independent of the 

spin j)olarisation of the fragments.

This dependence can been seen in the (0 2 ) 2  com plex by com paring the energy 

difference between the two m ethods for the S=0 and S=2 sta tes in b o th  the ‘H ’ 

and ‘X ’ geom etry configurations. T he inter-m olecular separation  between the atom s 

increases as we move from the  ‘H ’ to the ‘X ’ configurations, as such we expect the 

dispersion energies as calculated w ith the spin vdW -D F and  spin-sum  m ethods to  lie 

closer for the ‘X ’ geom etry configuration th an  for the ‘H ’. Table 4.2 shows th a t the 

energy difference of spin vdW -D F and sjiin-sum m ethods for the  S=0 s ta te  is 32.99 

meV and 16.28 meV for the ‘H ’ and ‘X ’ configurations respectively. In the  S=2 sta te  

the energy difference is 5.47 meV and 0.75 meV for the  ‘H ’ and  ‘X ’ configurations 

respectively.
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4. GENERALISATION OF THE VDW -DF TO ACCOUNT FOR THE 
INTERACTION BETW EEN SPIN POLARISED DENSITIES.

In summary, our spin vdW -DF is a desirable alternative to the approximate spin- 

sum method. We have presented a rigorous derivation based on a generalisation of the 

Langreth-Lundqvist vdW -DF functional. We have shown that for closed shell systems, 

such as the (N2)2 complex, our spin vdW -DF and the spin-sum methods are similar. 

Both methods are in close agreement to the non-spin vdW -DF for spin polarised 

calculations and congruent with the non-spin vdW -DF for calculations without spin. 

For the (02)2 system we have shown th a t our spin vdW -DF predicts the correct 

ground state  spin for both geometries considered. Our method also predicts the energy 

separation between the spin states in close agreement with experimental results. The 

spin-sum m ethod fails in both  of these points, incorrectly predicting a much more 

strongly bound singlet state for both geometries and consequently predicting a spin 

state energy splitting nnich larger than experiment. Our results of the phenalenyl 

dimer shows that both spin vdW methods give results in reasonable agreement to 

experimental values.
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F ig u re  4.7: E n e rg y  d if fe re n c e  in  th e  n o n - lo c a l te r m  b e tw e e n  th e  s p in -s u m  
a n d  s p in  v d W - D F  in te ra c t io n s  - Th is  shows the energy difference in the non-local 
dispersion in teraction  between two spin densities, as calculated w ith  the spin-sinn and 
spin vdW -D F  ftn ictionals. We define the spin po larisa tion  as P  =  (n-t- — n i ) / { n ^  +
We fix  the distance between the two densities at 4 A  and the to ta l number o f electrons, 
o f bo th  up and down spin, at each po in t to  be 6. We have ignored density gradient 
corrections. The energy difference is defined as the difference between the spin-sum 
and the spin vdW -D F  methods. The figure shows th a t the spin-sum in teraction  energy 
w ill always be greater than our spin vdW -D F . The difference is at a m in innm i when 
bo th  densities are spin un-polarised, P  =  0 or pure ly polarised, P  =  1. systems. A t 
P  =  0 there are equal number o f up and down spins, as would be found in  a closed 
shell system. The difference is greatest for spin polarised densities s ligh tly  greater than 
P  =  0, such densities are found in  open shell systems. O ur results for the (N 2 ) 2 ) 
(0 2 ) 2  and phenalenyl d im er systems are in  line w ith  these results. We found significant 
differences between the spin-sum and our spin vd W -D F  m ethods for the open shell 
systems bu t no t for the closed shell (N 2 ) 2 -
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4. G E N E R A L I S A T I O N  O F  T H E  V D W -D F  T O  A C C O U N T  F O R  T H E  
I N T E R A C T I O N  B E T W E E N  S P I N  P O L A R I S E D  D E N S I T I E S .
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F igu re 4.8: E n ergy  d ifference in th e  non -loca l term  b etw een  th e  sp in -su m  
and sp in  v d W -D F  in teraction s for in creasin g  in tera ctio n  d ista n ces  - This shows 
the energy difference in the non-local dispersion interaction between two spin densities, 
as calculated with the spin-sum and spin vdW -D F functionals. We define the spin 
polarisation as P  =  — n i ) / { n ^  -)- n i ) .  The distance between the two densities varies
from 1 to  8 A and the to ta l num ber of electrons, of both  up and down spin, a t each point 
to be 6. We have ignored density gradient corrections. The energy difference is defined 
as the difference between the spin-sum and the spin vdW -D F m ethods. The figure 
shows th a t the energy difference between the two m ethods decreases with increasing 
density separations. It shows th a t this decrease is independent of spin polarisation, 
with the three curves decreasing at similar rates.
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C hapter 5

A n exam ination of th e  accuracy of 

vdW -D F  binding energies, as 

calculated w ithin an atom  centered  

basis set, over the S22 m olecular 

database.

5.1 Introduction

Can the binding energy be used as a measure of the quahty of a calculation? There 

are a number of factors which go into correctly, or accurately, calculating the binding 

energy. These factors range from using the correct geometries, to the accuracy at 

which our com putational methods work at and also include the accuracy obtainable 

within a given theory. While the error in the final result is a single value each of these 

factors interact in a dynamic non-trivial fashion to give this. Determining how these
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5. AN EXAMINATION OF THE ACCURACY OF VDW -DF BINDING  
ENERGIES, AS CALCULATED W ITHIN AN ATOM CENTERED  
BASIS SET, OVER THE S22 MOLECULAR DATABASE.

factors affect the  overall accuracy is im portan t, giving us a deeper understanding  of 

these m ethods as well as how they can be combined.

In this chapter we shall explore how using an atom  centered basis set w ith th e  

vdW -D F functional [49] affects the  accuracy of calculated binding energies. W hile 

there has been a lot of a tten tion  paid to  the accuracy of bo th  th e  original vdW -D F 

hm ctional as well as the improved versions [57, 58, 56, 59], this has been prim arily  

focused on how changes to  com position of the  exchange and correction functional 

affect the accuracy of this m ethod. A dditionally m any of these analyses have been 

restric ted  to  plane wave basis sets. T he disadvantage of such m ethods is th a t such 

calculations scale cubicly w ith the size of the  system  [92, 14]. A tom  centered basis sets 

can be constructed  such th a t the com putational cost scales linearly w ith the system  

size [93, 94, 23]. This is a d istinct advantage for vdW  system s which are often large in 

size and contain a significant am ount of vacuum . W hat we shall explore here is how 

the atom  centred basis set and changes to  such sets affect the  accuracy of the  vdW -D F 

binding energies. To begin we shall briefly com pare these two different system s for 

basis sets in the  following section.

5.1.1 P lane wave and atom  centered basis sets.

Plane wave basis set

As we have already discussed, the  KS D PT  m ethod m aps the m any-bodied Schrodinger 

equation for N in teracting  particles onto N one-body equations describing a system  

of non-in teracting particles. T he non-interacting particles are under the  influence of 

an effective po ten tial Vef f  such th a t the resulting ground s ta te  density is identical to
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that of the interacting system. This system of equations can be defined as:

+ Veff[r^]{r) = Si^pi{r)

n{r) = 2 ^ /i |'i /^ ,( r )p

(5.1.1)

(5.1.2)

where is the Kohn-Sham effective Hamihonian and i is the band index of the

Block eigenstate ipi, with eigenvalue Si and occupancy /;.* These two equations are 

coupled through the density dependence of the effective potential, meaning they must 

be solved self-consistent ly.

To do this we expand the eigenstates, hi a series of basis functions.

where Xa(r) are the basis fimctions and Qo are the expansion coefficients. Here we 

expand the basis functions, XQ(r), for a single F-point calculation using plane-waves,

p i G r

accuracy of this expansion is determined by the number of plane waves used and to 

each plane wave there is an associated kinetic energy. By defining a maximum kinetic 

energy, such that Ecutoff =  2 ^max^ maximum number of plane waves used in the 

expansion can be fixed.

One of the disadvantages of using a plane wave basis is that a large number of

*Tlie factor of 2 in the density accounts for the spin degeneracy as here we are assuming a 
spin-unpolarised system. Additionally we also consider F-point sampling.

(5.1.3)
a

(5.1.4)

Where Q is the volume of the unit cell and G is a reciprocal space lattice vector. The
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basis functions are required to obtain accurate results. As the eigenstates are both 

delocalised and mutually orthogonal, such that solving the system of

equations proceeds like 0{N^) [18, 14, 92], where N is the number of plane waves. Be

cause of this the calculations can be very computationally expensive for large munbers 

of plane waves.

Atom centered basis set

In order to achieve a linear-scaling method it is necessary to exploit the “nearsighted

ness” of quantum many-particle systems [95, 92]. This is the concept that the density 

is relatively insensitive to distant changes in the external potential [96]. We can take 

advantage of this by restricting particles to only local interactions. In doing so we 

reduce the computational cost of the calculation but also reduce its accuracy [97, 94]. 

Consequently this approximation must be controlled carefully to ensure an acceptable 

error.

In practice this feature is exploited by re-writing the KS system of equations as a 

matrix equation. This is then solved using efficient linear algebra algorithms which 

rely on the sparsity of the matrices. This sparsity of the matrices is a direct result 

of the expanding the KS orbitals in a set of strictly localised non-orthogonal basis 

functions, 0c,(r).

Again here Cjq are the expansion coefficients. The resulting matrix equation is;

(5.1.5)
Q

= SCi (5.1.6)

where and S  are the KS and overlap matrices. These are defined as integrals
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5.1 In tro d u c tio n

over the entire space,

(5.1.7)

J  0 a ( r ) 0 / 3 ( r ) d r . (5.1.8)

Here we use the vector expression of the expansion coefficients, C. Again the effective 

potential, contained withing the KS matrix, depends on the density. Here the density 

is defined as:

5.1.2 C onstruction  o f  th e  S iesta  basis set.

In this work we will be using the Siesta [3] DFT code as an example of an atom 

centered basis set. The Siesta basis set has two signiftcant features,

1. User controlled localisation,

2. User controlled size.

These features mean it is possible to have some control over both the accuracy and 

the cost of calculations. To do this Siesta utilises numerical atomic orbitals, NAOs. 

The NAO for atom /, located at R / with quantum numbers nlm. is given by:

with T] =  r — R / and V/m being the spherical harmonics. The radial part of the

(5.1.9)

( p l h n n i ^ )  R l l n i ^  l ) ^ i (5.1.10)

orbital centered on atom 7, with quantum numbers n and I is given by the function 

This definition allows for multij)le orbitals with the same angular dependence
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but w ith differing radial dependences, w hat is conventionally known as a ‘multiple-C’ 

basis. Increasing the num ber of Cs our NAG increases the rad ial flexability of basis, 

allowing it to  b e tte r  represent the m olecular orbitals across a range of chemical envi

ronm ents. For the m inim al basis, or single-^ basis, the  radial functions are obtained 

from the eigenfunctions of the isolated atom  contained w ithin a spherical box. These 

are solutions to  the  differential equation:

The shift in the energy, Sei,  is the result of forcing the  confinement so the  first node of 

the solution occurs a t Vc- The length of the basis function is determ ined by the  cutoff 

length, Tc, after which we force th e  function to  zero. In practice the  user selects the 

energy shift and Siesta applies th is to  all atom ic species resulting in a range of TcS. 

Tuning this variable modifies the degree of localisation in the calculation, and hence 

the com putational cost.

To generate th e  additional rad ial functions for the  multiple-C basis, Siesta adopts a 

modified scheme from the  quan tum  chem istry community, the  ‘split-valence’ m ethod 

[94], This works by defining the  second-C, 0^^, as the  first-(, 0^'’, w ith some of its 

longer range term s removed. To realise th is the long range p a rt of the first-C is 

described using the  expression.

where a/ and bi are constan ts to  ensure continuity of value and slope a t r f .  The ‘split- 

rad ius’ r f  is chosen so th a t a fraction* of the  first-^eta norm  occurs w ithin r  >  rf .

‘ Typically this value is ~  0.15.

+  Vi { r ) ^  M r )  =  [£i +  Sei)(pi{r).  (5.1.11)

(5.1.12)
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The second-^ is then defined as:

(t)f[r) = (j)\^[r)-E,i{r). (5.1.13)

Iterative apphcations of this method allows for the generation of an increasing number 

of orbitals for the basis.

Combining this method with the generation of orbitals with higher angular mo

menta, also know as polarised orbitals, results in a basis set with both radial and 

angular flexibility. Increasing both the radial and angular flexibility of a basis in

creases the transferability of the basis across a wide range of chemical environments.

In this work we shall examine how changes to the atom centered basis can affect 

the accuracy of l)inding energy results when using the vdW-DF density functional. 

This is not a trivial or insignificant problem. As we have highlighted van der Waals 

forces are the result of long range correlations. The issue is whether the steps taken in 

the Siesta code to achieve linear scaling adversely affect the accTuacy of the dispersion 

interactions. In the next section we shall discuss how we shall quantify and measure 

how changes in the basis set affect vdW interactions.

5.2 Quantifying the accuracy of vdW  interactions

In order to determine how changes to the Siesta basis set affect the accuracy of vdW 

interactions, we have selected two system attributes which we calculate in both Siesta 

[3] and Quantum Espresso (QE) [87], a plane wave code. It is straight forward to 

obtain a converged plane wave basis as there is only a single parameter to vary, the 

kinetic energy cutoff for the plane waves, and they do not suffer from issues regarding 

localisation, as Siesta does. This means we can easily compare the results from our 

Siesta calculations to QE and isolate the effects of modifying the basis set.
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Firstly we calculate the binding energy of compounds from the S22 molecular 

database [98]. This is a set of 22 complexes which can be divided into three categories: 

those which are bound by hydrogen bonds, those bound by dispersion bonds and those 

in which covalent and dispersion bonds are of equal importance, otherwise known 

as the mixed category. The database contains the binding energies and optimised 

structures for the complexes, obtained from highly accurate Moller-Plesset [10] and 

coupled cluster calculations [99]. Using the optimised structures we shall compare 

calculations of binding energies, done in Siesta, with those done in the plane wave 

code. Quantum  Espresso. We define the binding energy of a complex comprising of 

two monomers as:

-S'bind ~  -fi'coiiiplex -^n ionon ierl ^ tn o n o tn er '2 j ( 5 . 2 . 1 )

where Ebind is the binding energy, £ ’compiex is the to tal energy of the complex and 

E'nionomeri is the total energy of the monomer in the complex.

Secondly we shall compare the densities obtained from both Siesta and QE cal

culations, for the same selection of compounds as the binding energy. There are two 

im portant reasons for this:

1. As stated in our definition of DPT, the ground state  electronic density contains 

all the information for the ground state  of the system. Consequently if the two 

densities, from the QE and Siesta calculations, are identical we know th a t both 

codes will return the same results. A similar argument can be made regarding 

the vdw-DF and dispersion forces: if our two densities match then the dispersion 

interactions will also be identical regardless of any “nearsightedness” in the 

Siesta basis set.

2. Atom centered basis sets have a significant problem calculating binding ener-
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gies. This is known as the basis set superposition error, BSSE [100]. Every 

basis set has an associated error, this error is the difference between the chosen 

basis and the infinite basis set. In practice careful selection of sufficiently large 

sets results in acceptably small errors. However this issue manifests itself in the 

calculation of interniolecular binding energies using atom centered basis sets. 

The issue is th a t the complex and the monomers will be calculated in basis sets 

of significantly differing sizes. If the number of atoms in the two monomers 

are Na and Nb, the complex basis set will be 0{Na  +  Nh) while those of the 

monomers would be 0{Na)  and 0{Nb).  This is an im portant issue for vdW 

complexes as their binding energies tend to be 0{l( )0)rneV, with typical BSSE 

values being a significant ap})reciable magnitude in comparison with this. While 

there are methods to correct for this [101], they are tyi)ically restricted to static 

calculations meaning we cannot calculate the BSSE corrected binding energy 

including the internal relaxation of the atomic positions for the monomers. Fig

ure 5.1 shows the conventional counterpoise correction m ethod to correct for the 

BSSE. In this method “ghost atoms” , tha t is the basis functions associated with 

a particular atom but without any electrons or nuclei, are added to the monomer 

calculations to ensure a consistent basis set size across all the calculations.

To compare the densities we define the normalised density difi’erence*:

_ 1 / | p 5 t e s t a ( r )  -  PQij(r)|o?r
dd[psiesta{^) ■) PQE\^)) 1 f / ’ (5.2.2)J  pQ E (r )d r

where /9Qf;(r) and psiesta(^) are the densities resulting from the QE and Siesta cal

culations. The normalised density diff'erence is a number lying between 0 and 1, the

closer it is towards 1 the more similar the two densities are.

*We will also refer to this as the density difference
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5.3 Com putational M ethods

We performed DPT calculations using both  QE [87] and Siesta [3] using Troullier- 

Martins norm conserving pseudopotentials [91]. The pseudopotentials were generated 

in our cross code pseudopotential generator, a modified version of the Idl.x  pseu

dopotential generator* capable of outputting the same potential in both Siesta and 

QE formats. In doing this we remove any ambiguity tha t differing pseudopotentials 

might produce differing electronic densities. Any remaining differences betw'een the 

densities should be the result of differing basis sets. ^

The QE calculations were performed in a 60 Bohr cubic cell with a 60 Rydberg 

plane wave cutoff. The Siesta calculations were also performed in a 60 Bohr cubic cell, 

with a mesh cut-off' of 500 Rydbergs and an energy shift of IrrieV. Figure 5.2 shows 

that for our isolated complexes, energy shifts of I m e V  or less lead to convergence 

errors of less than I m e V  in the binding energy. All our calculations are done with a 

single k point at the Y point (A: =  0).

The generated pseudopotentials were tested in QE, using the details below, by 

calculating the binding energy of the water and formic acid dimers with the PBE 

[27] XC functional. The binding energy of the water dimer was found to be 218meV, 

this compares well with the all electron calculation of 219meV of Lee et al [56]. The 

formic acid dimer binding energy was calculated to be 797meV compared to the all 

electron value of 790meV, also from Lee et al [56].

In addition to using Siesta to generate NAOs for our basis sets using our fixed 

energy-shift of ImeV, we also created basis sets with each cutoff individually opti

mised. More information about this as well as our optimised basis sets are given in 

the appendix.

*This code is part of the Quantum Espresso package [87]
tThis assumes that the total energy functionals as implemented in both codes can correctly 

evaluate the total energy without introducing an additional errors.
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5.4 Results

This section is split into two parts. Firstly we will examine the binding energy of a 

small section of complexes as well as discuss and quantify the origin of errors in our 

atom centered basis calculations. From this we will identify basis set qualities which 

minimise binding energy errors. In the second part we will compare these cjualities 

across the entire S22 database to extract clear ideas about how the vdW-DF, as 

calculated within an atom centered basis, performs.

5.4.1 D ensity  based analysis o f vdW -D F  errors.

The foiu’ systems we shall examine in detail are the water, formic acid, and methane 

dimers as well as the benzene methane complex. They form an interesting mix of 

hydrogen bonded and dispersion bomid comi)lexes. For each complex we calculate 

the binding energy, as calculated with Siesta, for a range of basis sets both with and 

without counteri)oise corrections. Additionally for each calculation we extracted the 

charge density of the monomers as well as the complexes. These binding energies and 

densities are then compared to our QE results to identify and quantify the following 

errors in the binding energy.

1. Actual error: We define this as the difference in the binding energies between 

our atom centered basis calculations and plane wave basis calculations. This 

is the total error resulting from the use of an atom centered basis instead of a 

converged set of plane waves as the other parameters are identical between the 

two calculations. This error is the result of an aggregate of the other errors.

AE(test basis) =  lEbindlt^st basis) — £'bi„d(converged plane wave)| (5.4.1) 

Where AE is the actual error, £'bind(tf'st basis) is the binding energy calculated
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using the basis under investigation and E'bind (converged plane wave) the binding 

energy calculated in a converged plane wave basis.

2. Insufficient basis error: This is the error arising from using a basis tha t is 

less than tha t of the converged basis. For a plane wave basis this is equivalent 

to the actual error. For non-plane wave basis sets we construct an analogous 

plane wave basis whose density difference to the converged plane wave basis is 

identical to th a t of the basis in question, the test basis. We define ?7 (test basis) 

as a function which returns the analogous plane wave basis with the same density 

difference as the test basis. The insufficient basis error is then defined as,

IBE(test basis) =  |£ ’bi,i(i(r/(test basis)) — Ebind(converged plane wave basis)|

(5.4.2)

Where IBE is the insufficient basis error, £'bind(test basis) is the binding energy 

calculated using the basis under investigation and E'bind (converged plane wave) 

the binding energy calculated in a converged plane wave basis. In this work we 

approximate the action of r] by pre-calculating the density difference at several 

different plane wave basis sizes and then selecting the basis whose density dif

ference is closest to th a t of the test basis. The binding energy is then calculated 

using the analogous plane wave basis.

3. B asis set su perp osition  error; This is the error from mismatched monomer 

and complex basis sets. Here we estimate the ESSE through the difference 

between the counterpoise corrected and uncorrected binding energies. It is im

portant to note tha t the addition of ghost atoms to the monomer basis does 

not give an equivalent basis to tha t of the complex. Ghost atoms are empty 

orbitals and as such the monomer electrons will fill them easier than real atomic
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orbitals.

BSSE(test basis) =  l£^bind(tf“st basis) — i^bindltest basis +  ghost atoms)|

( 5 .4 .3 )

Where BSSE is the basis set superposition error, £'bi„d(test basis) is the binding 

energy calculated using the basis under investigation and E'bindltest basis +  ghost atoms) 

the binding energy calculated using the test basis supi)lemented with ghost 

atoms for comiterpoise correction.
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Binding e n e r g y

1 ( a ) l.(b) l . (c )

Binding e n e r g y  ca l cu lat ed  with g h o s t a t o m s

2.(a) 2.(b) 2.(c)

Figure 5.1: P ictorial exp lanation  o f counterpoise correction. - Figures l.(a-c) 
show the calculations required for a standard binding energy calculation of the benzene 
methane complex. The binding energy, as defined by equation (5.2.1), is the total energy 
of complex l.(a) — 1.(6) — l.(c). Figures 2.(a-c) show the positions of the ghost atoms 
in blue. A binding energy calculation with counter poise corrections can be achieved 
with 2.(a) — 2.(6) — 2.(c)
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F ig u re  5.2: C o n v e rg e n c e  o f  th e  b in d in g  e n e rg y  w ith  e n e rg y  sh if t  - Convergence 
of the water dimer binding energy with increasing vahies of the basis energy shift, from 
equation 5.1.11. The insert shows the vahies less then 5 meV. Note th a t  the binding 
energies corresponding to the 1 meV, 0.5 meV and 0.25 meV energy shifts all lie within 
1 nieV of each other. Calculations were done in the Siesta [3] D FT code using the 
vdW -D F [49] XC.
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5. AN EXAMINATION OF THE ACCURACY OF VDW -DF BINDING  
ENERGIES, AS CALCULATED W ITHIN AN ATOM CENTERED  
BASIS SET, OVER THE S22 MOLECULAR DATABASE.

Water dimer

The binding energy of the water dimer, as calculated in both Siesta and QE, is 

shown in Figure 5.3. The figure shows the binding energy for the five Siesta basis 

sets constructed both with and without ghost atoms. The QE binding energy is 

superimposed on top of the plot. There are several points of interested in this plot:

1. The Siesta results can be bracketed into two groups, within which the binding 

energies vary non-nionotonically; those with and without ghost atoms in the 

monomer basis set.

2. The binding energies from the ghost atom group fluctuate about the QE bind

ing energy result, while the non ghost atom group fluctuates about some larger 

binding energy value. This is an expected result however and is a consequence 

of the previously mentioned basis set superposition error. To reiterate, we see 

an increase in the binding energy due to the disparity in the basis sets of the 

monomer and dimer calculations. The increased basis set of the dimer signifi

cantly lowers the to tal energy; it is this lowering which we then see as an increase 

in the binding energy beyond tha t of the coimterpoise corrected results.

In order to estim ate the error in the binding energy due to the insufficient basis 

error we must first quantify how similar our Siesta densities are to those of the con

verged QE calculations. To do this we calculate the normalised density difference, 

equation (5.2.2). Figure 5.5 shows the results of plotting this for the water molecule 

and water dimer. The plot compares the densities obtained from using various Siesta 

basis sets with the density obtained from a fully converged QE calculation. If two 

densities are identical the normalised density difference will be 1, the closer two den

sities are to 1 the more similar they are. It can be seen in the figure tha t the double 

zeta - I -  polarised, triple zeta - I -  polarised and optimised basis basis sets are closest to
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1 while the double zeta and triple zeta basis sets are furthest. In comi)aring this plot 

to that of Figure 5.3 we can also see tha t the basis sets with density differences closest 

to 1 also returned binding energies closest to th a t of the QE value.

The spread of values betw'een the monomer, complex and monomer with ghost 

atoms for a particular basis set indicates the degree of BSSE included for tha t partic

ular basis set. For example, in the triple zeta basis results we see a large separation 

between the complex and monomer values with a smaller separation between the com

plex and monomer including the ghost atoms. This relationship is repeated in Figure 

5.3, again for the triple zeta results we see a large over binding and a reduction in 

this as we include ghost atoms in the basis.

To link our normalised density difference values to estim ates of the insufficient basis 

error we first need to calculate how the changes in the density results in errors in the 

binding energy. We do this in Figure 5.4. Here we compare the normalised density 

difference for densities calculated in QE using different plane wave cutoff values to 

the density from the converged QE calculation*. Additionally we have i)lotted the 

binding energy as calculated at each of the cutoff values. From this plot we construct 

the reference. Table 5.1 for this system. This reference table allows us to correlate 

density differences from the converged QE density to binding energy errors. As these 

are the errors in plane wave calculations there is no BSSE and the error comes from 

insufficient basis size.

In order to calculate the insufficient basis error for our Siesta calculations we 

apply the results of Table 5.1 to the normalised density differences of our Siesta 

results. Figure 5.5. First however we must decide which densities we are comparing. 

Unlike in the QE calculations w'here both the monomer and complex are calculated 

using the same sized basis set, and hence have identical density differences, the Siesta

*Iii Figurt' 5.4 we use the density generated at the 65 Ry kinetic energy cutoff as the reference 
density, against which we compare the other densities.
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5. AN EXAMINATION OF THE ACCURACY OF VDW -DF BINDING  
ENERGIES, AS CALCULATED W ITHIN AN ATOM CENTERED  
BASIS SET, OVER THE S22 MOLECULAR DATABASE.

Ecut{Ry) norm alised Binding energy error
density difference (meV)

20.000000 0.846082938092 152.591
25.000000 0.886367033405 67.518
30.000000 0.91605042074 53.893
35.000000 0.938444988106 37.875
40.000000 0.955062478072 9.065
45.000000 0.968015474536 9.165
50.000000 0.978537333832 5.146
55.000000 0.987248096636 0.211
60.000000 0.994429601729 0.232

T able 5.1: N orm alised  d en sity  difFerence and a sso c ia ted  b in d in g  en ergy  error  
for th e  w ater  d im er - A reference table of the normalised density differences for the 
water dimer along with the plane wave kinetic energy cutoff used to generate each 
density and the resulting error in the binding energy. The values for this table are 
plotted in Figure 5.4. Note for this system, values of 40 Ry or larger are necessary to 
give errors of less than 10 meV in the binding energy. Equivalently normalised density 
differences of 0.955 or greater are necessary to ensure errors of no more than 10 nieV 
in the binding energy.

complex and m onom er basis differ. If there was no difference between the  basis sets 

there would be no BSSE in the binding energy and the  only difference in the  binding 

energy from the  QE result would be due to  inadequate basis set size. If we adopt 

this idea and using Table 5.1 w ith the  norm alised density difference from the smallest 

basis set, th a t of th e  uncorrected monomer, we ob ta in  estim ates for the errors in the 

Siesta basis sets due to  the size of the basis set alone. T h a t is errors un ta in ted  by the 

BSSE.

In tab le  5.2 we estim ate the Siesta insufficient basis error using th e  norm alised 

density differences from Figure 5.5 and reference tab le  5.1. T he m onom er density 

differences are m atched to  the  nearest values in the  reference table. A dditionally we 

also include the  actual errors and an estim ate of the  BSSE from Figure 5.6.

Table 5.2 sum m aries the  results for th e  w ater dimer. We draw th ree im portan t 

results from this:
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Siesta
basis

density
difference

insufficient
basis

(meV)

BSSE

(meV)

actual
uncorrected

(meV)

actual
corrected

(meV)
double zeta 0.933 37.88 55.01 108.89 53.88

double zeta +  polarised 0.972 9.16 103.40 51.33 -52.06
triple zeta 0.938 37.88 121.06 168.05 46.99

triple zeta -H polarised 0.974 5.15 68.91 43.60 -25.31
optimised 0.968 9.16 13.18 46.38 33.20

T able 5.2: E stim a ted  and actu a l S iesta  b in d in g  en ergy  errors for th e  w ater  
dim er - The errors for the water dimer are given in nieV in the different cohuiins. The 
density difference is the norniahsed density difference between the non coiuiterpoise 
corrected monomer and the converged plane wave density. This is used to estimate the 
insufhcient basis error, error in the binding energy due to the basis set not being the 
converged basis. We use the micorrected monomer as this wiU give the largest estimate 
for this error. The BSSE values are taken from Figure 5.6. The actual errors are the 
differences between the Siesta calculated binding energies and the converged plane wave 
resvilt. Here we give errors from both the non counterpoised corrected and corrected 
basis set calculations.

1. The error from not using the converged basis set, the basis set insufficiency 

error, is small for all our calculations. It is always far less than both the actual 

errors as well as the BSSE.

2. Our estim ated BSSE values can be both  larger than  as well as smaller than 

the actual error. When the BSSE is larger than  the actual error the addition 

of ghost atoms to the basis causes the complex to switch from over binding to 

under binding. This result is in line with other works which showed th a t the 

addition of ghost atoms to a basis does not systematically lead to improved 

binding energy accuracies [102].

3. \Miile the BSSE for the optimised basis is the lowest, both the corrected and 

uncorrected values of the triple zeta +  polarised binding energies are less than  

those of the optimised.
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5. AN EXAMINATION OF THE ACCURACY OF VDW -DF BINDING  
ENERGIES, AS CALCULATED W ITHIN AN ATOM CENTERED  
BASIS SET, OVER THE S22 MOLECULAR DATABASE.

For the remaining compounds we shall show the binding energy plot, normalised 

density difference for the Siesta densities plot, the estimate of the BSSE plot, our 

reference table of the QE density difference and corresponding binding energy error, 

and our results table showing our estimates for the BSSE, the insufficient basis error 

as well as both the corrected and uncorrected binding energy errors. These results 

are enough to draw conclusions about the performance of the different basis sets. Our 

focus is on the accuracy of the actual errors as well the magnitudes of the BSSE and 

insufficient basis error.
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F ig u re  5.3: W a te r  d im er b in d in g  en ergy  - Binding energy calculated for a selection 
of Siesta basis sets with and without the addition of ghost atoms to the monomer basis 
calculation. Note how the values from the basis sets including ghost atoms fluctuate 
about the QE binding energy result while the values from sets without the ghost atoms 
fluctuate about a much higher value. This is due to the BSSE. the smaller basis set of 
the monomer restricts the electrons causing an increase in monomer total energy. The 
result of this is an increase in the binding energy.
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F ig u re  5.4: W a te r  d im e r Q E no rm alised  d en s ity  d ifference - Normalised density 
difference plot for QE densities comparing the density at differing plane wave cutoff 
values to the converged QE density. The normalised density difference is plotted on the 
left axis while the binding energy is plotted on the right axis. Note how the normalised 
density difference values for the monomer and complex are equivalent, this is expected 
as the basis set is identical for the two calculations. The error in the water dimer 
binding energy equated to the normalised density difference can be seen in Table 5.1.
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F ig u re  5.5: N o rm a lise d  d e n s ity  d iffe re n c e  fo r th e  w a te r  d im e r  - P lot of the 
normalised density difference, equation (5.2.2), for the single water molecule, with and 
w ithout ghost atom s, and the water dimer. The densities from the Siesta basis sets for 
each molecule is compared to  the corresponding density from a converged QE calcula
tion. Note how the double zeta +  polarised, triple zeta +  polarised and optimised basis 
results are closest to  1. This indicates th a t these basis sets result in densities closest to 
those from the converged QE calculations, as well as binding energies closest to  th a t of 
QE result.
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F ig u re  5.6: E s tim a te  o f th e  B SSE  for th e  w a te r  d im er - Using ghost atoms as 
a counterpoise correction an estimate of the BSSE can be obtained from the difference 
between the Siesta binding energies calculated with and without correction. Identically 
in the dimer complex case, this is the difference between the energies of the monomer 
and the monomer with counterpoise correction. Note here that the energy difference is 
smallest for the optimised basis set.
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Form ic A cid dim er

The results of the formic acid dimer are very similar to th a t of the water dimer 

although they do confirm and reinforce our previous results, here we shall mention our 

results succinctly. Figure 5.7 shows the binding energy of the dimer calculated with 

and without counterpoise corrections. Again the binding energies from the corrected 

basis sets fluctuate about the QE binding result while the imcorrected results fluctuate 

about a much higher limit. Again the result from the uncorrected optimised basis set 

lies quite close to tha t of the converged QE calculation. As normalised density 

difference plotted in Figure 5.8 is very similar to tha t of the water coniplcx, see 

Figure 5.5, we shall forgo the detailed analysis of the results except to note tha t it is 

the same basis sets producing the highest density dift'erences. Additionally we note 

th a t the oi)tiniised basis set has the highest normalised density difference and the 

lowest spread in differences,this is confirmed in the plots of the estim ated BSSE seen 

in Figure 5.9.

Table 5.4 shows the actual errors in the dimer binding energies as well as our 

estimates for the insufficient basis error, using values from table 5.3, as well as the 

BSSE, from Figure 5.9. From the table we can draw the following results:

1. The insufficient basis error is particularly large for basis sets which do not include 

polarised orbitals in the basis.

2. The BSSE is fairly consistent, and large, across all the basis sets.

3. For all but the optimised basis, applying the counterpoise correction dram at

ically decreases the error between the Siesta and QE binding values. In the 

ojitimised case the correction acts in the wrong direction causing the complex 

to become even more under bound.
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5. A N  E X A M IN A T IO N  O F T H E  A C C U R A C Y  O F V D W -D F  B IN D IN G  
E N E R G IE S , A S  C A L C U L A T E D  W IT H IN  A N  A T O M  C E N T E R E D  
B A S IS  S E T , O V E R  T H E  S22 M O L E C U L A R  D A T A B A S E .

Ecut{Ry) norm alised Binding energy error
density difference (meV)

20 0.853 530.14
25 0.894 518.77
30 0.922 227.16
35 0.942 143.51
40 0.957 109.15
45 0.969 34.93
50 0.979 16.30
55 0.988 14.32
60 0.995 5.88

Table 5.3: N orm alised density difference and associated  binding energy error 
for the formic acid dim er -A reference table of the normalised density differences for 
the formic acid dimer along with the plane wave kinetic energy cutoff used to generate 
each density and the resulting error in the binding energy.

Siesta
basis

density
difference

insufficient
basis

(meV)

BSSE

(meV)

actual
uncorrected

(meV)

actual
corrected

(meV)
double zeta 0.949 143.51 259.37 264.54 5.16

double zeta +  polarised 0.974 16.30 225.27 207.74 -17.53
trip le zeta 0.953 109.15 253.56 263.39 9.83

triple zeta +  polarised 0.976 16.30 121.99 113.53 -8.46
optim ised 0.969 34.93 66.29 -34.62 -100.90

Table 5.4: E stim ated  and actual S iesta binding energy errors for the formic 
acid dim er - The errors for the formic acid dimer are given in meV in the different 
columns. The density difference is the normalised density difference between the non 
counterpoise corrected monomer and the converged plane wave density. This is used to 
estimate the insufficient basis error, error in the binding energy due to the basis set not 
being the converged basis. We use the uncorrected monomer as this will give the largest 
estimate for this error. The BSSE values are taken from Figure 5.9. The actual errors 
are the differences between the Siesta calculated binding energies and the converged 
plane wave result. Here we give errors from both the non counterpoised corrected and 
corrected basis set calculations.
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formic acid dimer binding energy
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F ig u re  5.7: F orm ic acid  d im er b in d in g  en e rg y  - Binding energy calculated for 
a selection of Siesta basis sets with and without the addition of ghost atoms to the 
monomer basis calculation. Note how the values from the basis sets including ghost 
atoms fluctuate about the QE binding energy result while the values from sets without 
the ghost atoms fluctuate about a much higher value; a result of the BSSE.
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F ig u re  5.8: N o rm alised  d en s ity  d ifference for th e  form ic acid  d im er - Plot of 
the normalised density difference, equation (5.2.2), for the single formic acid molecule, 
with and without ghost atoms, as well as the dimer. The densities from the Siesta 
basis sets for each molecule is compared to the corresponding density from a converged 
QE calculation. Note how the double zeta +  polarised, triple zeta + polarised and 
optimised basis results are closest to 1. This indicates that these basis sets result in 
densities closest to those from the converged QE calculations.
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formic  acid dim er BSSE e s t i m a t e
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F ig u re  5.9: E s t im a te  o f  th e  B S S E  for th e  fo rm ic  a c id  d im e r  - Using ghost 
atom s as a counterpoise correction an estim ate of the BSSE can be obtained from the 
difference between the Siesta binding energies calculated w ith and w ithout correction. 
Identically in the dimer complex case, this is the difference between the energies of the 
monomer and the monomer with counterpoise correction. Note here th a t the energy 
difference is smallest for the optimised basis set.
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ENERGIES, AS CALCULATED W ITHIN AN ATOM CENTERED  
BASIS SET, OVER THE S22 MOLECULAR DATABASE.

Methane dimer

The methane dimer is an interesting and difficult test case. It is purely dispersion 

bound, unlike the water and formic acid dimers which are hydrogen bound, and its 

binding energy is very small due to the reduced size of the monomers. It is the reduced 

size of the monomers which causes atom centered basis sets problems, a particularly 

small basis set. This is evident in the binding energy results seen in Figure 5.10. A 

plot of the normahsed density difference, Figure 5.11 goes some way to explaining 

these poor results. The plot shows a large separation between the monomer and 

complex density differences as well as a similarly large gap between the counterpoise 

corrected monomer and the complex. This is expected however with such a small 

basis set, both the monomer and complex are not large enough to describe the system 

with sufhcient accuracy.

Table 5.6 shows the actual errors in the dimer binding energies as well as our 

estimates for the insufficient basis error, using values from table 5.5, as well as the 

ESSE, from Figure 5.12. Prom the table we can draw the following results:

1. The insufficient basis error is surprisingly small and consistent across all the 

basis sets.

2. Increasing the size of the basis, by increasing the number of zetas and includ

ing polarised orbitals, the counterpoise corrected binding energy decreases to 

a minimum for the triple zeta + polarised basis. The optimised basis can be 

compared to the double zeta +  polarised basis where it seems to increase the 

uncorrected binding error but decrease the magnitude of the corrected value. 

Again however the triple zeta +  polarised basis gives a lower error than the 

optimised basis.
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Ecut[Ry) normalised 
density difference

Binding energy error 
(ineV)

20 0.942 -1.05
25 0.963 -1.89
30 0.974 -1.88
35 0.981 -1.62
40 0.985 -0.11
45 0.989 -0.35
50 0.992 -0.58
55 0.995 -0.47
60 0.998 -0.18

T able 5.5: N orm alised  d en sity  d ifferen ce and a sso c ia ted  b in d in g  en ergy  error  
for th e  m eth a n e  d im er - A reference table of the normalised density differences for 
the m ethane dimer along with the plane wave kinetic energy cutoff used to generate 
each density and the resulting error in the binding energy.

Siesta
basis

density
difference

insufficient
basis

(meV)

BSSE

(nieV)

actual
uncorrected

(meV)

actual
corrected

(meV)
double zeta 0.943 -1.05 4.62 16.37 11.75

double zeta -1- i^olarised 0.957 -1.89 2.96 13.25 10.29
triple zeta 0.944 -1.05 19.43 24.53 5.10

triple zeta -I- polarised 0.958 -1.89 12.06 14.70 2.64
optimised 0.964 -1.89 23.13 16.74 -6.39

Table 5.6: E stim a ted  and actu a l S iesta  b in d in g  en erg y  errors for th e  m eth an e  
dim er - The errors for the m ethane dimer are given in meV in the different cohmms. 
The density difference is the normalised density difference between the non covmterpoise 
corrected monomer and the converged plane wave density. This is used to estim ate the 
insufficient basis error, error in the binding energy due to  the basis set not being the 
converged basis. We use the uncorrected monomer as th is will give the largest estim ate 
for this error. The BSSE values are taken from Figure 5.12. The actual errors are the 
differences between the Siesta calculated binding energies and the converged plane wave 
result. Here we give errors from both the non counterpoised corrected and corrected 
basis set calculations.
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5. AN EX AM INATION OF TH E A CCU RA CY  OF V D W -DF BIN D IN G  
ENERGIES, AS CALCULATED W IT H IN  AN ATOM CEN TER ED  
BASIS SET, OVER TH E  S22 M O LECULAR DATABASE.
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Figure 5.10: Methane dimer binding energy - Binding energy calculated for 
a selection of Siesta basis sets with and without the addition of ghost atoms to the 
monomer basis calculation.
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F ig u re  5.11: N o rm a lise d  d e n s ity  d iffe re n c e  fo r th e  m e th a n e  d im e r  - Plot of 
the normalised density difference, equation (5.2.2), for the single m ethane molecule, 
with and without ghost atoms, as well as the dimer. The densities from the Siesta basis 
sets for each molecule is compared to the corresponding density from a converged QE 
calculation.
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F ig u re  5.12: E s tim a te  o f th e  B SSE  for th e  m e th a n e  d im er - Using ghost atoms 
as a counterpoise correction an estimate of the BSSE can be obtained from the difference 
between the Siesta binding energies calculated with and without correction.
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Ecutif^y) norm alised 
density difference

Binding energy error 
(meV)

20 0.934 -22.55
25 0.957 -23.63
30 0.969 -35.45

Table 5.7: N orm alised density difference and associated  binding energy error 
of the benzene m ethane com plex - A reference table for the norniaUsed density 
differences for the benzene methane complex along with the plane wave kinetic energy 
cntoff used to generate each density and the resulting error in the binding energy.

B en z e n e  m eth a n e  co m p lex

Table 5.8 shows the actual errors in the  binding energies of the benzene m ethane 

com plex as well as our estim ates for the  insufficient basis error, using values from 

table 5.7, as well as the BSSE, from Figure 5.15. From the tab le  we can draw the 

following results;

1. The insufficient l)asis error is very consistent across all the  Siesta generated basis 

sets*, varying by no more th an  2 meV.

2. A lthough the BSSE universally over corrects for all the  basis sets, the  corrected 

binding errors appear to  decrease for increasing basis quality.

*These are basis sets generated entirely by Siesta w ith a m inimal external input. This includes 
all the basis sets used here except for the optim ised basis.
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5. A N  E X A M IN A T IO N  O F T H E  A C C U R A C Y  O F V D W -D F  B IN D IN G  
E N E R G IE S , A S  C A L C U L A T E D  W IT H IN  A N  A T O M  C E N T E R E D  
B A S IS  S E T , O V E R  T H E  S22 M O L E C U L A R  D A T A B A S E .

Siesta
basis

density
difference

insufficient
basis

(meV)

BSSE

(rneV)

actual
uncorrected

(rneV)

actual
corrected

(meV)
double zeta 0.943 -22.55 19.57 9.51 -10.06

double zeta  +  polarised 0.957 -23.63 25.40 18.93 -6.47
trip le  zeta 0.944 -22.55 44.55 37.15 -7.40

triple zeta +  polarised 0.958 -23.63 19.78 15.03 -4.74
optim ised 0.964 -35.45 60.99 58.17 -2.82

Table 5.8: E stim ated  and actual S iesta binding energy errors for the benzene  
m ethane - The errors for the benzene methane complex are given in meV in the different 
columns. The density difference is the normalised density difference between the non 
counterpoise corrected methane monomer and the converged plane wave density. This 
is used to estimate the insufficient basis error, error in the binding energy due to the 
basis set not being the converged basis. We use the uncorrected methane monomer 
as this will give the largest estimate for this error. The BSSE values are taken from 
Figure 5.15. The actual errors are the differences between the Siesta calculated binding 
energies and the converged plane wave result. Here we give errors from both the non 
counterpoised corrected and corrected basis set calculations.
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F igu re 5.13: B en zen e  m eth a n e  co m p lex  b in d in g  en erg y  - Binding energy cal
culated for a selection of Siesta basis sets with and w ithout the addition of ghost atom s 
to the monomer basis calculation.
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Figure 5.14: Normalised density difference for the benzene methane complex
- Plot of the normalised density difference, equation (5.2.2), for the complex as well as 
the corrected and uncorrected monomers, corrected monomers are denoted by methane- 
ghosts and benzene-ghosts. The densities from the Siesta basis sets for each molecule 
is compared to the corresponding density from a converged QE calculation.
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benzene-m ethane  dimer BSSE est im ate
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F ig u re  5.15: E s tim a te  o f th e  B SSE for th e  b en zen e  m e th a n e  com plex  - Using 
ghost atoms as a counterpoise correction an estimate of the BSSE can be obtained 
from the difference between the Siesta binding energies calculated with and without 
correction.
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Collective trends from our density based error analysis.

The aim of our density based analysis of the  errors in the  four com pounds was to  

ex tract general ideas about th e  relationship between the  size or quality  of a Siesta 

basis and the resulting accuracy of the  calculated binding energy. Unlike in a plane 

wave basis where increasing the  kinetic energy cutoff increases the  size of the basis 

it is not clear how changing th e  param eters of our S iesta basis sets d irectly  improves 

the basis. Here we refer to  a generic “quality” of the basis as th e  idea of improving 

the basis by adding additional zetas, polarised orbitals or optim ising th e  cutoffs of 

the basis functions. Indeed our results reflect this difficultly in determ ining how basis 

set changes alter the accuracy of calculations. O ur optim ised basis set results for the 

w ater and m ethane dim ers give values com parable to  those from the  trip le  zeta  +  

polarised basis. In contrast, neither the counterpoise corrected nor the  uncorrected 

binding energies of the  trip le zeta  +  polarised or optim ised basis sets are com parable 

w ith each other.

O ur results from the  w ater and formic acid dim ers show a clear reduction in the 

insufficient basis error for basis sets which include polarised orbitals. This is not seen 

in the m ethane dim er nor m ethane benzene complex results. T he need for polarised 

orbitals to  b e tte r  describe hydrogen bonded complexes is a d irect consequence of hy

drogen bond being an exam ple of a dipolar bond. The covalent bonding of the highly 

electronegative oxygen to  the  low electronegative hydrogen creates a dipole and it is 

the in teraction of these poles between the m onom ers which creates th e  strong inter- 

m olecular hydrogen bond. This is not seen in the dispersion bound  m ethane dim er 

nor the  m ethane benzene complex which is reflected in the  consistent insufficient basis 

error for all basis sets. These results are consistent w ith dispersion in teractions be

ing an in teraction between tem porary, spontaneous m ultipoles; th a t is the  m ultipoles 

fluctuate quickly enough and are evenly d istribu ted  across the m onom ers so th a t our
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sta tic  D FT  calculations do not need to  consider orb ital polarisations.

5.4,2 Analysis o f vdW -D F  S22 errors.

In this section we shall discuss two situations. F irstly  we shall com pare our Siesta 

calculated binding energies across the  entire S22 database to  the  plane wave results 

of Lee et al. [56]. We will exam ine the s tandard  basis w ith 3 modifications:

1. The s tandard  basis w ith the  addition of counterpoise corrections.

2. The s tandard  basis w ith the  addition of ex tra  basis fim ctions, in the  form of 

additional zeta  functions.

3. The stan d ard  basis w ith optim ised cutoff lengths.

Secondly w'e shall pu t our S22 calculations in context w ith other atom  centered 

basis set calculations of the  S22 binding energy.

PigTires 5.16 and 5.17 show’ the binding energy and diflerences in the binding energy 

from the  Lee et al. [56] plane wave S22 results. We plot the  energies and differences 

for a selection of S iesta basis sets. T he double zeta  +  polarised, DZP, triple zeta 

+  polarised, TZP, and  optim ised, O PT , basis sets were selected as the  results from 

Section 5.4.1 indicated th a t these basis sets provided densities closest to  th a t of the  

plane wave calculations. An additional basis set the  double zeta  +  polarised and 

ghost atom s, DZP +  ghosts, was also selected to  illustrate  how the  inclusion of ghost 

atom s into a basis affects the  accuracy of vdW '-DF calculations in a broader setting.

Figure 5.16 indicates th a t the DZP, T Z P  and O P T  basis results converge to  values 

larger th an  th e  plane wave result; th is is particu larly  evident for the  dispersion and 

mixed binding com pounds, com pounds 8-22 of the S22 database. The counterpoise 

corrected D ZP +  ghosts basis under binds for the same regions of the S22 database. 

This effect can also be seen in Figure 5.17. In order to  best com pare the  basis sets
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and quantify which basis returns the best* results across the entire S22 database we 

calculated the relative and absolute errors with respect to the plane wave results of 

Lee et al. [56].

Table 5.9 shows the mean error, ME, mean absolute error, MAE, and mean abso

lute percentage error, MAPE, of our calculated values of the S22 binding energy with 

respect to the values from the plane wave calculations of Lee et al. [56]. These errors 

are defined as,

1 "
M E = - y e u  (5.4.4)

n
1= 1  

1 ”
M A E  =  -  V  led, (5.4.5)

n

1 "
M A P E  = \pi \ ,  (5.4.6)

n i=l

where n is the number of cases to be averaged over, 6j is the error, \ci\ is the absolute 

value of the error and pt is the percentage error. Here we define the error as SiestUi —

QEi  and the percentage error as 1 0 0  ̂ where Siestai  and QE^ are the Siesta

and QE values for the complex of the 822 set. The binding energy values are 

taken to be positive values so a positive ME indicates over binding, a stronger than 

expected intermolecular bond, and a negative ME indicates under binding, a weaker 

than  expected bond.

Collectively Table 5.9 and Figures 5.16 and 5.17 illustrate several im portant facts:

1. The ME indicates whether our calculated binding energies over or under bind. 

Across all categories we see th a t the DZP -I- ghosts underbinds, returning bind

ing energies less than expected, while all our other basis sets overbind.

2. Both the MAE and MAPE errors show th a t our O PT basis results never per-

*i.e. results closest to those of the plane wave values
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forms better than either the counterpoise corrected or TZP basis sets. The 

MAPE results for the total S22 database show it as the worst performing basis, 

beyond tha t of the DZP; this is a surprise given th a t it is a DZP basis with 

optimised cutoff parameters. The results of density based analysis suggested 

the O PT basis can give results which compare well with TZP basis sets. The 

failure of our O PT basis to perform across the entire S22 set is as a result of 

over optimising the basis using a single system. This highlights the difficultly 

in creating a transferable basis set suitable for a range of different chemical 

environments.

These results suggest that generally it is beneficial to include comiterpoise cor

rections, as it greatly decreases the error for most calculations. The exception is for 

dispersion boimd systems, here the correction from the ghost atoms is too extreme. 

For these low l)inding energy systems greater radial flexibility should be preferred.
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DZP DZP +  ghosts T Z P O P T
ME (meV)

hb 105.0 -30.9 59.9 55.4
dis 26.5 -34.9 29.9 23.7
mix 36.6 -16.1 32.2 37.8
to ta l 54.7 -27.6 40.2 38.3

M AE (meV)
hb 105.0 40.5 65.9 80.3
dis 34.7 36.4 36.5 37.8
mix 36.6 16.1 32.2 37.8

to ta l 57.6 31.3 44.5 51.3
M APE (%)

hb 21.0 9.6 14.7 25.7
dis 20.4 21.2 18.6 27.0
mix 24.4 10.4 22.6 25.5
to ta l 21.9 14.1 18.7 26.1

T able 5.9: S ta tis tic a l e rro rs  o f th e  S22 b in d in g  energ ies  for v ario u s  S iesta  
basis se ts  - The errors in our Siesta calculated binding energies with respect to the 
plane wave values of Lee et al. [56]. The Siesta basis sets are the same as those from 
Figure 5.16. The results are given both averaged across the total database as well as 
split amongst the various categories: hydrogen bonded, hb, dispersion bonded, dis, and 
mixed binding type, mix. We present several different statistical errors, the mean error, 
ME, the mean absolute error, MAE, and the mean absolute percentage error. Definitions 
of these can be seen in equations (5.4.4),(5.4.5), and (5.4.6). The ME indicates whether 
our calculated binding energies over or under bind. Across all categories we see that the 
DZP + ghosts underbinds, returning binding energies less than expected, while all our 
other basis sets overbind. The MAE indicates that our OPT basis fails to perform any 
better than the TZP or DZP +  ghost basis sets. The MAPE indicates tha t TZP basis 
gives a lower and more consistent error across the dispersion bound complexes than the 
DZP +  ghost basis.
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Figure 5.16: S22 B inding energies - The binding energies of the 22 compounds 
of the S22 database calculated with the double zeta + polarised, DZP, double zeta + 
polarised and ghost atoms, DZP + ghosts, triple zeta + polarised, TZP, and optimised. 
OPT, Siesta basis sets. The plane wave results are those from Lee et al. [56]. The 
three binding type categories can be seen in the plot: hydrogen bonded, 1-7, dispersion 
bonded, 8-15, and mixed bonding. 16-22.
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F igu re 5.17: D ifferen ces b etw een  our ca lcu la ted  S22 b in d in g  en erg ies and  
plane w ave values - The binding energy differences between our Siesta calculations 
and the plane wave calculations of Lee et al. [56]. P lo tted  are the differences for several 
Siesta basis sets: the double zeta +  polarised, DZP, double zeta +  polarised and ghost 
atoms, DZP +  ghosts, triple zeta +  polarised, TZP, and optimised, O PT. Note how 
the non corrected basis sets, DZP, TZP and O PT, all tend  to over bind with values 
greater than  zero while the DZP +  ghosts counterpoise corrected basis set appears to 
over correct and result in values less than  zero, indicating under binding.
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This work 
DZP -1- ghosts TZP G aussian [103] NAO [104] P lane wave [56]

MAE (meV) 
hb 60.2 43.5 76.7 91.0 84.6
dis 52.0 17.5 54.7 14.0 20.9
mix 36.4 15.8 40.0 21.2 21.1
to ta l 49.7 25.3 57.0 41.5 41.2

T a b le  5 .10 : C o m p a r iso n  o f  m e a n  a b s o lu te  erro rs in  th e  S 22  b in d in g  e n e r g ie s  
for o u r  S ie s ta  b a s is  s e t s  to  lite r a tu r e  r e s u lts  - The errors in our Siesta calculated  
binding energies with respect to the coupled cluster results of Jurecka et  al. [98]. For 
conii)arison we also show the calculations of Vydrov and Van Voorhis [103], done in a 
Gaussian aug-cc-pVTZ basis. Maroni et al. [104]. done with a FHI-AIMS NAO basis 
equivalent to an aug-cc-pVQZ Gaussian basis, and the plane wave results of Lee et  
al. [56]. The results of our DZP +  ghosts calculation are in good agreement with 
the literature results. Our TZP results for the dispersion bound subset of the S22 
database show a better agreement to the NAO and plane wave results than that of the 
counterpoise corrected basis. This is in agreement with the errors we see in table 5.9.

5 .4 .3  C om parison  to  litera tu re  resu lts .

From the results of table 5.9 we selected the  DZP +  ghosts and T Z P  basis sets as 

those which perforined the best, re turn ing  the  lowest errors in com parison to  the 

plane wave results of Lee et al. [56]. In order to  com pare our results to  others in the 

litera tu re  we have calculated the  MAE w ith respect to  the coupled cluster results of 

Jurecka et al. [98]. Table 5.10 shows these results for our basis set calculations as well 

as the  calculations of Vydrov and Van Voorhis [103], done in a G aussian aug-cc-pVTZ 

basis, M arom  et al. [104], done w ith a FHI-AIM S NAO basis equivalent to  an aug- 

cc-pVQZ G aussian basis, and the  plane wave results of Lee et al. [56]. For the DZP 

+  ghosts basis our to ta l MAE is in good agreem ent w ith the o ther litera tu re  results. 

The average error for the  dispersion bound com pounds however highlights th a t for 

this subset of the S22 com pounds our TZ P errors more closely agree w ith those of the 

FHI-AIM S NAO basis and plane wave results. We suspect th a t our DZP -H ghosts 

dispersion error m atches th a t of the G aussian [103] basis as b o th  use counterpoise
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corrections. The percentage error and MAPE shown in Figure 5.17 and table 5.9 

illustrate how the addition of counterpoise corrections can over correct for the BSSE 

and give worse than  uncorrected results.
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5.5 Conclusions

In th is work we have exam ined how modifying the S iesta basis set affects the  accuracy 

of the vdW -D F binding energies. We benchm arked several basis sets using the  S22 

m olecular database and com pared the  error in these results to  values seen in the 

literature. Com parisons were m ade w ith b o th  converged plane wave D FT  calculations 

as w'ell as w ith o ther atom  centered basis set codes. Additionally, th rough careful 

exam ination of the densities produced from these basis sets and com parison w ith 

plane wave converged densities we exj)lored the origins of the  errors in the  binding 

energies; accomiting for w hat originates from insufficiently large basis sets and w hat 

is the  result of basis set superposition errors.

The m odihcations explored were, addition of counterpoise corrections, increasing 

the radial flexibility and the optim isation of cutoff lengths. By applying these modified 

basis sets to  the molecules of the S22 database, clear and distinct trends can be 

identified. O ur density based analysis of the  w ater, formic acid and m ethane dim ers 

as well as the benzene-m ethane complex indicated two d istinct facts;

1. The addition of ghost atom s does not elim inate th e  BSSE, it does however shift 

the  binding energies closer to  those of the  plane wave values.

2. If the num ber of atom s in a molecule is small enough, no modification to  the 

basis set will allow for the  generation of an accurate density.

Problem s w ith counterpoise corrections are not new. Schwenke and T ruhlar [102] 

showed th a t neither increasing the size of the  basis nor the inclusion of counterpoise 

corrections guarantee an increase in the accuracy of the  in teraction energy. Loushin et 

al [105] suggest th a t when exam ining a hydrogen bonded system , simple counterpoise 

correction will never be sufficient. T he dipole field of one m onom er will have an effect 

on the  second. They propose a polarisation counterj)oise correction th a t add b o th
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ghost atom s and point charges to  the  m onom er calculations.

More recently H am za et al [106] discuss an alternative “Chemical H am iltonian 

A pproach” to  BSSE correction. In th is approach the superm olecule molecular orbitals 

are expanded in term s of only a single m onom er basis. T hey criticise th is approach 

as it fails to  allow for the true  charge transfer in the complex.

We also presented the M E, MAE and M A PE errors of our Siesta calculated S22 

binding energies w ith  respect to  the plane wave results of Lee et al. [56]. From these 

we draw  the  following general suggestion;

The use of counterpoise corrections greatly decreases the error in binding 

energy calculations. T he exception is dispersion bound system s, here the 

correction from the ghost atom s is too  extrem e. B etter results can be 

obtained by adding ex tra  zetas to  the basis to  increase the radial flexibility.
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Chapter 6

A comparison of the overlayer 

adsorption of graphene onto a 

Bi2Se3 slab using the vdW -DF and 

recent beyond pairwise 

approximation methods.

6.1 Introduction

Since the experimental reahsation of graphene [107], a m ultitude of 2D or quasi-2D 

materials have a ttracted  the intense focus of both theoretical and experimental re

searchers. Such materials include the atomically thin hexagonal boron nitride, main 

group IV element based materials such as silicene and gemanene, ultra-thin materials 

which are larger than one atom thick such as the hydrogenated graphene, silicene and 

gemanene derivatives as well as the transition metal chalcogenides such as Molybde-
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num disulphite [108]. This range of materials derive into a rich variety of electronic 

properties including metals, semimetals, insulators and semiconductors with direct 

and indirect band gaps ranging from ultraviolet to infrared throughout the visible 

range.

Recently research focus has shifted from the extraction of mono-layers from the 

bulk to the construction of 3D composite materials. In doing so, the hope is to create 

new materials with i)otentially bespoke electronic structures [109].

As the individual layers bind via vdW  interactions such materials can be, rel

atively, easily constructed experimentally. Using method such as molecular beam 

epitaxy, MBE, low defect single mono-layers can be accurately and reliably grown. 

This j)rocess has been named van der Waals epitaxy [110, 111], to  distinguish it from 

the more commonly used crystalline epitaxy. Due to the weak interlayer interaction, 

a mono-layer grows from the beginning with its own lattice constant forming an in

terface with only a small amount of defects. This relaxed lattice matching condition 

permits to combine almost any layered material. Additionally, due to the precise 

control of growth parameters, it is possible to realise experimental structures with 

any range of layers.

The most popular vdW  methods currently in use in the DFT community are 

based on the DFT-|-D[112] and vdW-DF[113] methods. These however are based 

on the pairwise summation approximation. While this approximation is reasonable 

for distantly separated molecules in a vacuum, it breaks down for low dimensional 

solids and met allies [70, 68]. For these systems, beyond pairwise addition methods 

are necessary.

Electrostatic screening can be thought of as a first approximation to  beyond pair- 

wise addition methods. It is the result of coordinated electron-electron interactions 

in the media surrounding the interacting charges [24].
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Here we will focus on four distinct classes of dispersion approximations:

• the pairwise summation method of Tkatchenko and Scheffler, TS-vdW  [44];

• the pairwise siunmation approximation using self consistently screened C6 pa

rameters, TS-vdW +SCS [114];

• the Langreth-Lundqvist vdW  density functional, vdW-DF[49j;

• the many bodied vdW  method of Tkatchenko and Scheffler, vdW +M B [4],

In the DFT community there has been prior work incorporating screened interactions 

into XC functionals [115, 116, 117]. These functionals work by using a screened ver

sion of the Hartree-Fock potential. In doing so they attem pt to introduce part of the 

correlation effects in the exchange hole [118]. In the methods we have introduced, 

screening is applied to the long range dispersion correction. This is accomi)lished 

with an approximate dielectric fmiction, for the vdW -DF method, or with self con

sistently screened corrections to the molecular polarisabilities, for the TS-vdW-)-SCS 

and vdW-l-MB methods.

In the vdW -DF method, the dielectric function is approximated using a homo

geneous dielectric function [84, 76, 49, 48]. Such a m ethod was expected to be ac

curate for molecules, whose densities can vary quickly. However interaction energies 

between small organic molecules computed with such functionals are reasonably accu

rate [57, 56]. Jvletallic systems suffer though and modifications to the exchange term  

are necessary to  get satisfactory results [61].

Topological insulators exhibit a novel ciuantum state, conductive topologically- 

protected surface states lying within the bulk energy gap [120, 121, 122]. These 

surface states are expected to have applications in spintronics, quantum  computation 

as well as other areas [123, 124, 125, 126]. The semiconducting bismuth chalcogenides 

have been identified as three dimensional topological insulators and are the most
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extensively studied. O ur focus shall be on Bi2 Se3 . These m aterials are known to  

crystallise into a bulk layered structu re , see Figure 6.1, w ith rhoinbohedral sym m etry 

R3m (D |j)  [119]. In the  out of plane direction, the atom s are arranged in a layered 

struc tu re  w ith hexagonal planes of Bi and Se as Sel-B i-Se2-Bi-Sel, where Sel and 

Se2 denote the  two inequivalent Se atom s in the  crystal

T he individual quintuple layers are internally bound quite strongly, however the 

interlayer binding is via weak van der Waals. Ab inito s truc tu ra l studies, using local 

and semi-local XC functionals, have produced intra-layer la ttice param eters* which 

closely m atch experim ental m easurem ents [127, 128]. For the  out of plane param eters, 

however, the  inclusion of dispersion forces becomes necessary [129]. Recently discus

sions regarding the  influence of m any body effects ui)on the vdW  force for molecular 

solids and extended molecules [130] as well as graphene [131] have highlighted the 

need for beyond pairwise approxim ations for im proved accuracies. Correctly pred ict

ing the in ter-quintuple distances as well as adsorption distances is im portan t, as these 

m aterials can undergo a range of electronic s truc tu re  m odifications as a result of strain  

engineering [132, 133] as well as substra te  effects[134].

In this chapter we will apply th e  four dispersion m ethods introduced to  two sys

tems:

1. Bilayer graphene. The binding of AA and AB stacked graphene sheets provides 

an interesting system  to  benchm ark the different screening m ethods. B oth  the 

individual graphene as well as the  bilayer are m etallic in nature. It is well 

known th a t th a t Coulomb screening in graphene layers is also unique. W ith 

m any experim ental and accurate com putational results for b o th  stackings the 

bilayer system s are a good benchm ark for our vdW  m ethods.

2. A graphene overlayer atop a  Bi2 Se3  slab. This is a com plicated system  needing

*see appendix for lattice parameters
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dispersion forces for the physisorption of the overlayer as well as the  binding 

of the Bi2 Se3  quintuple layers in the  slab. An additional com plication is the 

metallic surface states of Bi2 Se3  [135]. These difficulties make it a challeng

ing test for beyond pairwise disi)ersion m ethods. The graphene-B i2 Se3  system  

is im portan t as the experim ents for th in  films of Bi2 Se3  are carried out atop 

graphene substrates [136].

6.2 C om putational M ethods

The bilayer grai)hene binding curves were calculated w ith the FHI-AIM S D FT  code 

[137]. T he calculations were perform ed using the default “tig h t” grid and including 

all atom ic basis fmictions up to  “tier 2” [138].

The grid param eters are optim ised, i)re-calculated divisions of atom ic basis func

tions as determ ined by the  FHI-AIM S developers. By grouping the atom ic basis 

functions into tiers, in order of im portance, accurate calculations can be achieved 

using a minimal basis set. For our calculations these param eters are expected to  give 

converged energies to  w ithin 2 nieV.

The calculations used a 16x16x1 kpoint grid and 4 x 4  supercell. T he in-plane 

la ttice  param eter was kept fixed a t the  experim ental value of 2.467 A [139].

We confirmed these param eters were sufficient by calculating AB stacked bilayer 

graphene, at a separation of 3.3 A, using LDA XC. T he calculated binding energy 

was found to be 32.23 m eV /atom , in good agreem ent w ith previous calculations [35].

The van der W aals contributions were added to  GGA self consistent calculations 

in a  post processing m anner, ensuring the same flavour GGA functions were used for 

the self consistent and post processing calculations. We paired the vdW -D F non-local 

correlation w ith bo th  the PB E  [27] and revPB E  [28] exchange. The TS-vdW , TS- 

vdW-l-SCS and vdW-t-MB m ethods are paired w ith the PB E  XC. O ur TS-vdW  and
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TS-vdW +SC S calculations used the s tandard  dam ping function param eters, d=20 

and Sr=0.94 [44], For the  vdW + M B  calculations the b e ta  factor was set to  2.56 [4],

The vdW -D F functional was evaluated using the  linear scaling real space algorithm  

of Gulans et al. [57]. The non-local correlation was in tegrated  using a grid comprising 

of 11 radial points and 11 Lebedev grid points. T he density was in terpolated, using 

an octree structu re , to  an accuracy of le-4 Rydberg.

The stru c tu ra l ojitim isation of the Bi2 Se3 -graphene complex was done w ith the 

FHI-AIMS D FT  code [137]. T he calculations were perform ed using the  default “tig h t” 

grid and including all atom ic basis functions up to  “tier 2” [138]. T he calculations 

used a 16x16x1 kpoint grid and a G aussian broadening of 0.01 eV. Relativistic effects 

were included using the  scalar atom ic ZORA, zero-order regular approxim ation. For 

the s truc tu ra l optim ization we have ignored spin-orbit coupling as th is is not expected 

to  greatly affect the  s tru c tu re  [129, 127, 128]. We fixed the  in-plan lattice constant 

to  the experim ental value of 4.138 A [119]. O ur use of a -\/3 x y/S in-plan supercell 

for graphene corresponds to  a la ttice m ism atch of about 2.9%.

For the  bandstruc tu re  calculations we used Q uantum  Espresso[87] w ith a 30 Ry 

kinetic energy cutoff. An 8x8x1 kpoint grid, M ethfessel-Paxton sm earing of 0.001 

Ry and spin-orbit coupling. The bandstructu res were calculated using the un-relaxed 

and relaxed structu res from our FHI-AIM S calculations. T he pseudopotentials used 

for bism uth and selenide were taken from Kucukbenli et al. [140]. They are fully 

relativistic, u ltrasoft [141] type w ith non-linear core corrections.
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6.3 Results

Method Inter layer distance
(A)

Interlayer binding energy 
(meV/atom)

PBE 4.13 -0.0
revPBE vdW-DF 3.75 -33.5

PBE vdW-DF 3.63 -47.9
TS-vdW 3.72 -35.9

TS-vdW +SCS 3.74 -25.4
vdW +M B 3.81 -19.5

DMC 3.50 -11.5
Exp 3.55 -

T able 6.1: A  A stacked  bilayer b in d in g  curve resu lts  - Interlayer binding dis
tances and energies for several vdW methods. The values are extracted from quadratic 
functions fitted about the minima of binding curves seen in Figure 6.2. Experimental. 
Exj). interlayer distance taken from [143] for AA stacked graphite. Diffusion Monte 
Carlo, DMC, results from [142].

6.3 R esults

6.3.1 Interlayer b ind ing in bilayer graphene.

Figure G.2 shows the binding curves for the AA stacked bilayer graphene as calcu

lated with the different vdW  methods. By fitting cjuadratic functions about the curve 

minima we obtain the binding energies and distances for each vdW  method, these are 

shown in Table 6.1. Excluding the PBE method which does not bind, the vdW  m eth

ods tested return binding distances whose errors, with respect to the experimental 

distance of 3.55A, range from 2-7%. While all the vdW  methods overbind with respect 

to the DMC results from [142], it is the methods which explicitly include non-local 

correlation screening which overbind least. Specifically the self consistent screening of 

the SCS-TS-vdW and TS-MBD methods. The results of the density based vdW -DF 

method, with revPBE exchange, agree closely with those of the TS-vdW, with no 

iion-local screening.
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GRAPHENE ONTO A BI2SE3 SLAB USING THE VDW -DF AND  
RECENT BEYOND PAIRWISE APPROXIMATION METHODS.

M ethod Interlayer distance
(A)

Interlayer binding energy 
(meV /  atom )

PB E 4.13 -1.0
revPB E vdW -D F 3.61 -37.6

PB E  vdW -D F 3.44 -55.4
TS-vdW 3.59 -40.8

T S-vdW +SC S 3.58 -29.9
vdW +M B 3.67 -22.8

DMC 3.38 -17.7
Exp 3.40 -

T ab le 6.2: A B stack ed  b ilayer b in d in g  cu rv e  re su lts  - Interlayer binding dis
tances and energies for several vdW methods. The values are extracted from quadratic 
functions fitted about the minima of binding curves seen in Figure 6.3. Diffusion Monte 
Carlo, DMC, results from [142]. Experimental, Exp, interlayer distance taken from 
[107] for AB stacked bilayer graphene.
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6 .3  R esu lts

(a)

L.

3  Quintuple layers (QL)

(c)

Hollow
2D  projection of bulk Brillouin Z one

Figure 6.1: B i2 Se3 -graphene structures - The Bi2 Se3 -graphene structures exam
ined in this work, (a) The three quintuple layer. QL, slab. Each QL is comprised of 
five atoms which are stacked in a repeating ABC arrangement. In the bulk Bi2 Se3  has 
a rhombohedral symmetry. R3m (D |j) [119]. (b) The \/3  x \/3  graphene overlayer atop 
the (0001) Bi2 Se3  surface. In this orientation the carbon atoms of the graphene lie on- 
top of the topmost selenium surface atoms, (c) The 2D projection of the bulk Brillouin 
zone of the Bi2 Sea onto the (0001) surface, (d) The \/3  x \/3 graphene overlayer atop 
the (0001) Bi2 Se3  surface. In this orientation the carbon atoms of the graphene lie in 
the hollows of the topmost selenium surface atoms.
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6 . A  C O M P A R I S O N  O F  T H E  O V E R L A Y E R  A D S O R P T I O N  O F  
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F ig u re  6.2: A  A  s ta c k e d  b ila y e r  b in d in g  c u rv e s  - In ter layer binding curves for sev
eral vdW  m ethods. Diffusion M onte Carlo, DMC. results from [142]. Binding energies 
and distances extracted  from these curves are shown in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: A B stacked bilayer binding curves - Interlayer binding curves for 
several vdW methods. Binding energies and distances extracted from these curves are 
shown in Table 6.2.
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6. A C O M P A R IS O N  O F T H E  O V E R L A Y E R  A D S O R P T IO N  O F  
G R A P H E N E  O N T O  A BI0SE3 S L A B  U S IN G  T H E  V D W -D F  A N D  
R E C E N T  B E Y O N D  P A IR W IS E  A P P R O X IM A T IO N  M E T H O D S .

N um ber of QLs Overlayer binding energy(m eV /atom )
1 -24.041
2 -24.554
3 -24.745
4 -24.597

Table 6.3: C onvergence o f the overlayer binding energy w ith  respect to  the  
num ber o f QLs in a Bi2Se3-graphene slab. - Convergence of the overlayer binding 
energy, as defined in equation (6.3.1), with respect to the number of quintuple layers 
in a Bi2 Se3  slab. The Bi2 Se3  QL atomic coordinates and inter-QL distances are taken 
from the bulk experimental parameters [119]. The graphene overlayer is a \/3 x 
in-plan suerpcell, separated from the top Bi2 Se3  QL by 3.5 A .  The binding energy was 
calculated with the TS-vdW method without self consistent screening. The results show 
that the binding is relatively insensitive to the number of QLs in the Bi2 Se3  slab.

6.3 .2  RelcLxation o f th ree  q u in tup le  layer B i 2 S e ,3 slab.

To ob ta in  the correct 0 1 2 8 0 3  surface geom etry we constructed  a three quintuple layer, 

QL, slab w ith 15 A vacuum  separation between layers. T he internal coordinates 

of each QL was kept fixed a t the  bulk experim ental coordinates [119]. O ur initial 

testing showed th a t the  binding of a graphene overlayer to  a Bi2Se3 slab was relatively 

independent of the  num ber of QLs in the  slab. These results are shown in Table 6.3.

We define the  overlayer binding energy for this system  as

B E  {E j^ i^ S e s —graphene E g i ^ S e s  ^ g r a p h e n e )  I  ̂ : (6.3.1)

where E B i ^ s e s - g r a p h e n e  IS th e  energy of th e  Bi2Se3-graphene system. Similarly E e i ^ s e z  

and E g r a p h e n e  are the  energies of the  Bi2Se3 and graphene system s respectively. For 

com parison w ith o ther works we divide the  binding energy by the  to ta l num ber of 

carbon atom s in the  overlayer, N.

We fix the  atom ic positions of th e  middle QL and sym m etrically relax the  relative 

inter-QL separations of the top  and bo ttom  QLs from the  middle QL. This m ethod of 

geom etry optim isation was chosen as the  TS m ethods we are using are post-processing
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M ethod Top-middle 
QL separation(A )

M iddle-bottom  
QL separation(A )

revPB E 5.560 5.560
PB E 3.504 3.504

revPB E  vdW -D F 3.412 3.412
PB E  vdW -D F 3.105 3.105

TS-vdW 3.186 3.186
T S-vdW +SC S 3.182 3.182

vdW + M B 3.377 3.377
Bulk 2.579 2.579

Table 6.4: Inter-Q L  d istan ces  in a relaxed  3 QL slab  - Inter-QL separation 
distances of the top and bottom QLs from the middle QL. The bulk values are taken from 
the bulk experimental coordinates [119]. The distances are along the (0001) direction, 
out of plane, perjiendicular to quintuple layers. Relaxation was done with constrained 
X and y. in-plane, coordinates as well as fixed intra-QL distances. Only the relative 
distance between the top and middle QLs as well as the bottom and middle QLs was 
optimised. The separations of the top and bottom QLs from the middle QL were 
optimised simultaneously to maintain the symmetry of the slab.

m ethods, m eaning v̂ e don ’t have access to  the  non-local forces.

Table 6.4 shows the relaxed distances of the  top  and bo ttom  QLs from the middle 

QL. As expected the semi-local revPB E  and PB E  m ethods have the longest inter-QL 

spacing due to  the lack of long range correlations. The PB E  C6 and PB E  SCS C6 

m ethods m atch  to  w ithin 0.04 A, suggesting th a t the vdW  binding w ithin the Bi2 Se3  

slab does not undergo nmch charge screening. This is reasonable as bo th  the  single 

QL as well as th e  bulk crystal are known to  be insulators [134, 136]. The experim ental 

bulk inter-Q L separation [119] is denoted ‘B ulk’.

Figure 6.4 show's the  2D surface band s truc tu re  of our 3 QL Bi2 Se3  slab. These are 

calculated using the PB E XC at the  inter layer separations shown in Table 6.4 and 

at th e  bulk experim ental sei)arations, labeled ‘Bulk’. T he 2D Brillouin zone is shown 

in Figure 6.1 and the bands are p lo tted  along the k-path , K-F-M, using 40 k-points. 

At the  ‘B ulk’ geom etry the slab becomes a zero-gap sem iconductor, this agrees well 

w ith o ther slab calculations for the surface band  struc tu re  [144]. At our relaxed slab
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6 . A  C O M P A R IS O N  O F  T H E  O V E R L A Y E R  A D S O R P T IO N  O F 
G R A P H E N E  O N T O  A B I 0 S E 3  SL A B  U S IN G  T H E  V D W -D F  A N D  
R E C E N T  B E Y O N D  P A IR W IS E  A P P R O X IM A T IO N  M E T H O D S .

Method Band Gap at F point (eV) QL separation(A)
revPBE 1.291 5.560

FEE 1.127 3.504
revPBE vdW-DF 1.104 3.412

PBE vdW -DF 1.035 3.105
TS-vdW 1.063 3.186

TS-vdW +SCS 1.062 3.182
vdW +M B 1.103 3.377

Bulk 0.865 2.579

T a b le  6 .5: B i 2 S e 3  s la b  b a n d  g a p  a t  F p o in t  - F point band gaps of the 3 QL
Bi2 Ses slab, calculated at the relaxed slab geometries. Table 6.4. The band gap for the 
slab using the experim ental bulk geom etry [119] is denoted ‘B ulk’. Also shown are the 
inter-QL separations, from Table 6.4, illustrating that the increase in the magnitude of 
the band gap coincides with the increase of the inter-QL separation.

geometries a gap opens between the valence and conduction bands. The magnitude 

of the gap scales with the magnitude of the inter-QL separation. Table 6.5 shows the 

band gap at F for all the band plots shown in Figure 6.4.
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F ig u re  6.4: B i 2 S e 3  s la b  b a n d  s t r u c tu r e s  - Band structures of the 3 QL Bi2 Se3  

slab, calculated at the relaxed slab geometries, Table 6.4. The band structu re  using 
the bulk experim ental geometry [119] is denoted “Bulk” . The 2D Brillouin zone of the 
surface is shown in Figure 6.1. The k f)oints are taken along the path  K-F-M. The 
bands a ttribu ted  to Bi2 Ses top QLs are m arked in green. The bands are aligned at the 
Fermi level, which is plotted as the dashed grey line.
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6. A COMPARISON OF THE OVERLAYER ADSORPTION OF 
GRAPHENE ONTO A BI2SE3 SLAB USING THE VDW-DF AND  
RECENT BEYOND PAIRWISE APPROXIMATION METHODS.

6.3.3 A dsorption of a graphene overlayer atop an unrelaxed  

B i2Ses slab.

To create our Bi2 Se3 -graphene heterostructure we first calculated the optim um  over- 

layer distance w ith the  grai)hene aligned in bo th  the  ‘to p ’ and ‘hollow’ positions. 

These positions are described in Figure 6.1, succinctly in the  ‘to p ’ position the carbon 

atom s of the graphene overlayer are aligned on top  of the  top  selenium atom s of the 

top QL. In the  ‘hollow’ orientation, the carbon rings of the  graphene overlayer form 

around the  top  selenium atoms.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the binding energy curves, for the vdW  m ethods under 

investigation, of a graphene overlayer atop an unrelaxed 3 QL Bi2 Se3  slab in bo th  the 

‘to p ’ and ‘hollow’ orientations. T he binding energy, as defined in e(iuation (6.3.1), is 

norm alised by the  num ber of carbon atom s in the sim ulation cell.

Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show the  binding energies and distances of the graphene over

layer in the two orientations. These values are ex tracted  from the  binding curves of 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 by fitting cubic fmictions about the  curve m inima. A part from the 

TS-M BD m ethod, all the m ethods w ith non-local correlations calculated  the  ‘hollow’ 

orientation to  be lower in energy th an  the  ‘to p ’. This suggests th a t th e  ‘hollow’ po

sition is the  preferred binding position for the  overlayer, an observation which other 

researchers have also found [145].
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Figure 6.5: B inding energy curves for th e unrelaxed B i2 Se 3 -graphene struc
ture - top  orientation  - The binding energy of the \/3  x y/3 graphene overlayer atop 
the (0001) Bi2 Se3  surface. Here the graphene is aligned in the “top” position as de
scribed in Figure 6.1. The Bi2 Se3  slab is mirelaxed in its experimental coordinates [119]. 
The binding energy is defined in equation (6.3.1).
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G R A P H E N E  O N T O  A  BI2SE3 S L A B  U S I N G  T H E  V D W -D F  A N D  
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F igure 6.6: B in d in g  en ergy  cu rves for th e  un relaxed  B i2Se3-graphene s tru c
ture - hollow  o r ien ta tio n  - The binding energy of the \/3  x y/3 graphene overlayer 
atop the (0001) Bi2 Se3  surface. Here the graphene is aligned in the “hollow” position 
as described in Figure 6.1. The Bi2 Se3  slab is luirelaxed in its experim ental coordinates 
[119]. The binding energy is defined in equation (6.3.1).
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6 .3  R e s u lts

Method Overlayer binding 
distance(A)

Overlayer binding 
energy (me V /  atom)

revPBE unbound n /a
PBE 3.790 -1.78

revPBE vdW-DF 3.677 -28.81
PBE vdW-DF 3.511 -41.30

TS-vdW 3.664 -23.98
TS-vdW +SCS 3.664 -18.26

vdW +M B 3.782 -14.81

T able 6.6: R e su lts  o f  b in d in g  en ergy  cu rves for th e  unrelaxed  B i 2 Se 3 -
grap h en e stru ctu re  - to p  or ien ta tion  - The binding energy and separation distance 
of the \/3  X \/3  graphene overlayer atop the (0001) Bi2 Sc3 surface. The vahies are then 
extracted from the binding curves of Figure 6.5 by fitting cubic fmictions about the 
curve minima. Here the graphene is aligned in the “top” position as described in Figiu’e 
6.1. The Bi'2Se3 slab is unrelaxc'd in its experim ental coordinates [119],

Method Overlayer binding 
distance(A)

Overlayer binding 
energy(m eV/atom )

revPBE unboimd n /a
PBE 3.796 -2.45

revPBE vdW -DF 3.635 -29.57
PBE vdW-DF 3.508 -42.89

TS-vdW 3.668 -24.86
TS-vdW +SCS 3.622 -19.29

vdW +M B 3.790 -11.48

T able 6.7: R e su lts  o f  b in d in g  en ergy  cu rves for th e  un relaxed  B l 2 Se 3 -
grap h en e stru ctu re  - hollow  or ien ta tio n  - The binding energy and separation 
distance of the x \/3  graphene overlayer atop  the (0001) Bi2 Se3 surface. The vahies 
are then extracted from the binding curves of Figure 6.6 by fitting cubic functions about 
the curve minima. Here the graphene is aligned in the “hollow” position as described 
in Figure 6.1. The Bi2 Se3 slab is unrelaxed in its experim ental coordinates [119].
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6. A COMPARISON OF THE OVERLAYER ADSORPTION OF 
GRAPHENE ONTO A BI9SE3 SLAB USING THE VDW -DF AND  
RECENT BEYOND PAIRWISE APPROXIMATION METHODS.

6.3.4 A dsorption o f a graphene overlayer atop a relaxed B i2 Se 3  

slab.

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the  binding energy curves, for the  vdW  m ethods under 

investigation, of a graphene overlayer atop  a relaxed 3 QL Bi2 Se3  slab in bo th  the 

‘to p ’ and ‘hollow’ orientations. T he bo ttom  QL rem ains fixed while the relative 

separation of the  top  two layers for each vdW  m ethod is defined in Table 6.4. The 

intra-Q L atom ic coordinates were kept fixed at the  bulk coordinates [119].

Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show the binding energies and distances of the  graphene over

layer in the two orientations. These values are ex tracted  from the  binding curves of 

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 by fitting  cubic functions about the  curve minima. W ith  the  re

laxed slab geom etry the  TS-M BD m ethod agrees w ith our o ther m ethods by showing 

the ‘hollow’ orientation to  be lower in energy th an  the  ‘to p ’. Again, the observation 

th a t the ‘hollow’ position is the preferred binding position for the  grai)hene overlayer 

has also been confirmed by o ther researchers [145].
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F ig u re  6 .7 : B in d in g  e n e rg y  c u rv e s  fo r th e  r e l 2Lxed B i 2 Se 3 -g ra p h e n e  s t r u c tu r e  
- to p  o r ie n ta t io n  - The binding energy of the \/3  x \/3  graphene overlayer atop the 
(0001) Bi2 Ses surface. Here the graphene is aligned in the “top” position as described 
in Figure 6.1. The Bi2 Se3  slab is relaxed from its experim ental coordinates [119], to  the 
positions shown in Table 6.4 for each vdW  m ethod.
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6.3 R esults

Method Overlayer binding 
distance(A)

Overlayer binding 
energy (me V /atom )

revPBE unbound n /a
PBE 3.750 -1.55

revPBE vdW-DF 3.674 -28.75
PBE vdW-DF 3.509 -41.46

TS-vdW 3.699 -23.94
TS-vdW +SCS 3.694 -18.25

vdW +M B 3.785 -11.01

T a b le  6 .8: R e s u lt s  o f  b in d in g  e n e r g y  c u r v e s  for th e  re la x e d  B i 2 S e 3 -g r a p h e n e  
s tr u c tu r e  - to p  o r ie n ta t io n  - The binding energy and separation distance of the 
\ / 3 x  \/3  graphene overlayer atop the (0001) B i2 Se3  surface. The values are the extracted  
from the binding curves of Figure 6.7 by fitting cubic functions about the curve minima. 
Here the graphene is aligned in the “top” position as described in Figure 6.1. The B i2 Se3  

slab is relaxed in its experim ental coordinates [119]. to the positions shown in Table 6.4 
for each vdW  method.

Method Overlayer binding 
distance(A)

Overlayer binding 
energy (me V /  atom)

revPBE unbound n /a
PBE 3.745 -2.02

revPBE vdW-DF 3.635 -29.53
PBE vdW-DF 3.506 -42.98

TS-vdW 3.661 -24.71
TS-vdW +SCS 3.615 -19.20

vdW +M B 3.726 -13.48

T a b le  6 .9: R e s u lt s  o f  b in d in g  e n e r g y  cu r v e s  for th e  re la x e d  B i 2 S e 3 -g r a p h e n e  
s tr u c tu r e  - h o llo w  o r ie n ta t io n  - The binding energy and separation distance of the 
\ / 3 x  \/3  graphene overlayer atop the (0001) B i2 Se3  surface. The values are the extracted  
from the binding curves of Figure 6.7 liy fitting cubic functions about the ciuve minima. 
Here the graphene is aligned in the “hollow” position as described in Figure 6.1. The 
B i2 Sc3  slab is relaxed in its experimental coordinates [119]. to the positions shown in 
Table 6.4 for each vdW  method.
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6.3.5 E lectronic bandstructure of B i2 Se 3 -graphene com pos

ite.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the 2D surface band s truc tu re  of our relaxed 8 1 2 8 6 3 - 

graphene com posite. These are calculated using the  F E E  XC at the inter layer sepa

rations shown in Table 6.4 w ith the  graphene overlayer a t the  distances described in 

Tables 6 . 8  and 6.9. T he bands are p lo tted  along the  k-path , K-F-M using 40 k-points. 

At each k-point we project the eigenstates corresponding to  each eigen-energy onto 

the  atom ic wavefunctions. In doing so we can evahitate how each atom s contributes 

to  each state . Here we plot the  to ta l band structu re , in red, as well as the  sta tes whose 

m ajority  contributions are from the  graphene, in blue, and topm ost QL, in green. We 

define a s ta te  as having a m ajority  contribution  when the  to ta l contribution  from 

a particu lar subsystem , either the graphene or top  QL, is >  50% of the  norm alised 

eigenstate. T he to ta l contribution is the  sum of all the  projections of the norm alised 

eigenstate onto the  sta tes of the  subsystem  in question.

C om paring th e  bandstructu res to  those of the  Bi2 Se3  slab. Figure 6.4 we see th a t 

all m ethods predict the  com posite m aterial to  be metallic. T he plots clearly show 

th a t the Dirac cones of the graphene overlayer are unaffected by the  proxim ity of the 

Bi2 Se3  slab. A dditionally we see th a t the graphene overlayer pulls th e  Dirac cones 

of the Bi2 Se3  slab closer. By pulling the  upper Dirac cone under the  Fermi level the 

underlying Bi2 Se3  slab becomes metallic.

Table 6.10 shows the  ex tracted  band gaps and Dirac gaps from the  bandstructures. 

We define the  Dirac gap as the  separation between the  Bi2 Se3  Dirac cones. For the 

Bi2 Se3  slab the band  gap and Dirac gap are equivalent. In the  com posite m aterial 

we see a reduction of the  Dirac gap a t F of about 0.9 eV com pared to  the  gaps of 

the Bi2 Se3  slab, Table 6.5. Similar to  the  band  gap of the  Bi2 Se3  slab, the  Dirac gap 

closely follows the  separation distance of the  graphene overlayer from the  Bi2 Se3  slab
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M ethod Band G ap 
a t F point(eV)

Dirac G ap 
at F point (eV)

revPB E 0.255 0.521
PB E 0.250 0.151

revPB E  vdW -D F 0.187 0.174
PB E  vdW -D F 0.135 0.116

TS-vdW 0.116 0.128
T S-vdW +SC S 0.112 0.131

vdW + M B 0.084 0.153

T able 6.10: B i 2 S e 3 -grap h en e band gaps and D irac gaps at F p o in t - top  
o r ien ta tio n  - F point band gaps and Dirac gaps of the 3 QL Bi2 Se,3 -graphene slab, 
calculated at the relaxed slab geometries. Table 6.4. The graphene overlayer is aligned 
in the “top” position as described in Figure 6.1 at the distances shown in Table 6.8. 
The Dirac gap is defined as the separation between the Bi2 Se3  Dirac cones.

M ethod Band Gap 
a t F point(eV)

Dirac Gaj) 
at F point (eV)

revPB E 0.261 0.515
PB E 0.194 0.222

revPB E  v d \ \’-DF 0.083 0.168
PB E  v(iW -DF 0.140 0.113

TS-vdW 0.118 0.123
T S-vdW +SC S 0.116 0.122

vdW + M B 0.220 0.140

T able 6.11: B l 2 S e 3 -grap h en e  band gaps and D irac gaps a t F p oin t - hollow  
o r ien ta tio n  - F point band gaps and Dirac gaps of the 3 QL Bi2 Se3 -graphene slab, 
calculated a t the relaxed slab geometries. Table 6.4. The graphene overlayer is aligned 
in the “hollow” position as described in Figure 6.1 a t the distances shown in Table 6.9. 
The Dirac gap is defined as the separation between the Bi2 Se3  Dirac cones.

with the largest gap corresponding to  non binding revPB E  m ethod.

Finally we note th a t by adsorbing the graphene onto one side of the  Bi2 Se3  slab we 

break the inversion sym m etry of the  slab resulting in R ashba sp litting  of the energy 

bands. This energy sp litting  is strongest for the  PB E  vdW -D F m ethod which had 

the shortest Bi2 Se3 -graphene separation.
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revPBE vd

TS-vdW+Si

vdW+MB

Figure 6.9: B i2 Se3 -g raphene band  s tru c tu re s  - top  o rien ta tion  - Band struc
tures of the 3 QL Bi2 Se3 -graphene system, calculated at the relaxed slab geometries, 
Table 6.4, and overlayer distances. Here the graphene is aligned in the “top” orienta
tion, see Figure 6.1, at the calculated distances shown in Table 6.8. The 2D Brillouin 
zone of the surface is shown in Figure 6.1. A total of 40 k points taken near the f  
point in the K and M directions are used. The energies attributed to the graphene are 
marked in blue. The energies attributed to Bi2 Se3  top QL are marked in green. The 
bands are aligned at the Fermi level, which is plotted as the dashed grey line.
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F ig u re  6.10: B i 2 Se 3 -g ra p h e n e  b a n d  s t r u c tu r e s  - h o llow  o r ie n ta t io n  - Band 
structures of the 3 QL Bi2 Se3 -graphene system, calculated a t the relaxed slab geome
tries, Table 6.4. and overlayer distances. Here the graphene is aligned in the “hollow” 
orientation, see Figure 6.1, at the calculated distances shown in Table 6.9. The 2D 
Brillouin zone of the surface is shown in Figure 6.1. A to ta l of 40 k points taken near 
the F point in the K and M directions are used. The energies a ttribu ted  to the graphene 
are m arked in blue. The energies a ttribu ted  to  Bi2 Se3  top QL are m arked in green. The 
bands are aligned at the Fermi level, which is p lotted as the  dashed grey line.
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6.4 Conclusions

In this work we have compared the vdW-DF density based vdW functional against 

various other vdW methods. These methods are the TS-vdW, based on the pair

wise summation, the TS-vdW+SCS, based on the pair-wise summation and includes 

long range correlation screening, and the vdW-|-MB, includes long range correlation 

screening and many body effects, methods from the Tkatchenko-Scheffler publications. 

By comparing the vtlW-DF against these methods with varying levels of beyond 

pairwise interactions, we can get a better sense of the performance of the vdW-DF 

homogeneous density dielectric function approximation.

Our bilayer graphene results show the vdW-|-MB method gives binding energy 

results closest to DMC calculations for both stackings. The need for vdW methods 

with beyond pairwise contributions has been noted by Dobsen et al. [131, 68]. While 

all the vdW methods tested overbound with respect to the DMC results, the vdW-DF 

with PBE exchange overbound the most. This is a known consequence of pairing the 

vdW-DF with the PBE exchange [59], and is a result of the attractive nature of the 

PBE exchange term [146]. The vdW-DF method with revPBE exchange produced 

binding energies close to those of the TS-vdW for both stackings. This result indicates 

that the homogeneous density approximation, the vdW-DF functional uses to estimate 

the dielectric function, fails to capture long range correlation screening.

The inter QL separation distances for all the vdW methods lie within 0.2 A of each 

other. Additionally the TS-vdW and TS-vdW-l-SCS methods, vdW without and with 

long range correlation screening, suggest there is no long range correlation screening 

internally within the 3 QL Bi2 Se3  slab. This is in line with previous calculations for 

few layer Bi2 Se3  slabs which suggest the thin slabs are insulating [134, 136].

Our results for the convergence of the Bi2 Se3 -graphene overlayer binding energy 

show no variations greater than 1 meV/carbon atom independent of the number
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of QLs included within the slab. This results suggests th a t the geometry of the 

Bi2Se3'graphene interface is almost entirely determined by the interaction between 

the  graphene and the top QL.

Our overlayer binding energies for the vdW -DF with revPBE exchange are between 

28-30 m eV /carbon atom, depending on the alignment of the overlayer. Calculations 

using similar graphene supercells and the vdW -DF with revPBE exchange for the 

adsorption of graphene onto the surface of metallic surfaces foimd binding energies 

in the range 36-42 m eV/carbon atom [147]. The preservation of the graphene Dirac 

cones along with the low binding energies and large over layer separation distances 

confirm th a t the graphene is i)hysisorbed onto the slab surface [148].

While the graphene bands are not affected by the proximity of the Bi2Se3 slab, 

the electronic structure of the slab is affected by the gra])hene. The adsorption of 

the graphene onto one side of the slab breaks inversion synnnetry for the system 

and introduces Rashba splitting of the 812863 bands away from the F point. The 

magnitude of the splitting increases with decreased sei)aration of the graphene from 

the slab. This is in line with previous calculations [134]

The adsorption of the graphene overlayer acts to significantly reduce the energy 

gap betw'een the Dirac cones of the Bi2Se3 slab, decreasing the gap by as much as 900 

meV.

Independent of the method used we found the ‘hollow’ site was the preferred 

adsorption site for the graphene. Additionally for all methods the adsorption caused 

a shift in the Fermi level making the 812863 slab metallic.

In summary, the good agreement between the vdW-|-MB and the DMC results sug

gest this is the best method to use; producing accurate beyond pairwise approximate 

results at a low computational cost. Because of the insulating nature of the individual 

812863 QLs internal coordinates for 812863 slabs can be obtained from vdW  methods
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without explicit non-local correlation screening. The geometry of the Bi2Se3-graphene 

interface is entirely determined by the interaction between the graphene and the first 

QL. All the vdW  methods tested predict the ‘hollow’ orientation as the preferred ad

sorption site and tha t the proximity of the graphene causes the Bi2Se3 slab to become 

metallic as well as introducing Rashba splitting. Overall this work shows the failure of 

the approximate dielectric function used in the vdW -DF method to capture non-local 

correlation screening as well as the need for such corrections to achieve accurate quan

titative resTilts. While broad qualitative features of the Bi2Se3-graphene hetrostruc- 

ture are captured by all the vdW  methods tested there are significant differences in 

overlayer binding energies between the vdW -DF methods and the beyond pairwise 

approximation of the vdW-)-MB. We believe tha t this work shows tha t current vdW 

methods can capture the Inroad qualitatively features of novel new hetro-structures 

and identify points of interest where more rigorous, and computationally expensive, 

methods can be brought to bear.
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Chapter 7

Final conclusions and future work.

The work in this thesis is aimed towards exploring the edge case api)lication of the 

Langreth-Lmidcivist vdW density functional. The increasing popularity of the vdW- 

DF finictional has resulted in its application across a wide variety of systems. Some 

of these systems are at the limit of the approximations made in the derivation of the 

functional, so called edge case systems. Although the vdW -DF functional may break 

down when applied to these edge case systems, through careful exploration of these 

systems we gain a greater understanding of not only the functional but also ways 

within w'hich it can be improved.

In this chapter we reiterate the main findings of our research chapters. We place 

these results into a broader context giving a better sense of their significance. Ad

ditionally we indicate directions and systems for future interest. Finally we give our 

general thoughts on the vdW -DF conmiunity as well as issues it faces and possible 

directions for its future.

Our most significant finding of Chai)ter 4 is tha t the spin vdW -DF method already 

put forward, hereafter referred to as the spin-sum approximation, doesn’t respect the 

non-commutativity of the non-local correlation functional where as our spin vdW- 

DF method does. This results in an over estimation of the vdW  interactions by the
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spin-suin approximation. This happens more strongly for non-spin polarised systems, 

where the spin up and spin down densities are identical or near identical.

We tested our spin vdW -DF on three systems, the non-spin polarised N2-N2, the 

O2-O2 system in two different geometries for two different spin states and for the 

phenalenyl molecules which are open shell molecules which interact via vdW. For the 

O2 and phenalenyl systems we found the spin-sum method overbovmd with respect to 

experimental results. Similarly we found it overbound with respect to our spin vdW- 

DF method. For the O2-O2 system we found th a t the spin-sum method incorrectly 

predicted the non-spin state as the lowest energy state for both geometries. It also 

incorrectly predicted a large energy splitting between the spin polarised and non-spin 

energy states for both geometries. Our spin vdW -DF method predicts the correct spin 

state for both geometries as reported from experiments and more accurate coupled 

cluster results. It also predicts a smaller energy splitting between the spin states, 

much closer to experiment and coupled cluster results.

A reasonable cjuestion to ask is why not approximate a spin vdW calculation by 

preforming two calculations, one using a non spin vdW  to determine the geometry 

of the problem followed up with a second calculation using a spin XC to determine 

the energy. Such a procedure is based on the reasonable assumption tha t the vdW 

interaction determines the long range interaction while the spin interaction is short 

ranged and as such the two interactions exist in two isolated regimes. The counter 

point to this however can be seen in the O2-O2 example where different spin states 

result in drastically different geometries. This is rooted in the fact th a t any binding 

curve is made up of two parts, a long range attractive part and a short range repulsive 

part. As the systems we have investigated are dispersion bound, the long range part is 

from the vdW  contribution and the short range part is due to Pauli repulsion. As the 

exchange interaction is spin dependent so too will this repulsive energy. The nature
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of this repulsion and where the repulsive curve meets the attractive curve, and hence 

the  equilibrium distance, is dependent on the spin state of the interacting systems. 

From understanding we can disregard the notation that spin vdW  calculations can be 

carried out in a tŵ o calculation procedure. The correct binding curve is determined by 

the interaction of the correct attractive and repulsive curves, both should be captured 

by the same functional.

The spin-sum approximation is based on the reasonable idea that if the long range 

attraction is independent of the spin it is apj)ropriate to work with the total charge 

density rather than the spin density. The spin-sum approximation creates a total 

charge density by adding the s])in up and spin down densities. Our results from the 

C)2-C)2 system and the phenalenyl molecules show that such approximates overbind 

with resi)ect to our si)in vdW -DF method. O^ir methods suggests that rather than 

adding the sjjins together the interaction of the spin densities should be considered 

separately. We show that the spin-sum m ethod incorrectly makes the assumption 

th a t the interaction using the sum of sj)in densities is equivalent to the sum of the 

interactions between the spin densities, or at least the difference between these two 

evaluations is small. For the j)henalenyl molecules the relative difference between our 

spin vdW -DF and the spin-smn approximation is small, owing to the relatively large 

dispersion energy between the dimers and the small fraction of impaired electrons. 

The opposite is true for the O2-O2 system and as such there is a significant difference 

between the methods which cannot be ignored.

These are tw'o alternative methods to carry out calculations needing both spin 

and vdW  interactions. Our work on this topic and our vdW -DF functional show that 

such alternatives are either erroneous or unnecessary.

A spin dependent vdW  functional is necessary for a particular class of systems. 

Specifically these are open shell systems bound by dispersion interactions. The biggest
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issue w ith  investigating such systems is th a t open sell com pounds are very reactive 

and as such tend  not to  exist for long. Because of this neither extensive experim ental 

research nor com putational effort has been pu t into investigating these systems. Along 

w ith the  O 2 -O 2 system  we found two other simple param agnetic dim ers which in teract 

in a similar m anner. A D iboron complex, B 2 -B 2 , and possibly a disulphur complex, 

S2 -S2 . We could not however find reliable experim ental or com putational results for 

these systems. In the  case of the disulphur complex researchers are unsure if such a 

dispersion bound complex exists or if atom s form a four m em bered ring.

T he phenalenyl molecule represents another class of system s where our spin vdW - 

DF can play an active role in m aterials research. These are open shell system s whose 

inter-m olecule interactions are a m ixture of covalent and dispersion forces. It is this 

class of molecules where our spin vdW -D F will be of m ost use: for self assembling, 

open shell molecules bound by dispersion forces [149]; for im portan t organic heme 

unit based molecules [75]; for single molecule m agnets adsorbed to  a substra te  [150].

Moving to  larger system s or wishing to  include some m any body in teraction cor

rection it m ay become necessary to  include beyond shot ranged spin interactions. 

For system s where the pairwise in teraction rem ains appropriate, an additional long 

range spin in teraction  H am iltonian could be added in a post processing step. The 

accurate O 2 -O 2 results were perform ed using sym m etry adap ted  pertu rba tion  theory, 

SA PT. The m onom ers were calculated using coupled cluster, CCSD, calculations and 

the  in teraction between them  was m odelled as a p ertu rba tion  using the Coulomb 

interaction. Results from such m ethods are in good agreem ent w ith experim ent. 

This suggests th a t for small molecules the short range spin in teraction is appropri

ate. There m ay be a crossover however between small isolated molecules and larger 

system s where long range spin effects become of greater im portance. To investigate 

this however system s which depend on long range spin interactions will have to  be
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identified and the long range spin correction Hamiltonian implemented.

Our results from Chapter 5 show that appropriate atom centered basis sets can 

be constructed to give vdW  interactions with errors comparable to those from a 

plane ŵ ave basis. We also showed that the main source of error in vdW  binding error 

calculations W'hen using an atom centered basis set is due to the basis set superposition 

error. The w'ork is based on a immber of our own custom codes. These allowed us to 

create ethciently oi)timised basis sets, generate the same pseudopotential in formats 

suitable for both atom centered basis and plane wave basis DFT calculations and 

quantify the difference between the densities generated from these two methods.

The result tha t atom centered basis sets are capable of evaluating the vdW-DF 

functional at the same level of accuracy as a plane wave basis should be self evident. 

The vdW -DF after all, calculates vdW energies from the electronic density. If the 

density can be accurately represented in an atom centered basis, to the same level 

of accuracy as in a plane wave basis, then accurate vdW -DF interactions can be 

calculated. By comparing the densities produced by different atom centered basis 

sets with the density from a converged plane wave basis we were able to quantify the 

magnitude and source of errors in our calculations. While we foimd that acciu'ate 

densities could be constructed from relatively simple basis sets, larger basis sets were 

necessary to minimise the BSSE.

The fact tha t BSSE dramatically effects the vdW  ̂binding energy is not miknown. 

Our results echo such findings and reaffirm that there is no systematic method to 

reduce the BSSE. While we did find th a t generally, across the S22 database, the 

addition of ghost atoms to a basis improved the accuracy, for i)urely dispersion bound 

systems the opposite was true. As the magnitude of the BSSE is comparable to the 

binding energies of small to medium complexes, even subtle changes to the basis set 

can dramatically change the binding energies. In these situations we found adding
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additional radial functions to the basis resulted in a more reliable improvement of the 

binding energies.

Finally we observed tha t the optimisation of the basis function parameters did 

not lead to more accurate binding energies. This is due to a loss of transferability 

as a result of over-fitting of the basis. This over-fitting occurs as we fit the basis 

function parameters to a single system, for each element. More transferable optimised 

basis could be obtained by fitting the param eters across a set of systems for each 

element. This however represents a huge computational effort for an unknown gain 

when the addition of ghost atoms or additional radial functions are know'n to improve 

the accuracy. Succinctly, basis sets with larger numbers of basis functions are more 

transferable.

While our results regarding the optimisation of the Siesta basis set are not trans

ferable to other atom centered basis codes, our findings on the generation of accurate 

atom centered basis sets suitable for vdW  calculations are. We found in general the 

addition of ghost atoms to the basis gave the most accurate binding energies. Where 

complexes were small and purely dispersion bound, the BSSE had the most significant 

effect. For these complexes the addition of ghost atoms reduced the accuracy of the 

binding energies. For systems where ghost atoms cannot be used, such as molecu

lar dynamics or atomic relaxations where appropriate sites for the ghost atoms are 

unknown, the addition of more radial functions to the basis improved the accuracy.

Though simple, these results are a significant benefit to the community. For sys

tems with large unit cells or significant amounts of vacuum it can be computationally 

cheaper to use an atom centered basis over a plane wave one. Our results show that 

calculations of such systems can give accurate vdW interaction energies, and forces, 

independent of the basis set used. Although binding energy calculations will stiU 

suffer from BSSE, calculations such as molecular dynamics or atomic relaxations will
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remain as accurate in an atom centered basis as a plane wave basis.

The purpose of Chapter 6 was to place the vdW -DF in context with some new' 

beyond j)airwise approximation methods. These methods include beyond pairwise 

approximations of the vdW  interaction in the form of non-local correlation screening 

and many body effects captured by an interaction tensor. By comparing the vdW-DF 

functional to these methods we gain a better understanding of the limits of the func

tional. The main result we found was that the homogeneous density approximation 

of the dielectric function, used in the vdW -DF method, fails to cai)ture any non-local 

correlation screening.

We also wanted to test these new vdW  methods on a Bi2Se3-graphene hetrostruc- 

ture. These novel structures are suggested as a new way to combine layered materials 

to ])roduce interesting conipoimds with, j)erhaps, designer electronic properties. As 

the layers are bomid together with vdW forces and have a wide range of proper

ties ranging from insulating to metallic we nmst be sure that our vdW methods are 

accurate across all these

From our calculations of the bilayer graphene in AA and AB stacked configurations 

we found tha t the beyond pairwise approximation effects acted to reduce the inter

layer binding energies. The vdW-t-MB m ethod was found to give binding energies 

closest to highly accurate Monte Carlo results.

Our optimisation of the 3 ciuintu])le layer, QL, Bi2Se3 slab suggested that the 

internal vdW  interactions are not screened. We found almost no difference in the 

inter-QL separations calculated with the TS-vdW' and the TS-vdW^ with self consistent 

screening. Other experimental results and calculations have shown th a t the Bi2Se3 

slabs up to 6 QL remain gapped. As such it is a reasonable result to see tha t the 

vdW -DF method gives similar geometries as the beyond pairwise methods.

W'e found that the interface interaction between the Bi2Se3 slab and the graphene
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7. FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK.

overlayer is entirely captured within the first QL. In calculating the binding energy 

per carbon atom of the graphene to Bi2Se3 slabs comprised of one to four QLs we 

found no change in the overlayer binding energy.

Our results for the adsorption of the graphene onto the Bi2Se3 slab confirmed 

other work in finding th a t the ‘hollow’ position is the preferred adsorption site.

The adsorption of the graphene caused the bandstructure of the Bi2Se3 slab to 

change from gapped, in the case of the isolated slab, to metallic. Additionally we 

also observed the affect of the graphene on the Bi2Se3 energy bands. By adsorbing 

the graphene onto a single side of the Bi2Se3 slab we break the inversion symmetry of 

the slab along the z direction, the direction along which electrons are confined, and 

cause Rashba splitting. This effect has been noted in both experiments as well and 

has been shown to originate from the graphene substrate. Interestingly we observed 

th a t the magnitude of the splitting increased for methods which more strongly bound 

the graphene overlayer. This is a significant consideration for researchers wishing to 

take advantage of this energy splitting.

We found tha t the biggest difference between the beyond pairwise methods and the 

vdW -DF was the magnitude of the binding energies. From all the methods we tested 

we found quite similar inter-layer separation distances although the gap between the 

Bi2Se3 slab Dirac cones does appear to be relatively sensitive to these small changes. 

The results do suggest tha t the vdW -DF method could be used for rough geometry 

optimisations or exploratory calculations of new systems before applying the beyond 

pairwise methods to obtain final binding energies. While these beyond pairwise m eth

ods remain post processing methods the self-consistent vdW -DF possesses a distinct 

advantage, to be able to return vdW  forces and hence preform geometry relaxations.

To conclude this Chapter we give our more general thoughts on our work and on 

the vdW  in DFT field in general.
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Our work towards a spin vdW -DF method is promising. The benefit of our spin 

vdW -DF over the spin-sum approximation is clear with our results showing a good 

agreement w ith experiments. The possibility to extend the vdW -DF to include a new 

class of systems previously unaccessible with DPT is exciting. In doing so we can bring 

the advantages of the DPT method to these problems allowing for the investigation 

of larger systems than  previously allowed under (luantum chemistry methods. The 

issues however wall be in ensuring the results are reliable and accurate, a difficult feat 

with such a new method. Of greatest benefit towards the advancemeni: of this method 

would be the compiling of a database of dispersion bound open shell complexes with 

optimised geometries and binding energies.

Oiu’ Chapter 5 results are very nnich directed at atom centered basis set users 

and in particular j)eople using Siesta. This w'ork should highlight for researchers, in 

])articular those unfamiliar with disi)ersion interactions, the level of basis set accuracy 

which is required for accurate results. Oiu' w’ork draws a direct comparison between 

atom centered basis and plane wave basis calculations giving a clear example of the 

atom centered basis i)aranieters necessary for results comparable to plane wave. We 

also give more general ideas for creating an accurate atom centered basis set which is 

capable of being used across a wide variety of systems. Avoid optimisation, adding 

additional radial functions is better. As a general rule add ghost atoms to get accurate 

l)inding energy but be careful when w'orking with {)urely dispersion bound systems 

where the BSSE is of a comparable magnitude to the binding energy.

Our work with the several different vdW  methods in Chapter 6 highlighted what 

we believe is the biggest issue regarding the integration of vdW  methods in DPT. In 

our work we have featured two differing approaches to the connection of the dispersion 

correction to the XC functional:

• the “seamless” connection of the vdW -DP method;
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7. FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK.

•  the C6 methods which rely on a cut-off function to avoid double counting be

tween the correction term  and semi-local XC functional to which it is connected.

On the face of it the vdW -DF method appears to be the superior method by remov

ing any empirical fitting in the functional. The issue however is tha t the vdW-DF 

functional derives the correlation energy independent of the exchange energy. When 

researches originally attem pted to push improvements into the XC functional to go 

beyond the LDA they found an immediate loss in accuracy. One of the advantages of 

DFT is its ability to treat the exchange and correction energy together rather than 

separately. Researchers found th a t by building fiuictionals based on models of the XC 

hole, errors in exchange energy and correlation energy could be balanced leading to 

more accurate functionals. This is the so called error cancellation of DFT. The issue 

in trying to select an exchange term to match with the derived correlation term is to 

find one which balances with the correlation errors to give accurate results. Several 

different researchers have developed exchange functionals to fit to the correlation and 

maximise the accuracy possible with the vdW -DF, however the cost is a loss of the 

ab imto nature of the functional.

The alternatives are the C6 param eter based methods which are most definitely 

empirical in nature. The biggest advantage of these methods is tha t they can be 

fitted to work with any semi-local XC and do not affect the accuracy of the XC short 

ranged interactions. This is unlike the vdW -DF functional whose covalent interactions 

are not identical to those of the base functional. For example covalent bond lengths 

calculated with the PBE XC and the vdW -DF with PBE exchange do not match.

Ultimately these factors may lead to researchers finding C6 param eter based m eth

ods preferable over the vdW-DF. W ith its long derivation and tricky computational 

evaluation it may be difficult to develop this m ethod further. The C6 parameter 

based methods give researchers a simple, rehable tool which has been shown can be
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expanded to include beyond pairwise effects. While the vdW -DF provides hope for 

an accurate ab inito method for the calculation of dispersion forces within DPT, more 

w'ork must be done to ensure its accuracy and reliability across different systems.

In closing, we repeat our most significant findings regarding our work in general

ising the vdW -DF to allow for the interaction of spin densities - our spin vdW-DF. 

We have shown that our spin vdW -DF is a desirable alternative to the ai^proximate 

spin-sum method. W'e have presented a rigorous derivation based on a generalisation 

of the Langreth-Lundqvist vdW -DF functional. We have shown th a t for closed shell 

systems, such as the (N2)'2 comi)lex, our spin vdW -DF and the spin-sum methods are 

similar. Both methods are in close agreement to the non-spin vdW -DF for spin po

larised calculations and congruent with the non-si)in vdW -DF for calculations without 

sjjin. For the (02)2 system we have shown th a t our spin vdW -DF predicts the correct 

gromid state spin for both geometries considered. Our method also predicts the en

ergy sei)aration between the spin states in close agreement with experimental results. 

The spin-sum method fails in both of these points, incorrectly predicting a much more 

strongly bound singlet state for both geometries and consequently predicting a spin 

state energy splitting much larger than experiment. Our results of the i)henalenyl 

dimer shows th a t both spin vdW  methods give results in reasonable agreement to 

experimental values.
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A ppendix A

Phenalenyl molecule optim ised  

atom ic coordinates

These are the atoniic coordinates of an isolated i)heiialenyl molecule as optimised with 

our spin-polarised vdW -DF functional.

c -4.554546204 0.534713781 -0.000631819

c -2.132764187 1.615597707 -0.000399773

c -1.748625246 4.239855530 -0.000551916

c -4.861469902 -2,048322669 -0.000459532

c 0.000643924 -0.000504335 0.000002655

c -0.333151515 -2.656330770 0.000154136

c -2.798756621 -3.634623749 -0.000077547

c 1.814833170 -4.212494189 0.000529950

H 1.571245617 -6.227488209 0.000649063

C 4.205206963 -3.185297129 0.000760871

c 4.547066670 -0.605870001 0.000623061

c 2.466618451 1.039234171 0.000245644
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A. PHENALENYL MOLECULE OPTIMISED ATOMIC 
COORDINATES

c 2.740608411 3.677338978 0.000103649

c 0.655764987 5.234374669 -0.000290243

H 0.907882259 7.248177447 -0.000414130

H 4.608108777 4.473675677 0.000266209

H -6.732364423 -2.834849791 -0.000593765

H -3.060430812 -5.648260753 0.000042336

H 5.822715996 -4.410308614 0.001045239

H 6.420751899 0.175586474 0.000790649

H -3.362386900 5.470736051 -0.000858593

H -6.176983314 1.754871725 -0.000935144
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A ppendix B 

Inverting the spin D yson like 

screening equation

Under the full potential approximation (FPA) [49]* the scaled response function, 

Xaa'’ ai)proxiniated by using the fully-interacting response, Xaa'̂  ■ The Dyson-like 

screening equation with spin is written as,

x L ' =  Xa7' +  ^  X a f * +  fxc'j * Xt'a' (B.1.1)
vv'

where A * B  denotes the convolution operation and denotes the kernel =

• Taking a double sum over the spins cr, o' giving,

x L ' =  xl^' +  Y  * xl'a' (B.1.2)
aa ' o a ' o a 'vv '

First we =  0, i.e. the FPA approximation, and rearrange the indices of

the second term  on the right hand side. This is possible as the indices are dummy

*hi effect tfiis is identical to  the  RPA [85] but uses the  fully-interacting response, X a a ' ^  instead of 
the  non-iiiteracting,
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B. INVERTING THE SPIN DYSON LIKE SCREENING EQUATION

variables. This gives

+  Y 1  (B.1.3)
a a '  < r a '  g g ' v v '

and,

S  H  (B.1.4)
aa ' aa'uu' aa '

The Xaa' term  can be inchided in the summation as it is constant with respect 

to the summation. In order to preserve the value of the Xaa' term  it must be evenly 

divided across the summation. If the summation nm s over N different spin 

directions, and similarly the sum, then ^  of the Xaa' term  nuist aj^pear in the 

double summation. This becomes,

]^Xa<T' -  X t '  * * Xaa’ = ^ X a < j '  (B.1.5)
aa 'iyu ' era'

From this expression we can factorise out the \aa' term  giving,

=  Y1 (B-1-6)
a o 'v v '  '  a a '

The summation can be pushed into the brackets and the ^  becomes 1,

E  -  E  X -'" * =  E  7)
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From this we can write our final expression for the spin-density spin-density response 

function with coupling constant, A,

- 1
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A ppendix C 

Spin vdW  kernel

Inserting equation (4.2.38) into (4.2.37) gives,

1 V -irril   *
c -  2 ^

< 7 ( T ' q i q 2

j  ( f r j  dh-\l -

(C.1.1)

using the convention Wpcrl*") ‘̂ pa ~  47rn^(r) and u>pa{r') = to denote the plasma 

frecjuency. The F  function is,

F(q„q„r,r)=y^ - - 1 1
+

{iu + U J q J { - i U  +  UJq^) {~iu  +  UJ q J { l U  +  CJgJ

1 / 1  1
X -   ------------ — T — ------------—  +

2 \ { iu  + + uj'gJ { - lu  + uj'^^){iu + u'ĝ )

(C.1.2)

where uj  ̂ is the spin dependent dispersion function. Using the approximate formula 

from Dion,

=  SKlfk))
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C. SPIN VDW  KERNEL

with h{x) =  1 — e being a cutoff function for the large q hmit. The param eter 

is then given by the ratio,

given th a t kplr)  is the Fermi vector it is easy to see how this quantity can be extended 

to the spin density regime. The kernel function, then given by,

4>aa’ { Y , Y ' )  =  ^  ^  F (q i, Q a ,  r , r ' ( g i , ^2 , k  -  r  I )  (C.1.5)
qiq2

Where

\V{q,, 92 , | r  -  r 'l)  =  (1 -  ^  (C.1.6)

is identical to the similar expression appearing in Dion, equation 16 in Reference [49]. 

A  is a constant resulting in the final, spin dependent expression of equation (4.2.40).
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A ppendix D

Evaluating the spin vdw kernel

Equation (C.1.5) highlights an issue with this functional, the kernel clearly has a spin 

dependence but is it different from the Dion kernel [49, 84]? How can we evaluate it? 

The most widely implemented algorithm to evaluate equation (3.4.1) is the algorithm 

of Roman-Perez and Soler [77]. Critical to this algorithm is the expansion of the 

kernel,

0{qi,q2 ,i?) ~  '^(p{qa,(l0,R)Pc{qi)Pi3{q2)  (D.1.1)
a0

with R =  \r — r'l, are fixed values and are interpolating fimctions. The purpose 

behind this expansion is to then transform equation (3.4.1) to Fourier space, reducing 

the costly double integral to a single integral. Applying a similar expansion to our
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D. EVALUATING THE SPIN VDW  KERNEL

spin kernel gives,

oa'

I  f  d^^d^^'^a<,{YW^{R)d0a’{r') (D.1.2)
a a 'a 0 ''

=  \ Y .  j  c^"k0,.(k)0“' '( /c )V '(k )  (D-1-3)
a a ’a.13

where Oaa{' )̂ =  ^^cr(r)^a(9CT(^J<j(r))) and (jf‘̂ {R) =  ^(q,^, q ^ ,/?). Equation (D.1.3) has 

undergone a fourier transform, as such the variables are the fourier transform of their 

real space counterparts.

What is important for us here though is that the spin dependence has been removed 

from the “core” of the kernel, This is beneficial to us as we can utilise the

pre-calculated table of values from the standard Roman-Perez/Soler implementation 

for (f)°‘̂ {R). The theta values are calculated at run time on a grid, matching the

density grid, for the range of q-value interpolation points. In our implementation

of the spin kernel in code we simply calculate, and save, the theta values calcTilated 

using both spin densities*.
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A ppendix E

Our calculated S22 binding 

energies as well as the optim ised  

Siesta basis sets and 

pseudopotentials used.

E .l  Our calculated S22 binding energies.

We present our binding energies calculated using Siesta with double zeta +  polarised, 

DZP, double zeta +  polarised with ghost atoms, DZP+ghosts, triple zeta +  polarised, 

TZP, and optimised, OPT, basis sets.
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E. OUR CALCULATED S22 BINDING ENERGIES AS WELL AS THE 
OPTIMISED SIESTA BASIS SETS AND PSEUDOPOTENTIALS  
USED.

No. Complex DZP DZP-l-ghosts TZP OPT
(meV) (meV) (meV) (meV)

1 Ammonia dimer 134 101 131 199
2 W ater dimer 253 141 247 277
3 Formic acid dimer 929 704 834 687
4 Formamide dimer 737 587 671 607
5 Uracil dimer hb 929 772 867 837
6 2-pyridoxine 2-aminopyridine 778 652 738 796
7 Adenine thymine wc 768 620 726 780
8 Methane dimer 17 42 23 51
9 Ethene dimer 84 52 83 83
10 Benzene methane 72 47 68 113
11 Benzene dimer (slip-parallel) 122 100 122 168
12 Pyrazine dimer 207 141 211 182
13 Uracil dimer (stack) 512 362 514 511
14 Indole benzene (stack) 222 150 230 230
15 Adenine thymine (stack) 533 384 543 406
16 Ethene ethine 75 64 84 95
17 Benzene water 198 113 172 160
18 Benzene ammonia 111 76 107 107
19 Benzene hen 182 149 182 191
20 Benzene dimer (T-shape) 144 109 150 141
21 Indole benzene (T-shape) 249 179 245 245
22 Phenol dimer 328 227 317 356

Table E .l :  O ur calcu lated  S22 binding  energies - The binding energies from our 
Siesta calculations for the double zeta + polarised, DZP, double zeta + polarised with 
ghost atoms, DZP+ghosts, triple zeta + polarised, TZP, and optimised, OPT, basis 
sets.
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E.2 O ptim ised  S iesta  basis sets.

E.2 Optimised Siesta basis sets.

For th is work we used optim ised basis sets for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen. 

We used pre-calculated param eters for hydrogen and oxygen and generated our own 

basis for carbon and nitrogen. In order to  create optim ised basis sets we used a 

particle sw'arm optiniiser to  variationally select th e  cut-offs of each of the  zetas as 

well as param eters for the cut-off function.

Each basis was ojitim ised in a particu lar chemical environm ent. For the  oxygen 

and  hydrogen bases the w ater m onom er was used, for nitrogen the  N2 dim er, and for 

carbon the  benzene with m ethane ghost atom s system.*

Below' w'e give the optim ised basis set param eters used in this work, in the Siesta 

input form at.

O ptim ised  hydrogen basis 

H 2 0.22
n=l 0 2 E 2.07 0.00
4.971 1.771

n=2 1 I E  0.89 0.01
4.988

O ptim ised  carbon basis

C 3 0.646669
n=2 0 2 E 0.670840 -0.933314

,*A carbon basis optimised using an isolated benzene ring was also tested. In both cases all 
the other species, including ghosts, were represented with a TZP basis. This alternative basis was 
rejected as the difference between the counterpoise corrected and non corrected binding energies for 
the benzene ammonia complex was 76meV versus the 22meV for the benzene with ghost system. 
The additional criterion of minimising the difference in the corrected and uncorrected results added 
to help in the optimisation of the carbon basis. As mentioned in Section 5.4.1 this is the standard 
measure of BSSE errors for binding energy calculations.
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E. OUR CALCULATED S22 BINDING ENERGIES AS WELL AS THE 
OPTIMISED SIESTA BASIS SETS AND PSEUDOPOTENTIALS 
USED._______

7.711389 

n=2 1 2

13.999999 

n=3 0 1

13.999998

Optimised nitrogen basis

N 2 -0 .031268

n=2 0 2 E 39 .703023 -0 .8 45926

8.796486 2 .691619

n=2 1 2 E 35.361655 -0 .4 35948

10.597426 3 .273545

Optimised oxygen basis 

0 3 - 0 . 2 0

n=2 0 2 E 0 .0 0  1.31

5 .000  2.581

n=2 1 2 E 0 .0 0  5 .28

6 .500  2 .487

n=3 2 I E  104.31 0 .00

3.923

E.3 S iesta  P seu d op oten tia ls.

For each of the elements we generated pseudopotentials using our cross code pseu

dopotential generator. This code outputs the same pseudopotentials in both Siesta
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E.3 S iesta  P seudopoteritia ls.

and QE formats. The pseudopotentials we generated using the vdW -DF XC and the 

following atomic configurations:

•  Hydrogen: ISI 2p0 3d0 4f0,

•  Carbon: 2S2 2p2 3d0 4f0,

• Nitrogen: 2S2 2p3 3d0 4f0,

o Oxygen: 2S2 2p4 3d0 4f0.

To satisfy Siestas pseudopotential format we must generate pseudopotentials with 

each of the foiu angular momenta channels. To do this we add empty channels with 

very short cutoffs.
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A ppendix  F 

Bi2Se3 R 3m s tru c tu re  in a 

hexagonal lattice.

Here we use a hexagonal lattice constants to allow for easier lattice matching with 

the graphene overlayer. The unit cell vectors are,

v i =  ax (F.0.1)

a  ̂ y/Sa ^
V2 = - ~ x  + - ^ y  (F.0.2)

Vg = cz, (F.0.3)

where x, y, and i, are unit vectors along the orthongal directions where x  and y are

in the plane of the quintuple layer.

Each cjuintuple layer comprises of hve atoms whose internal parameters, u and v
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F. BI2SE3 R3M STRUCTURE IN A HEXAGONAL LATTICE._________

can be obtained from litrature [119],

(F.0.4) 

(F.0.5) 

(F.0.6) 

(F.0.7) 

(F.0.8)

Se (0,0,^;) 

Bi (0,0, ti) 

Se (0,0,0) 

Bi (0 ,0 ,—t/) 

Se (0 ,0 ,—?;)
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